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Tlte Report of the Engineer will be issued immediately upon
the completion of the Plans of Works and Implements.

1885.

VICTORIA.

ROY1tL COMMISSION ON WATER SUPPLY.

FIRST PROGRESS REPORT.

IRRIGATION IN WESTERN AMERICA,
SO PAR AS IT IIAS RELATION TO THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF VICTORIA.

A MEMORANDUM FOR THE MEMBERS OF THE ROYAL COMMISSION
ON WATER SUPPLY,
llT

THE HONORABLE A. DEAKIN,

~I.P.

PRESENTED TO BOTH HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT BY HIS EXCELLENCY'S COMMAND.
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JOHN FERRES, GOVERNlrENT PRINTER, MELBOURNE.
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FIRST PROGRESS REPORT OF TIIE ROYAL COMiYIISSION ON
WATER SUPPLY, 1884.

To HIS ExcELLENCY SIR HENRY BROUGHAM Locn, Knight Commander cif
the Most Honorable Order cif the Batlt, Governor and Commanderin- Chiif in and over the Colony qf Victoria and its Dependencies,

o/c., o/c.,

~·c.

lfAY IT PLEASE YOUR ExcELLENCY :
'Ve, your Commissioners, appointed on the 23rd December, 1884, "to inquire
into the question of Water Supply, and into other matters relating thereto," beg to
submit this our first Progress Report.
We have held a number of meetings in Melbourne, and have also visited and
examined a large number of works of Water Supply in various parts of the colony,
and have taken evidence of the Chairmen and Officers of Water Trusts constituted
under the Victorian Water Conservation Act 1881; of the Mayors and Public Officers
of towns artificially supplied with water; and of other persons able to afford us
information on the subject of inquiry remitted to us by Your Excellency.
'Ve have also received from the Hon. Alfred Deakin, M.P., President of this
Commission, a Memorandum of certain valuable information collected by him in the
course of a visit to the United States of America, undertaken with the purpose of
forwarding the objects of this Commission; a copy of which document we have now
the honour to lav before Your Excellencv.
v
~

We have the honour to be,
Your Excellency's most obedient servants,
ALFRED DEAKIN, President.
JAMES CAMPBELL, Vice-President.
CHARLES YOUNG,
W ALTER MADDEN,
JAMES SHACKELL,
GEORGE GRAHAM,
A. BLACK,
WILLIAM H. STEEL,
ROB. L. J. ELLERY,
W. ,V, CULCHETH,
TH OS. B. MUNTZ,
THOMPSON MOORE,
JAMES BALFOUR,

STUART MuRRAY, Secretary,
Public Offices, lfelhourne.

Members.

IRRIGATION IN ·wESTERN .AJ1ERICA SO FAR AS IT HAS RELATION
TO THE

CIRCU~ISTANCES

Orl VICTORIA.

A JJ1emorandnm for the Members qf the Royal Commission on Water Supply.
Since I had the honour of presiding over your opening meeting at the close ofPreliminary
last year, I have visited America for the purpose of obtaining such a knowledge of
the system of irrigation in that country as might throw light upon the possibilities of
its application in Victoria, and thus assist you in the solution of the all-important
problems of water supply into which your Commission was appointed to inquire.
By a rapid tour through Colorado, California, Arizona, New and Old Mexico, Nevada,
and Kansas, and, by the kind assistance of State officials, and of a large number of
private persons, I was enabled to mRke a satisfactory inspection of the works and
methods employed so far as they appear to have relation to the present circumstances of Vietoria. The necessity for leaving Austrnlia to obtain evidence of a
practical order relating to agricultural production by means of an artificial water
supply needs no remark. ·what experiment there has been among us in this direction is of so recent a date, of so limited. an extent, and of so rudimentary a character
that, to find a practical base for those recommendations which Parliament will expect
to receive fi·om the Commission, it seemed imperative that experiences of a much
more varied nature should be laid before you.
'Vhat Major Powell, chief of the Geographical and Geological Survey Irrigation area
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portion in which irrigation is essential to all agriculture-begins about midway
in the great plains of the central States, and extends across the Rocky Mountains
to tlw coast range bordering upon the Pacific Ocean. It is an area of enormous
extent, since it compreheuds more than two-fifths of the whole territory of the
Republic, excluding Alaska. Between this region and the "humid region" in which
irrigation is unnecessary, stretches what he denominates the "suh-humid region," in
which irrigation, though not essential and not yet introduced, is, in his opinion, certain
to be ~Mlopted in course of time to meet the fluctuations of its rainfaJL In this last
division is included one-tenth of the whole countrv. Consec1uentlv, aceordhw
to this
b
competent judge, irrigation, now a matter of the most vital interest to more than
one-third of the United States, is likely to become in the future a mainstay of the
agriculture of more than one-half of its va~>t domain. It is scarcely possiblP, tlwreforc,
to exaggerate the importance to the States of a study of its progress and promise. So
far, however, it hns not obtained that complete scientific investigation which the
knowledge of such a £'let would lead one to anticipate.* At present, wh::tt practical experience there is has heen attained in the arid area of the south-west,
~
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1,000,000 square miles in extent, of which not one-half has yet been surveyed. For
the .eastern boundary of this region Major Powell takes the isohyetal (or mean annual
rainfhll) line of 20 inehes, whieh runs for the m.ost part somewhat east of the onehundredth meridian, and includes all the country west of this, with the exception of
the strip of northern California, Oregon, and Washington territory receiving the
mists and rains of the Pacific Ocean. Out of this enormous tract, containing onethird as much land as the whole of Australasia, only some 3 or 4 per cent. is irrigable
at any price. There is not water enough to supply more, and doubtless it could not
be profitably supplied to nearly so much. The proportion actually irrigated so far
can only be approximately estimated. The State engineer of Colorado reckons over
1,000,000 acres within his jurisdiction ; the Congressional delegate for Utah adds
650,000 acres for that territory; the State engineer of California has supervision
over an area of about the same extent; while in Arizona, New Mexico, and Kansas,
though the totals are small in comparison, they are increasing steadily, and already
works are constructed to supply a much greater acreage than is actually watered.
Probably the water supply of this year will be able to cover 2,500,000 acres. Thi8 is
more than are supplied in Italy, and far more than in France and Spain together. The
area in Mexico is very great, but can only be guessed at. From what can be learned,
it would, if added to that of the States, give as large an irrigated area to North
America as to Europe.
Irrigation era..

The extent of the area irrigated in the West is the more surprising since the
practice, as compared with that of Europe, is a thing of yesterday. In Mexico,
irrigation was practised before the Spanish conquest, and there are a few
spots in its old provinces, now forming the south-western States of the Union,
where, either at Indian villages or at the missions, plots can be seen which have been
cultivated for a century by its means. In Utah, Americans began irrigating in a
primitive way forty years ago, and their example was followed in that fashion, especially
near the Mexican border, and under Mexican tutelage, for a score of years. But the
real development of American irrigation, now so wide-spread, has taken place entirely
during the last quarter of a century, and mainly during the last fifteen years. During
that period it has been lifted out of its early rudeness and carelessness into something
like science and skill. Its traditions date no farther than this; its records do not date
so far. The strides it has taken may be judged from the now cunent estimate that, as
against 4,500 miles of canal in Lombardy, there are 12,000 miles of main canals in the
'Vest, and that the capital invested in and about them is expressed in millions sterling.

Theviaible
fruits of irrigation.

Though in area American irrigation to-day may be compared with that of
Europe, there is no comparison in age. As yet, indeed, there has been no comparison of the two systems, nor is there any work of which I am aware dealing with
the irrigation of the vVest :u; a whole, or presenting its peculi~1r features. A few
papers have been 1-vritten upon particular instances, but these have little more than
a local interest. If one seeks for an explanation of the reason why Ainerican
irrigation is so famous, one finds that it is not owing in any degree to the completeness of the information published concerning it, but to the impression made upon
every tourist through the arid area. A very vivid impression he cannot fail to receive,
no matter how careless or indifferent lle may be, for the glimpses obtained from a
railway carriage window are a constant illustration of the wonder-working powers of an
element, the need of 'iYhich is so painfully evident for scores of miles along his route.
The irrigated lands of America, though widely various, may be divided into two great
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classes. The rolling prairies of Kansas and sloping uplands of Colorado belong to one
division. Poor aml brown iu ordinary seasons, their buffalo and hunch grasse:-; are
often green after fitvorahle spring rains, and it seems hut natural that, when a constant
supply of water is secured, these treeless expanses should be gradually conquered by
the march of settlement from thickly inhabited and closely cultivated districts. Not
so with the sandy wastes stretching in a broad belt from the north to the south and
south-west of the arid region. Here there is no prospect of any early invasion due
to pressure of population or overflow from crowded towns. Here there is nothing to
attract, and everything to repel. Here even the rich red mesa lands that lie under the
shadow of the foot-hills are desolate at all timL·~; :md in all seasons-so <lesolate that
it seems impossible they should ever sustain a living thing. From then1 the illimitable
desert, bare and blinding in its glaring barrenness, stretches far away to the mirage
towers that shift along a dull and undefined horizon. .Much of the soil is so powdery
even in winter that it follows in a lazv trail of cloud the horse of the solitarv
rider, or is sucked up in whirlwinds under the scorching summer sun. Elsewhere
its gr:tvelly and gritty surfaces, stre·wn with splintered boulders, are seamed into
gaping gulches and fissures of inappeasable thirst. There is no grass, the only
vegetation being a withered-looking brush resembling saltbush, the thirsty-looking
cactus, a juiceless scrub like our ti-trec, or a thorny variety of stunted palm. Such
is the Mapimi desert in Mexico, the Maricopa desert in .Arizona, or the Mojavc desert
in Califomia, and such, without water, they must remain. As it is, these waHtes of
sandy aridity and grey innutritious herbage, surrendered by nature to solitude,
surround oases created and sustained hy irrigation. In the distance the tmek of a
canal, pleasantly breaking the dull level of the dried-up plain, is marked, sometimes
for miles, hy a line of green bushes following its sinuous course. By-and-by this line
broadens as if into a great green plantation dotted with houses, divided into gardens,
and decked with flowers. Its little fields: fringed with flourishing trees, are bright
with fresh-springing pasture, upon which stock are grazing, or else crowde(l with
dark orange groves and clustering vines. In the centre of it is a tiny township, hnsy
with teams and traders where tlte train stops for a moment or two. \Vhen it starts
again the houses an<l trees vanish as if by enchantment, and the engine rushes on
through the dreary desert onee more. It is thus that the eye hears testimony to the
fruits of irrig~ttion in the south, and in the north, though in a less striking way,
the lesson is the same. The unpretentious ditches that wind along the hill-sides or
prairie ridges are not notable themselves until it is perceived that, where they are not,
a scattered herd of rough cattle, a small party of roving Indians, or a burly rnuehcr,
are the only objects of interest, while, where they multiply, are the hniluings, the
barns, and the hnsiness. A strcteh of open eountry broken hy long ridges of canals,
its paddocks plotted off into little checks, with a barefooted Chinaman or high-hooted
Europcap, spade in hand, directing the water from one to the other, arc eommon
features of the landscape, where one heholds industry and intelligence transmuting
barren surfaces into orchards and fields of w~tving grain. Fmniliar, too, are the
knots of active men, the little camp of tents, and toiling teams, that mark the
progress of a new ditch into the wilderness, where it is to create n settlement and
maintain it in Ll1e f~1ee of all seasons. The Indian village, the Mexican 1mehlo, the
American township, all clustee ahont the natuml stream, or the artificial stream
which makes it serviceable. For in these parched regions its progress is ever.vwhere
a triumphal march. It is here veritably the water of life~liic to the g,·,~"c; and
flower, to the loaded tree, to man and to the city of men whose homesteads and
harvests foJlow in its wake.

.
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America. as a
field of
inquiry.

State inaction.

Still the choice of America as a field of inquiry was not dictated by any
mere consideration of area or pictorial impressiveness, hut "rith a careful regard to our
own local conditions. Indian inigation is known to be canied on upon the greatest
scale, and many of its works are acknowledged to be marvels of engineering skill.
But they are designed to meet the needs of a dense imperfectly civilized population,
whose habits and wants differ from those of our race, and whose climate, country, and
water supply lead them to grow a class of products chiefly foreign to our farmers.
In the valley of the Po, the practice of irrigation, by means of a culture of immemorial experience, has probably reached greater perfection ; but here too, as
in the south of France and in Spain, the conditions of existence are widely different
from those which obtain in the new worlds. In Italy and parts of France there is a
rainfall 75 per cent. greater than ours, feeding numerous streams of considerable
magnitude, besides which there is a large population, cheap in hire, frugal in habit,
and trained from childhood to the practice of employing water for agricultural purposes.
These countries have been long settled, much divided, regularly cultivated, while their
cultivators act under a body of traditional customs, and local as well as general laws,
adapted to their peculiar circumstances. They have the markets of the continent at
their doors, and steadily supply them. In many respects, therefore, the inigating
countries of Europe and Asia differ widely from our own. The western States of
America, on the other .hand, which can now claim to be ranked among irrigating
countries, present many likenesses to Victoria. The climate of California resembles
ours as much as that of the south of France or northern Italy, but "rith a further
resemblance that the rainfall of its warmer districts is insufficient or inegular, so
that, in more than two-thirds of this State, artificial additions to it are rendered
necessary. It is like Victoria-a new country, settled by the pick of the Anglo-Saxon
race, attracted in the first instance by gold discoveries, and remaining after that
excitement passed away to build up a uew nation under the freest institutions and most
favorable conditions of life. California is almost exactly the same age as our colony,
and in soil also the two countries are not unlike. In both, water was first employed
by miners, and in both af,l'ficulture has been a later development. The price of labour
bears about the same relation in each to the price of commodities. Their products
are similar, and in both the chief markets are found at a great distance. California,
with the same population as Victoria, has twice our area, and as the State is oblong in
shape and has its greatest length from north to south, it possesses within its borders a
greater diversity of climate. The " coast" range of mountains divides it into a valley
and a slope, the valley bounded by the Sierra Nevada on the east, and the slope on
the west by the Pacific Ocean. Its agricultural lands lie mainly in the former, which
is 450 miles long by 50 miles broad, and as level as the valleys of the Goulburn and
the Murray. Its likeness to Victoria is most marked in its central portion, which
includes its richest a1·ea. Except in climate and fruit products, the neighbouring
western States have many, though not so many, points of likeness to Victoria. In
fine, the close resemblance of the peoples, their social and political conditions, and
their natural surroundings, renders the parallel between southern Australia and the
western States of America as complete as such parallels can well he. It is thither,
therefore, that we should naturally look to learn with least difficulty the modes of
successful irrigation.
There are, however, not only likenesses but unlikenesses, which present themselves in any contrast of the two countries ; and among them one of the chief is
the attitude of the State towards every form of enterprise, including the construction
and management of railways, telegraphs, and water supply. In Victoria the water
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tmpply of cities and towns is generally in the hands of municipal bodies, woo have
carried out the works with money lent to them by the Central Government. In western
America the water supply is almost inv:triably provided by private companies. In one
instance, that of Los Angeles, Cal., where this t·ule obtains, a water supply has been
undertaken hy the municipal body; but it is not employed for domestic purposes,
being applied, curiously enough, to irrigation only. The outlay incurred is recouped
by sale of the water to the farmers, a great number of whom have their plots within
the city boundaries. The local governing body of Salt Lake, Utah, has also undertaken a similar work, though this is maintained out of the ordinary rates, inste~td of by
sales of ·water. Local governing bodies, however, do not, as a rule, go so far as this
even where, as in Los Angeles and Salt I.ake, water for irrigation is as essential
to the maintenance of towns as is water for drinking purposes. The utmost they
do is to permit, as in Carson City, Nevada, a canal 6 feet wide to run along a main
road unfenced, or, as in Phrenix, Arizona, to permit ditches 3 feet and 4 feet deep to cross
their roadl'l without requiring them to be fenced or bridged. Beyond this, the municipalities do nothing. State Governments never have done anything in the way of
undertaking or assisting in the construction of irrigation works. They are not expected
to undertake them, and there does not appear any likelihood of their ever having
any proprietary eonnexion with them. The Central Government maintains, if possible,
an attidude of even greater indifference. All the irrigation works of western America,
with the exceptions above named, have been constructed and maintained wholly
and solely by private persons. Not only has the Government spent nothing
upon them, but it has known nothing of them. They have been eonstructeu
outside the law, extra legally, if not illegally. Even now only two States and
one territory have attempted to deal legislatively with any of the problems raised,
and it is not claimed that in more than one of these has anything substantial
been achieved. In Colorado the State engineer has issued one report, which includes
a register of water rights. In California the State engineer has issued one report
specially dealing with irrigation, but there is no register of water rights. In no other
State or territory is there either report or register. These two reports are of grent
intrinsic merit, but have a further interest, inasmuch as they are the only official
papers published by any State hearing upon irrigation. The authors ha,'e done the
hest that could he done with the means afforded them, but none can he more keenly
conscious than they are of the magnitude of the work still undone. Major Powcll's
work is of the highest value, but consists of only a few pages of a general uature,
dealing with the conditions precedent to irrigation.
Only the fringe of the subject having been touched officially, the visitor who Diifleultieaor
desires to ;,tudy irrigation finds that the data upon which he must build his conelu- the inquiry.
sions are not to he obtained ready garnered in a State offiee, but that they nn~
virtually uncollected, and must he sought fm in the fields of prneticnl
The officinls of the Central Government and of the State Governments exhibit the
most considerate courtesy, hut can only regret that they have been so hampered
want of means and authority that they have not been able to carry on their work
this direction, so as to place the matter upon a scientific basis. This condition
of things is doubtless largely due to the newness of the country, aud will
to disannenr HS these rcQ'ionH attain to the a~re, l)Olm1ation . aw.! or'
tlw t':lst01'f1
All th:1t LOu~d be (hrtll' to urge the
t"
action has been done by the State engineer, tVho, with his colleague in Co:oratlo, ha::J
managed at last to partially educate publie opinion as to the duty of the State in this
1
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relation. But their best endeavours at present can only point to the sources in which
knowledge must be looked for. Obliged, as an investigator must he, to have resort at
every turn to private persons, it is but right that he should acknowledge the fnmkness
and kindness everywhere extended to the stranger. I cannot recall without surprise
how courteously and cordially, even at the sacrifice of time and personal convenience,
numbers of engineers, projectors, capitalists and their agents, vignerons, farmers, stockraisers, orchard-growers, millers, and business people, bestirred themselves to furnish
the best information procurable, and assist my inspection of works. Even with all
this aid, it has been difficult to secure such precise data ranging over certain periods
of time as would allow of definite conclusions being drawn. The paper of questions to
be put to irrigators prepared under my direction on the outward voyage (Appendix A)
was only partially filled. A shorter and simpler series, circulated by the State
engineer of California some time back, proved equally unfruitfu], and from the same
causes. The farmers of America compare favorably with those of any country in
method, quickness, and caution, but they are not given to recording exact quantities of
water, nor the special conditions of its use, nor yet the results obtained with the exactness
required for professional investigation. Many of them have been their own engineers
or have employed engineers who either used no plans or have mislaid them. The many
law suits as to the use of water now pending in California naturally render capitalists
who have engaged in great irrigation enterprises within its boundaries somewhat chary
of giving their private records for publication. Again, partly because of the neglect
of the various States to collate facts and figures relating to irrigation, each district
has grown up with its own theories, prejudices, and customs, differing often to a
noteworthy degree from those of its neighbours.
The circumstances of the several States also naturally lead to great differences
• Irrigatwn
· • · work s. Tl1e mountam
· torrents of' Co1orad o reqmre
· to be grapp1ed
t h mr
with by large and powerful weirs before they can be raised so as to cover their high
rolling uplands, while the shallow rivers of Southern California call for light structures
only capable of elevating water a few feet so as to lead it across sandy plains.
Farming in the bottom lands of Arizona has led to the use of wing-dams which can
direct the flood waters of spring along the ridges, and thence command the flats
beneath, and a somewhat similar class serve for the low levels of Kansas, while its bench
or mesa lands (the secondary flats or table lands running up to foot-hills) call for larger
ditches and stronger works, drawing their supply from the turbid Arkansas. In Utah
and New Mexico we touch upon primitive works supplying Sinall plots of land with
little driblets of the precious fluid~ out of which, with care and economy, thriving
settlements are built up. The parent source of this system, and indeed of American
irrigation, is Old Mexico, where irrigation, from the simplicity of the Egyptian waterlifter to the masonry weir and solid stone aqueduct of centuries ago, spreads its sway
over the whole of the territory classed in its temperate and tropic zones. If it is
difficult to arrive at accurate information in the United States, in .Mexico it is impossible. There is no trustworthy measurement of water, and but the loosest measure of
products ; a majority of those who till are too ignorant, and the minority who own
the soil too indifferent to record their experience ; the State does nothing to assist,
and has no bureau to take cognizance of this most important factor of its ehief source
of wealth. 'Vhat knowledge exists is in the shape of oral tradition ; what 'vorks
there are, are either of the rudest kind or ebe all knowledge uf their eost is lost in
the past. Everywhere in the States or in .Mexico private enterprise is supreme, and
one learns only from private persons. The general condition is scanty collections of

Differences of
Vlll'ioUB States. •
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facts, and often opposite conclusions drawn from them. This diversity of local opinions
casts upon the investigator the serious responsibility of deciding between them, and
thus renders his task the more arduous. It is by contrast, therefore, of varying bodies
of evidence, and by the aid of much expert opinion freely tendered, that the
conclusions here put forward with this qualification have been obtained. It has been
essential not only to see for oneself, hut to travel far and see much in order to discover
what was worth seeing.
Rememhcrin!l' the immense extent of the arid area, and the magnitude of the Mexican irri~
.IrrigatiOn
. · alrea dy un1"ldertaken m
· 1t,
· one cannot h ut he surpnse
' d at t l1e nat ure of th e gation law.
legislation under which it has been developed. Still the omissions and mistakes made
in the States furnish some valuable material; in Mexico there is little bearing upon
the Victorian situation. The Aztecs were expert in the art of irrigation when Cortez
landed upon their shores, and the Spaniards who conquered them brought their" Law
of \Vaters" into force in their possessions. Under the Montezumas, water was the
property of the commune; under the Spaniards it became the property of the king.
In both the public interest was thus permanently recognised. Private acquisition was
permitted for domestic purposes, but not for irrigation or industrial uses, except upon
an authority derived from the Crown or its delegates as representing the public
interest. Property in water, however, can be acquired by uncontested possession for
twenty years, and is superior to property on land, since its owner has the right to carry
it over any land which may lie between his source of supply and the farm to which he
\Vishes to apply it, on payment of compensation and justification of the route.
There are a great variety of enactments relating to water in the several provinces
and municipal districts ; but as the water available for private use has been almost all
appropriated, there is now little ground for litigation as to new diversions. Public
rights are jealously guarded; a landowner near the head of a stream may not deprive
a landowner lower down of his share.
nless he can obtain an official authority, he
can use no water that is not derived from springs upon his own property. The chief
measures of water are the Surco, which is equivalent to a flow of 0·23 cubic feet per
second ; the N aranja, which is one-third of a Surco ; and the Paja, which is equal to
0·00053 cubic feet per second. In the city of Mexico and other important municipalities the Paja is the unit of measurement nominally employed. Law suits relating
to the use of water are not uncommon; but nevertheless the law, with all its defects,
appears to be fairly comprehended and obeyed. In what were Mexican provinces,
California, Arizona, and New Mexico, the practice of irrigation was established, though
on a very small scale, before its annexation to the United States, and has since
developed to a considerable degree on the same lines, the only cardinal principle
recognised being that of one appropriator over another in the order of priority of use.
The issue of Mexican grants, and the wholesale incorporation of English common law,
have combined to confuse the legal position of irrigation so much in the south, that
it would demand an undue space to enter into all its phases. Still there are points
which have a meaning for us, aml these will be briefly alluded to.
In all matters relating to irrigation the knowledge of what is to he avoided is of Irrig-ation law
. wort J1y of' lll1ttatwu,
. . .
. ts
. particularly
.
in Colorado.
1 Wl.t] 1 tlw 1mowleclge of w'h at IS
equal vane
an d t lns
the case in regard to irrigation law. The enactments which have proved advantageous,
and their pnrticular deficiencies, are both woTthy of elosc attention. The Central
Govcrument having no jurisdiction in the matter of irrigation, it is dealt with by
eacl1 State in aecordan:ce with its own conditions. As the laws of Colorado are by far
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the most successful, they may be fairly allotted the first place. By the constitution of
this State, granted as late as 1876, and framed doubtless in this way, because it had the
experience of California to act upon, all streams within its boundaries were declared
to be public property. By this one declaration a thousand and one sources of
contention as to riparian rights were altogether closed. By special enactment, it
next provided for the proving and registry of every water claim. These were allowed
hy the emu·ts in their order of priority, and to the amount of water which had been
actually used. "\Vhen these points had been adjudicated upon, the claims were then
pulJlished as rights. The consent of the State engineer was required before the
issue of any further rights. Under a further provision the national value of irrigation
was recognised as in .Mexico by the granting of a general power to any person to
obtain an casement for his canal over his neighbour's land upon payment of compensation. Twenty-six water districts were defined according to the natural areas of
drainage and supply, and a water master for each was appointed, whose duty it is to
decide disputes between appropriators, and supervise the general distribution from
a particular stream. By these simple means a host of difficulties and complexities
were escaped, permanence was given to existing works, and encouragement oftered
for the eoustruction of new works. It is not surprising, therefore, that, in mileage
of canals or acreage irrigated, Colorado more than doubles any other State, or that
its works are the greatest and most permanent, and are most rapidly extending. The
territory of Utah has shown its appreciation of such results by copying as closely as
convenient the legislation of Colorado. Its powerful church government has proved
an invaluable administrative, judicial, and organizing agency.
lrr1gation law
mCaliforna..

In California more has been attempted, and much less achieved. In that State
there is no constitutional or statutory provision that the waters shall he public property,
but the common law of England has been incorporated in the Civil Code of the State "so
far as it is not repugnant to or inconsistent with the constitution of the United States, or the
constitution or laws of this State " (sec. 4468 ). As a consequenee, the doctrine of the
right of a riparian proprietor to receive from the riparian proprietor above, and his obligation to deliver to the riparian proprietor below, the water of the stream upon which his
land abuts undiminished in quantity ami unimpaired in quality, has been revived,
and is now being contested in the Supreme Court of the United States. The case
stated is but the precursor of a cloud of litigation. If this doctrine be maintained on
the appeal now pending, all diversion of water for irrigation purposes would he rendered
illegal--a consummation which could only he regarded as a national disaster. One
effort has been made to mitigate the threatened catastrophe, hut it is of limited airn and
questionable efficacy. To protect those who have already made appropriations, an
Act was passed in the recent session of the State Legislature declaring that the
use of water for irrigation purposes is a public use, and that its distribution
and price may be regulated by the supervisors (shire councillors) of eaeh county.
This offers no opportunity whatever for future appropriations, and it is yet
somewhat uncertain how far it will operate in favour of the present appropriators,
as its interpretation is likely to remain in doubt until tested in the Courts. Iu
the United States, Acts of the Legislature may he reviewed hy the Supreme Court,
which has the power conferred upon it by the constitution to declare whether an
Aet of the Legislature is inter viTes or ?tltra 'L'ires. For instance, there is already
upon the statute-hook of California a very valuable Act for the encouragement of
irrigation, providing for the establishment of districts, the raising of funds, and the
construction of works. This Aet has been declared by the Supreme Court to he
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contrary to the constitution of the State, inasmuch as it leaves the establishment of the
proposed district in the bands of its residents, instead of providing for its declaration
by some representative body recognised by the law; hence it has remained a dead
letter. The very valuable "Reclamation Act" passed in the same State has escaped
this danger, because it is brought into operation in each district by the local governing
board of supervisors. It has been suggested that the " District Irrigation Act " had
another vulnerable point, since it provided that the minority of landowners in any
proposed district might he compelled to contribute towards the scheme adopted by
the majority, in spite of them and against their wishes; but as a recent decision has
validated a " Drainage Act," rendering contributions compulsory, even from owners
who have not consented to the creation of a drainage district under that Act, it is
now considered that no <i'lnger need he apprehended on this score. It is probable,
therefore, that the former Act will he revived by a future amendment empowering
the declaration of irrigation districts hy the supervisors, in which case, even though
dissenting owners are compelled to contribute, it is anticipated that the Courts
will not raise any constitutional objection. Meanwhile, the measure is without
force or effect. Even if the " District Irrigation Act " were valid, the riparian
owner might still stop the way, or, if he were appeased, the various claimants
might be unable to come to a settlement among themselves. Consequently, the
irrigation representatives in California have set themselves three things to accomplish:
to obtain the abolition of riparian rights ; the registration and measurement of all
claims to water, with provision for the granting of further rights of diversion; and
lastly the constitution of irrigation districts. A Bill to accomplish the last purpose
understood to have the approval of the State engineer, :Mr. Hall, who is certainly
the most competent judge of such questions in the West, as it deals with exactly
the same plan which has been accepted by our own Legislature, is given in
Appendix B.
According to the last message of the Governor of California to its Consequence~
•
• •
of imperfect
Legislature, "rrghts to use water under the C1v1l Code are undefined and unproven legislation.
claims, the extent and dates of which are known only to their holders or claimants/'
a state of affairs which necessarily involves all parties interested in doubt and loss.
How serious the loss is, o-wing to this unsatisfactory condition of legislation, may he
better judged when it is recollected that almost the whole of the 150,000 people who
inhabit southern California are directly or indirectly dependent upon irrigation for
their support. The value of the property in irrigation lands and works threatened in
this State is publicly stated at £40,000,000. The injurious results of the uncertainty
as to the position of appropriators are discovering themselves on eYery hand. The
splendid fruits of irrigation upon desert lands have all sprung from schemes
commenced before this issue was raised. From that hour all projects for new works
or the enlargement of works in existence have been paralysed. Canals ·which
have a capacity for supplying 40,000 acres, with but little addition, continue to
supply only 20,000 acres, as they did when the doubt was first raised. Only under
most exceptional circumstances or on the smallest scale arc any new projects being
carried out in California. Wl1ere, as at Ontario or Redlands, extensive expenditure is
being incurred, it is because the question of riparian rights cannot be raised. The
proprietors of existing canals arc, many of them, involved in a web of litigation, the
legal expenses on one canal alone, which is not a special subject of contention, having
added £4,000 a year to its cost of maintenance. The urgency of the situation has hecn so
far recognised that the chief work oflast session was a series of unsuccessful attempts
to find a remedy agreeable to both riparian owners and irrigators. A special session
•
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was proposed to compel a settlement, hut it was apparently considered that the interested
parties were not ripe for a compromise. Neither party desires the final triumph
of the riparian principle, even the riparian owners only seeking to gain this in oruer to
obtain more favorable terms for themselves in future legislation. If that principle were
adopted, it would mean the abandonment of irrigation. The contention at present really
is for the possession of water for purposes of irrigation. The solution sought is how to
distribute the water among the landowners upon the banks and those at a distance. ?-'he
settlement of this difficulty, whatever it may be, must be such as to lead to an extension of irrigation by providing for the utilization of all the waters of the State under
conuitions that will protect alike the public interest and the private appropriator. The
crippled condition of irrigation enterprise still remains an impressive warning as to the
necessity for providing against these complications in a new State before vested interests
become too deeply involved. In every country in which the practice of irrigation is
grafted upon agriculture for the first time, the same difficulties must be met or avoided.
The proprietorship of streams, the rights of riparian owners and appropriators, the
extent of State control of the distribution of water, am] whether special encouragement of the use of water should be given by entrusting the irrigator, under certain
conditions, with a right-of-way over private property, are questions which have all to
be determined. Outside of the laws already noted, there is uo legislation of value to
us in vVestern America. Outside of Colorado and Utah, Government has done nothing
even to secure to the appropriator of water the fruit of his labours, or enable him to
take a position in the Courts. In fact, legislative interference is only desired by the
people of the States to untie the knots which the Legislature has either tied or neglected
to untie. The utmost political aspiration of the American irrigator is that the Government will leave him severely alone.
Victoria and
Western
America.

~}limates

pared.

corn-

In comparing the laws of America with our own, it is only necessary to place
them side by side, but, in order to judge of the facilities for following American precedents in irrigation work, a general analysis of the physical conditions of each country
is essential. The climate, soil, rainfall, and water supply must be first noted; after
which the nature of the works, the method of applying water, and the character of
the products obtained need to be taken into account. A glance at the means adopted
for carrying out the enterprises, and special mention of any significant collateral circumstances will then enable conclusions to be arrived at as precise, perhaps, as such a
complex eollocation of facts will permit.
To commence, then, with the climate. The irrigation area in America stretches
from the snows of Colorado to the perpetual sunshine of Mexico, and from the shores
of the Pacific to the valley of the Mississippi, embracing as great a variety of climate
as is to be found in the whole of Australia. Over the whole of this great
surface are scattered patches of irrigated land, and nowhere, north or south,
east or west, does there appear to he any relinquishment of irrigation on account of
climatic conditions. According to American experience, thr. climate of 'Varrnambool
is not too cold, nor that of Swan Hill too hot, for irrigation. It is needless to add that,
compared with the whole extent of this territory, the irrigated area is infinitesimal,
and must always remain infinitesimal; but the fact stands that the high plains of
Colorado, 5,000 feet above the sea, the bleak prairies of Kansas, the sandy waste
of California at the sea level, or the arid valleys of the Mexican plateau, 7,000 feet
above it and within the tropical zone, are all susceptible of irrigation. The only want
is want of water. Climate limits the Colorado farmer to a short season of 100 days,
while in Los Angeles or Leon cultivation is carried on all the year round. Climate
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determines the class of products that can be profitably raised, and the temperature, of
course, affects the quantity of 'vater necessary to be used; but it is plain, from the
extremes of heat and cold met with in the irrigating districts of America, that the
climate of Victoria offers no obstacle to irrigation in any part.
The soils of the western States are, as a rule, of a lighter character than our Soils comnarelP
own, varying from sand of an apparently worthless order to a pale sandy loam found
in the river bottoms, and a darker heavier loam of better quality upon the uplands.
In Kansas the subsoil is of tough, impervious clay in the bottoms, which in the bench
lands, where the soil is heavier, becomes light and porous, with often a stratum of
pure sand 4 feet to 6 feet from the surface, much of it over a limestone formation.
In the south the soil is friable and hopelessly dry, not simply silicious, but consisting
of comminuted granite and eruptive rocks, with an admixture of schists. It frequently
is distinctly calcareous and alkaline, of a greyish-yellow colour, with black particles
in it; its depth, from 6 feet to 10 feet, together with its extreme penetrability~ compensating in some degree for its poverty. Its quality may be best judged, however,
from the analysis of Professor E. \V. Hilgard, of the Agricultural College of the
University of California (Appendix C). IT pon this unpromising soil, agriculture, by
means of irrigation, is carried on with such great success that it gives excellent crops
of grain, lucerne, grapes, and orchard fruit. Upon the uplands a heavier loam, with
a greater admixture of clay, is found; it is often of a yellowish or reddish colour,
sometimes assumes a blackish hue, and has been found over 60 feet in depth above the
gravel. It has high percentages of lime and potash, these substances ranging from
4/10ths per cent. to 1-,! per cent. each. The phosphates are higher than in the sandier
lowlands, and sometimes as much as 7 per cent. to 12 per cent. of iron can be
detected. This class of soil may he more accurately judged fi·om the two analyses
annexed (Appendix D), both of which have the same authority as that from Fresno.
"While these represent the hest soils of California, the analysis of Professor Jamieson, of
Aberdeen, will give an idea of the hest northern soils as found in Colorado and Kansas
(Appendix E). The former class represents land upon which splendid orchard yields
are obtained, while the latter is that from which, in 18i9, by means of irrigation, was
produced the greatest yield of wheat per acre of any State in the Union. To compare
these accurately with Victorian soils, it would be necessary to quote analyses of the
latter, and enter upon a close contrast of the constituents of each, which would he here
somewhat superfluous. Suffice it to say that the rich sandy loam of our mallee
country offers a close parallel to the best Californian soils, while there are large
areas of the Wimmera and the Goulhurn valley, where irrigation is most needed,
pronounced to be equal in f(~rtility to the lJest soils of vVestern America.
The arid area of the United States, hy the terms of .Major Powell's definition, Water sur1ply":.
includes only lands where the rainfall is under 20 inches per annum. Over the 1. RainfalL
great belt in which irrigation has so far had its chief development the record for a
series of years gives hut little more than half that quantity, so that 10 to 12 inches
may be taken as a fair average, though the extremes show a much ·wider variation.
In Northern California, and among the mountains to the east, the rainfall rises to 40
inches, while in the de!'lerts of Southern California it fhlls to 4 inches. In \V estern
Kansas the fall not infi'equently reaches 20 inches, but there, as with us, this is so
irregular, that the farmer who relies solely upon a natural supply loses more by the
dry seasons than he can make in those which are more propitious. The (jltestion
as to whether settlement increases the rainfall in the "\Vest, as it has increased it in
the Mississippi valley, is still undetermined, for, though popular opinion is decidedly
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in the affirmative, the State engineer of Colorado points out that official records so
far do not support the assertion. The exceptions to this are that Salt Lake, Utah,
appears to he steadily gaining in depth, and that dew is now observed at Greeley,
in Northern Colorado, a phenomenon quite unknown until irrigation had been
practised for some years. Nor does the mere amount of rainfall indicate sufficiently the necessity for an artificial supply of water unless also the seasons in
which it falls are taken into account. In parts of Dakota and Minnesota, where
the rainfall only averages about 20 inches, dry farming is carried on, while in
districts of Texas, where the figures are as high, it would he impossible to obtain the
same results without irrigation. The explanation is that in Dakota nearly 75 per
cent. of the rain falls in the season when the farmer needs it, as against about 50 per
cent. in Texas. Indeed a gradation may be observed in this scale from north to
south, since in Kansas some 65 per cent. of the rain falls in the spring and summer,
while in the extreme south, as at San Diego, only half of the whole rainf.'lll of 9 inches
falls in the spring, and is consequently useless for agriculture. There is some
irrigation in Dakota, as also in Iowa and '\Vyoming, but not nearly so much as
in the States to the southward, where, even if the rainfall were as high, its distribution would render it insufficient. A glance at the rainfall statistics of Victoria
will show that, roughly speaking, one-half of it might be included in the
arid area, or in that portion of the sub-humid area in which irrigation is little less
essential. The valleys of the north, and the great plains of the north-west, as well as
the belt of level country immediately to the north and west of Port Phillip, and the
eastern coast of Gippsland, all feel the need of a regular rain£'111. Still, there is little
of ·what would he called in America desert land. The irrigated districts of southern
California are hotter and drier than any portion of our colony, resembling indeed, in
parts, the climate of Algiers rather than that of southern Europe. There it is always
grassless and almost rainless in many seasons, while in the country beyond Svvan Hill
though the rainfall drops to 10 inches and even less, there are still numerous seasons
in which a fair crop of grass can be ?btained. In Victoria, the difficulty for the most
part is that the supply is sometimes insufficient, often irregular, or distributed so
as to leave the crops unsupplied at a particular period. The critical season is
generally that in which the crop is ripening, towards the end of spring and beginning
of summer. A glance at our rainfall statistics for the last four years gives Horsham
an average fall of about 16 inches, and Kerang of about 10 inches, of which at the first
rather more, and at the second rather less than 25 per cent. falls in the three months,
September, October, and November. If an emergency watering could always be
obtained during this period, our northern fi1rmers would be sure of a han-est, while
as it is they run the risk of a complete failure every two or three years. So far
as rainfall is concerned, then, Victoria appears to he in as good a position as any of
the irrigated States except Western Kansas. Enough rain can be calculated upon to
materially decrease the quantity of water required to be artificially supplied, and in
exceptional years to render irrigation unessential. Though there have been at long
intervals years in which this state of things has been reached in South-western
America, yet they are so few as to but little affect the average. To make the
comparison perfect, the fall in the various seasons in Victoria would need to be
tabulated for a number of years. The soil of its several districts would also have to be
carefully analysed, for it is to be remembered that one lesson of American experience
is that soils which to the "dry farmer" gave but faint promise of any productiveness
have proved extremely fertile when exposed to frequent saturation and continuous
cultivation. The quantity of water needed is also affected by temperature, for, the
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higher it reaches, the more water is demanded. The los~ by evaporation has not yet
been determined for the several States, but it is stated that in very arid tracts it rises
to over 60 inches per annum. As favoured in rainfall as America, Victoria is less
favoured than India, Italy, or France, where the precipitation is often twice as great.
The fact that irrigation is resorted to under such conditions should be borne in mind
when we consider the wisdom of securing an artificial supply in places where the
yearly fall is often sufficient.
So far as streams are concerned, the comparison is more unfavorable to 2. River supply.
Victoria. That great backbone of the North American continent-the Rocky Mountains-traverses, with its companion, the Sierra Nevada, the whole of the south-west,
pouring from its snow fields permanent streams in greater profusion than Victoria
possesses. They rush from rocky gorges out into the open country, running often
bank high, and thus facilitating the diversion of their waters over the surrounding
lands. But the majority of them are small; even rivers like the Arkansas are tapped
for irrigation where they are no bigger than the Goulburn, and where the supply is
best, as a rule the need of it is least. One peculiarity of theirs, of the utmost value
in irrigation, is that they run along the ridges of the plain, while the country slopes
away from their banks, and in this many of our own streams resemble them, notably
those traversing the great tertiary plain of the Murray basin. In the south the rivers
which supply the chief settlements are very shallow, and run in broad, sandy beds,
often changing their course. The States have, as we have, streams which are a chain
of pools for one-half the year, and often a torrent during the other half, while with
them the melting of the snow supplies the water in volumes, as in the Murray, just
when it is most required. In Colorado the San Luis and Saguache dissipate themselves
in the plains, while in Southern California the Kern, in Utah the Jordan, :md in Nevada
the Cnrsou, Truckee, and Humboldt, terminate in lakes which have no outlet, thus
furnishing parallels to the Wimmera, Richardson, and Dunmunkle of our own colony.
One f(,ature of many American streams, especially of those in sandy beds, is that they
lose a great quantity of their flow by soakage, which in some cases returns to them by
the same means. It has been observed of some rivers in New Mexico, as in Italy of
some tributaries of the Po, that the stream tapped by a large irrigating ditch, and
rohhetl of a considerable share of its flood, regains it all again a few miles lower down.
It has been found also that old river beds still carry a flow underground, and that
some running rivers have hut a fraction of their stream8 above ground. In California
sometimes as much as two·thirds of a stream has been found below its bed, and
consequently what are called 8Ubmerged or sub-soil dams have been occasionally
employed with great success, as in the Santiago valley and at Do,vney, Cal.,
to arrest these escapes and bring the whole body of water to the surface.
'Vorks of the kind merit special attention in a country like our own, where,
judging from the testimony of most experienced hushmen, a large proportion of
the rainfall never finds its way along known rivers or creeks, and must therefore
discover for itself hidden channels. At the same time it must he remembered that in
the districts of Victoria where such stores are supposed to exist the thickness of the
drift-bed is measured hy hundreds of feet. Another characteristic of American rivers
is that, no matter how clear the water may appear, it almost invariably carries
with it a sediment, which is, in the majority of cases, a valuable fertilizer. This
is not invariably the case, as may he seen from the analyses of two samples of
Californian water, one from an artesian well, the other from a spring (Appendix
F). No excess of injurious constituents is suspected in Victorian waters, but, frorn
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the amount of discolouration observahle in most of our streams, it may fairly
be anticipated that they will prove rich in fertilizing matter, and thus assist in
redeeming poorer soils or maintaining richer soils, as some American waters have
done. There are rivers, such as the King's River, Cal., which are said to carry no
silt and yet to fertilize the land, in which case it is to be presumed that the water acts
as a solvent, disintegrating the coarser particles of the soil and preparing the fertilizing
elements for absorption in plant growth. Altogether there are many points of likeness
between the rivers of Victoria and \Vestern America, though the latter are in California more numerous, better distributed, and more easily tapped. The topography
of this latter State has been specially favourable to small schemes, and has induced the
farmer, by its opportunities of obtaining water when he most needs it at a minimum
of labour and expense, to commence experiments on his own laud. vVith us, higher
banks would call for stronger head-works and dependence upon rain for storage
reservoirs, while the small fall in our streams would demand longer canals, and those
of larger section on account of the small velocity to be obtained. The quantity and
quality of water available for irrigation in Victoria has yet to be learned, but it is at
least plain that, from the Goulburn, the Loddon, the Ovens, and the Murray, a great
extent of country can be irrigated by large schemes in addition to the more
numerous spots in which smaller undertakings might be entered upon profitably.
3 Springs and
wells.

In the matter of the supply obtained from underground, American experience
is, on the whole, encouraging. In the Los Ane;eles and San Bernardino counties,
Cal., there are springs or springy marshes called cienagas which irrigate from 20 to
400 acres each, and together supply an area of 7,000 acres of cultivated land. These
springs, which are an important source of supply in Italy, where they are styled
fontanili, are some of them so charged "\\-i.th mineral matter as to be unfit for use,
and have usually so small a flow as to be employed for orchard irrigation only. At San
Gabriel, Cal., a vineyard, 1,200 acres in extent, is supplied solely by springs or artesian
wells, of which there are 21 on the estate, ranging from 75 to 100 feet deep. In
southern California, altogether there are calculated to be 1,000 of those wells, varying
in depth from 200 to 550 feet deep; some of them have a flow of 1·7 cubic foot per
second, and suffice for the irrigation of small farms ; on one estate there are fifteen,
of an average depth of 200 feet, yielding water at the rate of 2·2 cubic feet per
second. Artesian water has been, if anything, rather clearer than canal water in
California, but has the advantage of being at a higher temperature than snow-fed
streams. Many of the wells have a double casing of heavy sheet-iron, which
brings up their cost from 10s. to 12s. 6d. per foot sunk. In Santa Clara county,
Cal., there is an artesian tract yielding 2,000,000 gallons every 24 hours, but the
greatest supply from such sources is at Denver, Colo., where a stream of 2,880,000
gallons per day is derived from 80 wells, which range from 300 feet to 900 feet
deep. In sinking these, the" club churn" drills have been found cheaper and quicker
than the diamond drill, sinking 45 feet in 12 hours, as against 15 feet with the
diamond drill, or 90 feet in 24 hours, as against 35 feet. The cost of drilling
averaged about Ss. per foot, while in easy ground the work has been done for less
than half this price. The character of the strata passed through will be found in
Appendix G, and also a description of the simple machine employed in boring in
Appendix H. When artesian water is used the wells are: ·where possible, put down
upon the highest part of the fin·m from which the water can be most easily distributed;
when the water is raised by means of a windmill from an ordinary well, which is usually
upon low ground, it is delivered into a light wooden flume, which conveys it into a'
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reservoir on some comnutnding spot. In the Leon district of Mexico may he seen
small cultivation plots, with perhaps half-a-dozen wells to the acre, in which the
\Vater rises to within 4 feet or 5 feet of the surface, and is then dipped out hy an
Egyptian lifter, consisting of a rude bucket swung on a long pole, with a counterpoise, resting upon an upright, by means of which the water is ladled into little
irrigating gutters. Tu California, and especially at Florin, water is raised from
depths of 10 to 20 feet in a steady stream, by means of windmills, one of which,
as a rule, can supply 2 to 3 acres of land with water; and as the machinery
employed costs only ahout £25 complete, this is not grudged by fruit grov.-ers. Further
south the water is raised from more than twice this depth by the same means. In
most cases the water is bored for and struck, but does not rise to the surface, the
windmill being employed to lift it the extra distance. If water were found without
boring at 10 feet deep, irrigation for vines or lucerne would be considered superfluous.
The utilization of such small quantities of water as can be obtained hy these means
attests the value set upon any supply, however minute. Though the streams of the
"\V est are considerable in number, they are small and far between in almost every
district in which irrigation is necessary. There are most extensive areas without
appreciable rainfall, without rivers, and without springs. The irrigable area is narrow
and widely distributed, occurring, except in Colorado and Kansas, in comparatively
small allotments. A general view of the water supply of Victoria, remembering that
mnny of its sources are yet unexplored, does not forbid the forecast that we may some
day he able to compare our irrigable area with the area irrigated in most sections of
equal size iu the west of America. There may be greater difficulties for us to over·
come at the outset, owing to our less extensive field for small individual enterprises ;
but, on the other hand, we can perhaps acquire the necessary knowledge in this
regard from California, so that our larger undertakings may not suffer in consequence.
'\Ve have not the natural mountain storage of moisture, in the shape of snow, released
hy the heat of the sun in the season when it is most needed upon the plains, which is
the prime source of American supply. '\Ve shall be obliged to depend in a greater
degree upon artificial storage, and for this also our topographical conditions are not
so pronusmg. Our first outlay, therefore, is likely to be larger and our engineering
more important. These are circumstances which may impose conditions upon our
efforts, but need be no bar to success.
An epitomized view of the natural conditions of '\Vestern America does not Population an.i
wages.
Iea d one to discern in t }wse of Victoria the absence of any factor essential to success
in irrigation. A smaller water supply means, of course, a smaller area irrigated; hut,
setting aside the question of area, upon which there are not data enough to found a
comparison, the circumstances of the Pacific States, whether as regards climate~ soil, or
quality of water supply, do not appear more favorable to irrigation than those of Victoria.
It has been feared that our present population is too small to allow of the establishment
of schemes of any extent; but the experience of America supplies a practical eontradiction. In 1870, when irrigation was making rapid headway in California, that State
with twice our area, had but half our population; to-day, with its fifteen hundred
miles of main canals, it scarcely exceeds us. '\Ve have in Victoria more than tv!'ice,
the number of inhabitants of Utah and Colorado together, where there are 1,.500,000
acres under irrigation. In the States it is found that irrigation attracts population
and there is no reason why it should not do so here. Again, it has 1Jeen argued that
the rate of wages paid in Victoria virtually prohibits the construction of irrigntion
works. Here, again, the experience of the vVest is invaluable. Chinamen and Mexicans
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are paid 4s. a day, but are only employed to a limited extent, and the ·wages of
whites are as high as they are in Victoria; unskilled labour cannot be obtained under
from 6s. to Ss. a day, while farm labourers receive £50 to £80 a year, and skilled
labourers 10s. to 16s. per day. In remote districts the rates are still higher. Yet
even with these wages, irrigation has paid, and is paying. Both apprehensions, therefore, are readily disposed of by a knowledge of the American situation. The social
conditions, equally with the natural conditions, are found on examination to put no
insurmountable obstacle in the way of the development of irrigation in Victoria.
Irrigation

works.

How constructed.

Defects of
works.

It is next desirable to consider the means by which vmter is diverted, and
the methods of its application, so as to share any knowledge which Americans
possess in these directions. To comprehend the nature of their works, ·it is
desirable to hear in mind their history, for they have rarely been the result of
one foreseen plan, hut have, as a rule, been brought into their present condition
piecemeal. It must be remembered that they are not State works, and that, in many
cases, they were not constructed by companies or capitalists, but by the farmers themselves, either singly or banded together. On the faith, perhaps, of a good season, the
settler had taken up land, and, after his crop was in, had seen himself in danger of losing
it, or else in sheer desperation he had settled without expecting a rainfall, and determined
to try the Mexican custom of flooding his fields. In either case his necessity has been
the same. He must have water, or be ruined. If it did not fall from the clouds, he
has asked himself why it should not prove as efficient if obtained from the nearest
stream. 1Vith this pressure upon him, he has not waited to inquire into his legal rights,
or seek for engineering skill, or hold public meetings. He has hitched his team, and,
with plough and spade, run a rough ditch to the river bank. By cutting this through,
and, if necessary, throwing up a slight wing-dam to turn the water in, he has been able
to soak his fields, save his crop, and, probably, get half as much again as an ordinary
yield. Stirred by this gain, and by the strong sense of successful self-reliance, he has
made his work permanent. A neighbour has joined him in enlarging the ditch, and
then shared in its benefits. Others have been encouraged to face the same task.
1Vhere several were interested, they have joined their forces, apportioned the lvork, and
each carried out his share, or paid for its being carried out for him. By these means
a great number of so-called works have been constructed, and, learning from them, the
small capitalist and the large capitalist have followed suit, and have built canals to
supply water for use upon their own lands, or upon lands which they wish to let or sell, or
upon the lands of others to whom they intend to dispose of the water they have secured.
These works have been built often without engineers, almost always ·without
plans, and their defects are patent. The weir, headgate, or wing-dam, as the
case may be, has been carried away several times, and ha.s probably cost more
to replace than a substantial structure might have done. Then the easiest courses for
the ditches have been chosen, so that, instead of running on high land, they have
even followed old watercourses, and thus have eommanded from the canal a
much smaller area, and more imperfectly, than they should have done. There
have sometimes been no surveys, and, as a consequence, curves have been too
sharp and grades too steep, so that the ditches gradually destroy themselves, cutting
out their own banks and filling in their beds. Or, perhaps, an opposite fault has been
committed, and there has not been current enough to keep down the water lveeds,
which spring up in the channel and choke it. Then, again, the natural result of
individual effort of this kind has been that several canals have been built l:vhere only
one was necessary. For instance, there are five ditches supplying the Mussel Slough
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district, Cal., where one would carry all the 1vater with far less loss in the carriage.
There are thirty-two canals taken out of the Kern River, where eight would have heen
ahnndant; and at Fresno half-a-dozen where two would haYe sufficed. 'Vhat loss this
involves may he estimated from a calculation of the State engineer, who, after a
careful examination of two of these canals, finds that their combined stream eould have
been carried in one channel, at a saving of 20 per cent. of the water conveyed. The
engineering defects of such works are palpable, and are not disputed or disguised.
At the same time it would he a mistake to condemn them out of hand. At least,
they have served their purpose for a time; it may he wastefully, but the waste could
not Jmve been prevented. Crop after crop has heen saved, the farmer has kept his land,
has built his house, and cultivnted his plot comfortably hy their means. If he now
possesses the k1Hrwledge how to irrigate and hovl' to build ditehes, and has the money
iu his pocket to enable him to use his knowledge, he owes it all to these first rude
efforts of his, hy which he put the water upon his fields cheaply and without
delay. The indolence of the :Mexican leads him to he content vvith works of
this kind fi·om generation to generation, and though his praetised hand succcetls
better in managing water than the ordinary American farm hand, the structures
fi·om which he draws his supply nre, as a rule, wasteful anJ without :-;tahility.
Near the border even the energetic Californian seems to have partially suecum beJ
to the same influence, where we find Riverside, probably the most famous settlement in Southern California, with its 8,000 acres of splendid orchards, taking 2,500
inches of water from the river hy means of a rough brush weir and an open Jitch,
and, owing to losses by the way, only receiving 800 inches of it for actual use. In
the same way the town of Los Angeles, the centre of n settled district, with 40,000
inhabitants, handsome buildings, street cars, and the electric light, derin·s its domestic
and irrigating supply feom the same class of work nnd in the same open ditches. But
for the most part the tendency throughout tl1e States is to improve existing works.
In California the condition of the law has led to a pnralysis of enterprise in quarters
where lnw suits nre dreaded; but where there is no such fear, and in Colorado, Kansas,
and Arizona, the progress is very marked.
Everywhere, however, engineering 1vork is characterized by extreme sun- Irrigation
finance.
plicity and economy ; it is rarely massive, and never ornamental. There is uo
attempt at finish, but only at efficiency. \Vaterworks in the 'Vest are like railways,
often made to pay for their own construction. At first, just enough work is done
to enable them to yield a return, and then additions are made from time to time,
until at last they are brought iuto n condition of stability. Money is not allowed
to lie idle in any investment, hut is made to pay towards its own maintenance
as early as possible. Interest is high, ami is taken into nccount in even the
smallest transaction. This leads to the adoption of another principle, which nmy he
said to he uni versa I. This is running a certain risk whenever it can he shown to
he profitable. In places where it is cheaper to build a new \\'eir or wing-dam of
brush and sand every year than to pay interest upon the sum required for a permanent
structure, the temporary work is invariably resorted to. It is rare also that any work
is built strongly enough to endure all contingencies. The practice is to put up n weir
that will stand in ordinary seasons, foreseeing tlmt it will he swept away hy the first of
the heavy floods which occur periodica1ly every few years. There are many ing('lliuus
engineering devices for decreasing expenses, hut this principle of risk to save interest
governs all. Ameriean engineers know that these ~works arc not permanent 1rhcn
they build them. As a rule, they have the professional dislike of building temporary
No. 19.
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works, and, not having to provide the funds, prefer structures that will prove a lasting
credit to them; but shrewd capitalists have tested the principle in practice, and they
find it pays to resort in many cases to these slighter works.

Rea.d·works.

Among the illustrations of this combination of risk with very clever
engineering there are none better than those to he found at Bakersfield, where
Mr. Jmnes, as engineer for Messrs. Haggin and Carr, has had a large field
for the display of his ability. A detailed description of the most typical of
his designs will be found in the Engineer's report. Timber is cheap in America,
and California is favored with the redwood, which is soft, easily worked, and yet
durable; consequently, it is &lmost wholly employed by Mr. James upon his 250
miles of canal. His main gates cost from £40 to £60, while his head-gates, controlling a flow of 30 teet or 40 feet of water 3 feet or 4 feet deep, are erected
for £600. A wooden weir in the Callavmy Canal, costing only £2,600, is 700 feet
long, can be put in place in a couple of hours, and is ingeniously arranged so
that its superstructure is rapidly removable. Many of the contrivances employed
on these ranches are well worthy of imitation wherever shallow streams are to be
dealt ·with in a level country. The combination of weir and bridge in the same
wooden structure is another feature of these works wo11 worth the attention of
local governing bodies, one of these, 360 feet long, 20 feet wide, raising the water
5 feet, and reckoned to have a life of at least 20 years, being built for less than
£2,000. In the streams of Southern California, which nre of no great depth as
a rule, brushwork is generally used for weirs and dams, sometimes being loaded
with sand-boxes or sand-bags, or protected with fascines, loaded down with cobble
stones. Thus the San Joaquin and King's River Canal, Cal., has such a wingdam, 350 feet long; as has the Larimer nnd "\Veld Canal, Colo., where the dam
is 177 feet long and 5ft. 8in. high. Examples of this class of construction on
a great scale, though not for irrigation, may be found in the Yuba and Bear Rivers,
where two dams may be seen, one of them 8,900 feet long, and the other 5,875 feet
long, ranging from 3 feet to 15 feet in height, and from 60 feet to 120 feet in width.
Perhap~:> the largest irrigation hea(hYork in this style is that of the Eureka Canal in
Kansas, which is 1,500 feet long and 8 feet high, supported by a dyke a mile long on
the south side of the river, and diverting 5 feet of water through a cut in the banks
of the Arkansas, 16 feet deep, into a canal 28 feet hroad at the bed :and 80 miles in
length. The dimensionR of these works, together with the stability of such head-gates
as that upon the 7G Canal, Fresno, Cal., which is also a llridge 100 feet long and
20 feet >dde, nml raises the water 5 feet, at a cost of £1,000, and the ingenuity of the
hend·gatc of the Clwwchilla Canal, resting upon a quicksand, as described in the
Engineer's report, are evidence enough of the ability which is displayed in many
works. In Northern California there are hoth dams and weirs, of great height and
excellent simplicity of structure, erected for mining purposes, and now, in a few cases
and on a small scale, utilized for irrigation as well as motive power. For the most
snhstantial of all headworks, however, 1ve must look to Colorado. There are some small
stone weirs in the south, and some fine pieces of masonry 'vork of great antiquity in
Mexico, but none of these are liable to such an enormous strain as is met with in the
wild canons of the Hocky ~Iountains. The South Platte \Yeir, for instance, is 120 feet
long feom the cliff on the one side to its waste-gate of solid masonry, 24 feet wide, on the
other, raising the water 14 feet by means of a framework of 12 x 12 timbers, bolted into
the hed-rocl\:, filled ·with stones, and planked on the face with 6-inch hoards. The
apron extends 54 feet up stream and 18 feet belo·w the weir, the water having
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a perpendicular fall. The waste-gate and ofttake are Loth protected by substantial
"Looms" or "O'rids"
the latter 72 feet long,
built of 12 x 12 timbers. These admit
b
'
~
the water through Lars below the surface, and protect the work from the trunk;,; of
trees, which are carried down with great force when the stremn i::; high. These
"booms" are in frequent use in Colorado, and are worthy of note for application upon
the many Australian streams in which heavy floods invariably whirl along with them
great quantities of timber with a force that would destroy an unprotected structure as
speedily as a battering-ram. The weir across the North Poudre endures even fiercer
floods, and is more massive in structure, stretd1ing 160 feet across a rugged canon,
fi·om wall to wall, in the form of an arch, bending up stream, and composed of strong
cribs filled with stones; it raises the water 26 feet into its flumes. The lower face
consists of three steps pitched ·with stones, which are so keyed into each other that the
pressure upon them only serves to wedge them more firmly in. As it has stood two
or three severe floods ·without incurring any damage, it may be conl':lidered a success,
more especially as, though situated in an out-of-the-way di~trict over twenty miles
from the nearest station, and a mile up an almost inaccessible gorge, its cost was less
than £2,000. It was considered worthy of being made the chief subject of a special
paper read before the Institution of Civil Engineers in London. Enough has been
said here to indicate the character of the chief classes of headwork~, of ·which
there are a great variety in each State. The minOT works, such as drops, gates, or
regulators, are usually of wood, and of simple design. In the South Plattc Canal a
much superior gate may be seen, the offtake from the main canal being by means of an
earthenware pipe set in stone~, beyond which is the usual gate and a measuring
weir. ·wherever these headworks or minor works are worthy of special note, they
will he found professionally described and criticised in the Engineer's report. In
the plans which accompany it, as in these pages, only typical illustrations are selected,
which, while displaying the peculiar chaTacteri~tics of American worlis or practices,
are also considered likely to he of service in Victoria.
The head-gates, however, include but a small part of the works undertaken in Other works.
order to secure a supply of water. There is a prevalent idea that in America the
streams only require to be touched with a spade to pour themselves upon the farmers'
sown lands. That such is not alwayl':l the case in Colorado may be seen fi·om the £'ict
that the South Platte weir referred to above: built at a cost of £4,000, serves to
raise the water to the level of a tunnel 600 feet long, 20 feet wide, and 12 feet high,
hewn through the solid rock, at an outlay of £12,000, emptying its tide into a
wooden flume 2,640 feet long, 28 feet wide, aml 7 feet deep, vvhich cost nearly £20,000,
and is supplemented further on hy other wooden flumes along the 83 miles for which
this artificial river has lJeen excavated across the plains. The North Poudro Canal has
about a mile of ·wooden flumes, and three tunnels, one of them 900 feet long, necessitating an outlay of £10,000 for its first mile, before it touches the open country,
through which it flows for 50 miles. Nor is expenditure of this character limited to
great canals supplying large areas. The price that can be paid for \Vater may be better
understood by noting what the outlay is upon small areas. At Pasadena, ·where there
arc hut 1,500 acres to bupply, the 1vatcr is carried from the weir by a flume 700 feet
long, into an iron pipe three miles long, from 13 inches to 11 inches iu diameter, to
a reservoir with a capacity of 3,000,000 gallon;:;, partly rockwalled and partly cemented.
From this another iron pipe conYPy.s it to the laud to he irrigated, while a lower portion
is supplied from another source by a pump throwing 30,000 gallons an hom into anothc•1'
500,000 gallon reservoir, from ¥vhieh it is distributed hy a mile awl a half more of
'
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iron piping. The total cost of these works is given as £8,000. The Lake Vineyard
Company to the east have a concrete ditch 17,000 feet long and a quantity of iron piping
simply to water their own vines. The supply to the neighbouring colony of Anaheim
is carried in a flume 6,970 feet in length. At Redlands there are six miles of iron
piping 1 foot in diameter, carrying 5 cubic feet of water per second from the weir to
the 2,400 acres which it is intended to in'igate, upon which there are stand-pipes and
iron measuring weirs to every allotment. At Ontario, with its 8,000 acres, the arrangements are equally perfect, a large portion of its supply being obtained by a tunnel
nearly 3,000 feet long, upon which £10,000 has been spent. An illustration of another
class of waterworks on a great scale may be seen among the mountains of Nevada,
where there are wooden flumes from 50 to 80 miles in length, down which sawn timber
is floated from the forests among the hills. The distance which great streams of water
have to be carried before they can be utilized may he judged from a few illustrations.
The Dodge City Canal, Kan., is 90 miles long and 50 feet wide; the San Joaquin and
King's River Canal, Cal., 78 miles long and 68 feet wide; the South Platte, Colo.,
is to stretch 160 miles when completed; while the Great Eastern, Kan. ; the 76
Canal, Fresno, Cal. ; the Larimer and 'Veld, Colo. ; the Arizona Canal, Ariz. ; all range
from 40 to GO miles in length, "\vith a breadth of over 30 feet. In considering the
length of these canals, it should be remembered that some of them have been carried
much farther than the natural circumstances required, passing irrigable lands in their
course just as rich as those they reach beyond, but which are unsupplied because
they do not belong to the proprietor of the ditch. The area of irrigable land
under canals of these dimensions amounts often to from 50,000 acres to 250,000
acres each, but from none as yet is more than the smaller quantity under cultivation.
In Utah, settlements have been abandoned because they were located too far from
the streams supplying them. The higher up stream an offtake of a canal is,
and the shorter the distance ·water is carried to land, the less the loss by soakage.
The more favorably situated flats, however, usually lie farther down stream, and as
these are always the first to be irrigated, it becomes necessary for the later settler
to take up higher ground, to water which he must go farther up the river. There
is thus a tendency for the canals to become longer as the country is taken up. It is
unnecessary to describe their construction, for they are merely ditches, of sizes and grades
varying according to the soil in which they are cut and the water they have to carry,
which is from 1 cubic foot to 2,000 cuhic feet per second. The average cost of a
30ft. canal is reckoned in ordinary country at from £200 to £300 per mile by Colorado
engineers. The average grades chosen are from 1 to 3 feet per mile; the hanks, in
most places, being on the slope of 4 or 5 to 1. The breadth is adjusted so as to
equalize the discharge, being greatest where the grade is least. 'Whatever difficulty may
be met with in irrigation engineering in Victoria will probably be chiefly in
connexion with the head-works which it may he necessary to erect to make the
water available; the excavation of canals is simple. The amount of money which private
persons have invested in these works shows that the prospects of profit are tempting.
The San Joaquin Canal represents in direct and indirect outlay £260,000; the Dodge
City, £160,000; the South Platte, £1.50,000; the Arizona, £100,000; the North
Poudre, £50,000; and the City Ditch, at Salt Lake, £45,000. Several of these are
built by companies, which have other canals of considerable size and land purchases
made in connexion with them in which even larger sums are sunk. Two compaui€s in Colorado control between them nearly 500 miles of main canals, which~
together with the land they were constructed to water, represent an outlay of
more than half a million sterling. As far as can be judged, there are no
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apprehensions entertained as to the future of such investments ; their proprietors
appear satisfied with their returns up to the present time, and not unwilling to
enter upon extensions of their existing enterprises. Still, the figures even now
should make it plain that irrigation in Americn is not the simple matter it has
been supposed, but one that taxes the capital and enterpriRe of even a speculative
people.
Next to headworks, the most important feature in which Victorians are inter- Reservoirs.
ested, in consequence of our deficient water supply, is the provision of storage by
means of which the surplus of winter rains or spring floods may be retained for use in
time of need. The snrveys made in California and Colorado so fin· have discovered
many natural depressions of no great extent, but still valuable in connexion
with irrigation schemes. In Los Angeles county are to he found a number of
reservoirs already built, some of them cemented; others, such m; those of the Lake
Vineyard Association, eomposed of the natural soil. Most of these are small, the largest
containing 21~000,000 gals. The cost of excavation here was from 7s. 6d. to 12s. 6d. pc1·
thousand cubic feet of storage. In Mexico, reservoirs arc employed to a limited extent.
Near Santa l\faria is one which has a capacity of nearly 100,000,000 gals. behind a
piece of masonry of the same dass as the weir in the neighbourhood of the Taja of
Nocbistongo. In New Mexico, by means of a series of earthen dams, one fitrmer
has created seven reservoirs, from which he can command, with a reserve supply, some
2,000 acres of his estate. In Colorado the mountainous character of the country has
been favorahle to the construction of similar works, the State engineer recording a
number of them as 6 feet to 35 feet deep, and 10 acres to 500 acres in extent. The
largest is that in conncxion with the Big Thompson Canal, which covers 427·35 acres
to a depth of 35·8 feet, of which 21·8 feet is avnilable, and is expected to water
12,000 acres. A chain of such reservoirs is bring added to the North Poudrc
works previously referred to. But hy £'lr the greatest of these reservoirs is situated
in the Bear Valley, above Riverside and Redlands, Cala., where, by means of a 'wall of
masonry 300 feet long and 60 feet high, 8,000,000,000 gals., or more than the contents
of the Yan Yean when full, arc preserved, owing to exceptional natural advantages, at
a cost of £12,000. This ·will give a eontinuons stream of 150 cubic feet per second for
100 days, which, on the scale of supply adopted at Redlands, should water at least
50,000 acres. A still larger reservoir is projected in South-eastem Colorado where
water sufficient to supply 100,000 acres is to he stored, in connexion with a canal 80
feet wide, 7 feet deep, and capable, with the reservoir, of irrigating tvi'ice thnt nrea. If
it "\\ill pay to construct such storage works in California, one must seek for a reason
why it should not pay in Victoria. The "\Varanga basin is kno,vn to present a holding
ground for more than 3,600,000,000 cubic feet of water, which could he made ~wailahle
by the construction of an earthen emhaukment across its lower end. This has been
estimated as likely to cost five times as much as the Bear Valley reservoir; hut, on the
other hand, it would contain tvdcc and a half times the water. Probably in the future
other favorable sites will be discovered; and, if we are guided hy American expcrienee,
they will certainly he made use of to supplement eanals wherever possible. In the
ideal irrigation sehcme every Hmner would have his own reservoir, iuto which his
water would he delivered at stated periods, to he utSed hy him as he thought best.
This w·ould provide uot ouly fur accurate measurement, hut tin· the greatest economy
in the use of water. It is, however, too costly a scheme to be regarded as within the
hounds of experiment in America, and would he impracticable in flat country such as
our northern plains.
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American
engineering.

Implements.

The engineering features of irrigation m the States need not detain us
further at this stage. The specialties are the economy, simplicity, and, where
necessary, the durability of their structures. In selecting the best means for
attaining these qualities, the engineers act according to instructions. In America,
a private capitalist takes the advice of his professional man, but only acts upon it
according to his own judgment, or to the extent of his interest. The engineer has no
hearing as to whether the soil is suitable, vvhether the crops will pay, or whether the
financial prospect is promising. His business is to plan the necessary works in the
most economical manner, and carry them out within the estimate. Should the plan he
too dear, or the work fail to stand the strain prepared for, he runs the risk of losing
Ms position, or more often a part of his business, since the practice of professional
men is chiefly as consulting engineers. The exception to this rule is where the engineer
would not be qualified to claim such a title in Australia. He is then simply a manager
or foreman of a ranche, who has acquired sufficient knowledge of practical work to be
able to construct head-works and excavate canals, and does what is necessary to secure
a vvater supply as part of the ordinary operations of farming. There are many of
these in the West, besides a num her who, having some acquaintance with the
theoretical principles of surveying and dam or ditch building, practise as engineers
as well as land agents or colony managers. The class of professional men trained as
engineers, and acting only as engineers, is small. But whatever he the standing of
the engineer, it is always under the pressure of the private employer that the
economical structures in use in the States have been built. The capitalist has taken
care that they should be cheap, and the engineer has taken care that they are effective;
a mutual check having been exercised, which it is probably not possible to obtain
except in private enterprises.
The cost of labour and material for works in tbe irrigating States is
generally the same as in Victoria; where, for instance, as in timber there is a cheaper
and easier material, it is less strong and less durable than our harder and heavier woods,
and so the account balances itself. The only marked saving is effected by the use of
implements specially adapted to the kind of work to be done in connexion with irrigation.
The implements themselves are various, and a considerable portion of the saving is
made in the knowledge when to use one and when to replace it by another. To begin
with the simplest kind of construction, that of field ditching; the farmer does this, as
a rule, with his plough, with ·which he can easily run a ditch of a few inches capacity
across his field. If he intends to widen it while keeping it shallow, he employs the
ditch plough, which consists of a blade suspended behind the share so as to push the
earth which it cuts to one side. In many soils this is found to he an invaluable implement. \Vhen the work is more roughly done, what is known as a V scraper is brought
into play. This varies from a mere log of vvood with a couple of old spade heads
nailed in front, forming a sharp prow, which is its rudest form, to a triangle some 6
feet wide at its wooden base, from which proceeds two long iron blades forming the
acute angle. Its use is always the same. It is drawn by horses, and steadied by the
driver's weight, so as to push the earth outwa,rds from a simple plough furrow or serie~
of furrows, and thus form a ditch. ·when this is over 6 feet in width, a " side wiper "
is 0o·enerally
substituted, which is a long iron blade, lmrered from a frame which rests
•
upon four wheels, so that when drawn by a powerful team it slants the ploughed soil
to one side. In light soils and for largo tlitclws, an elaborate machine is used,
wl1ich not only ploughs the earth, but takes it up and shoots it out upon the banks
a distance of 10 or 12 feet to either side, at the rate of frorn GOO to 1,000 cubic
~
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yards per day. But the implement most in use for operations of any extent is
the iron "scraper," ·well known in Victoria as the "scoop," which is found in many
forms, sometimes run sledgcwise, sometimes upon wheels, and ingeniously
fitted so as to be tilted ·without effort. For a long pull, wheels arc considered
best, and for steep banks runners have the preference, but scoops are preferred
without either for sandy soil. The kind of soil to be moved and workeJ upon,
and the length of haul, are always taken into account in determining the class
of scoop used. In constructing a deep canal, a haul of 1 foot upward is reckoned
the equivalent of 50 feet on the level, and with an experienced driver, and a team of
two horses or mules, a scoop is expected to remove from 80 to 120 yards per day.
Sometimes in railway work one man is told off t~ every four teams to fill the
scoops, but in the majority of cases the (h·iver does this himself. There is another
implement known as the Buckscraper, which for ordinary fanning use in light soils,
and in practised hands, accomplishes remarkable results. It consists of a strong
piece of 2-inch timber, fi·om 6 feet to 9 feet long and 1 foot 3 inches high, with
a 6-inch steel plate along its face projecting 2 inches below its lower edge,
and is :-.;trengthened with cross pieces at the hack, where there is a projecting
arm, upon which the driver stands. Like the ordinary scraper, it is also found on
wheels and runners, and in many patterns, and is drawn by a pair of horses. Instead
of taking up the earth as the scoop does, it pushes the soil before it, and, when
under good command, does such work as check making, ditch excavating, or field
levelling, in sandy soils, with marvellous rapidity. vVork with the scoop costs,
as a rule, from fourpence to sixpence per cubic yard; when the cost reaches
ninepence, it is considered time to set it aside. vVith the Buckscraper, work
has heen done in fhvorable localities as low as twopence and eYen a penny per
cuhic yard; and it is astonishing to note the number of uses to which this simple
implement is successfully applied. vVhere the levelling of fields is difficult, a machine
is sometimes used which cuts off the tops of mounds or ridges, and drops the stuff
in the first hollow over which it passes. The windmills for raising water from wells
have been already alluded to, as have the boring machines at Denver. 1Vhere the
water is to he raised from a running stream, a wheel is employed turned by the
current, raising little buckets full and pouring them into a wooden flume from 12 feet
to 20 feet high. :Many little contriv:mces, such as a movable iron gate or " Tapon "
for diverting water at any point from field ditches, and shaped like a railway disc,
arc to he met with; and such of these as merit special notice, together with the
implements ahovc alluded to, ami the larger machinery employed for boring or raising
water, will he Jealt ·with in the Engineer's report. Where the machinery or implements
are already descrihed and illustrated in business circulars, these ·will be open to the
inspection of those interested at the oflice of the Secretary for lVater Supply. The
drills used in the oil-well regions appear to deserve careful examination, as they are
guaranteed to penetrate to great depths at a very low cost. The cb1ef expense is
generally in the engine power, which absorbs seven-eighths of the £1,600 for ·which a
drill capahlc of horing 3,000 feet can he obtained in Pennsylvania. The fact
that there have been no opportunities for the employment of these and similar
machines, no douht accounts for the :6-wt that hitherto they have not been
supplied in the colony. As the demand occurs, it will certainly be met; and
our experience with agricultural machinery encourages us to hope that local
manufacturers ·will not only he ready to adopt improved contrivances from abroad,
hut that they will again prove themselves capable of adapting them to the
particular ciremnstances of the colony. The necessity ·which ha~ arisen of making
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deep borings for water in many parts of the States, including New York city, and the
development of the great oil resources of the east, have naturally led to the manu·
£tcture of powerful boring and lifting plants, which are well worthy of a closer scrutiny
from coloniHl engineers, farmers, and stock-owners than the time at my disposal
enabled me to give them. The total supply of the cities of Chicago (Illinois), Buffalo
(New York), and Cleveland (Ohio), are raiHed by steam pumps, in the first city by
two engines capable of lifting 75,000,000 gallons, and in the others by three and
four engines respectively, in each case having a capacity of over 40,000,000 gallons
per twenty-four hours.
Pipes.

In this connexion it may he well to notice the variety of pipes employed for
water supply, and likely to be more employed as 'vater becomes scarcer and fruit·
rmsmg increases. The waste in the open ditches commonly in use, as at Riverside,
has already been incidentally referred to, yet, as in the growing of cereals and similar
crops, no other system of conveying the ·water could pay, this system will probably have
to he adopted in Victoria until the higher culture is pursued. 'Vhere suitable material
is at hand, it is not uncommon to find ditches, as at Lugonia, Cal., roughly paved
for six or seven miles, thus saving one-third of the water previously lost in this
distance. Again, the South Fork ditch, fi·om the Santa Ana, is made in a similar
way, hy neatly fitting cobble-stones togetlu~r, nnd with an equally satisfactory result.
Near Pasadena, as already mentioned, there is a concrete ditch more than five miles in
length. This moue of ditching, however, is not always possible, and where such an
outlay can be £wed it is generally advisable to use pipes. The greater profits realized
from fruit-growing encourage such an expenditure, by means of ·which a very
small stream can he made to cover a comparatively large area. Pipes can either
be employed to bring water to land upon which it is to be~ used, or they can also he
carried on so as to distribute the supply throughout the cultivated area. This latter
process, known as sub-irrigation, will be described at a later stage. 'Vhen it is
practised, a simple machine is generally used, by means of which a cement pipe is
made in the ground and in position, thus saving the risk of transportation, and some
cost of labour. The scale on which this has been attempted is not as yet sufficient
to demonstrate its universal efficiency. For main channels a concrete pipe, cheaper
than earthenware piping, is largely in use in the "colonies" of Southern California, as
at Ontario and Pasadena, where it has proved durable and serviceable under low
pressure. In the San Demas Canon there are three miles of this pipe, 5 inches in
interior diameter, carried along the face of a cliff. Its most formidable rivals have
been a riveted and asphalted pipe and a light laminated pipe, both of wrought iron,
the latter made by telescoping one sheet-iron pipe into another, when submerged in
asphalt and tar, and thus filling up the small space between them with the mixture.
As a 4-inch pipe of this pattern is supplied tor practically the same price as
that in cement, and has proved itself capable of withstanuing great pressure, the
preference, on the whole, appears to be given to the iron. "lberc it is found, as in
Utah, that a ditch, 3 feet deep, which is 20 feet wide for the first 23 miles of its course,
can in the next two miles carry all that is left of its stream in a width of 12 feet,
it becomes plain that, where water is valuahlc, there is a fair margin to pay for piping.
For city works and deep hydraulic mining, a wrought-iron pipe is in use in the vVest,
where, partly owing to the lesser cost of carriage, it has proved considerably cheaper
than if the customary east-iron had heen adopted. Riveted together, boiler fashion,
by means of machinery, the lengths of pipe are easily and rapidly laid, are jointed
by rivets in the ditch, and, if necessary, a band of iron placed round the joint. But,
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even without this, no break has ever occurred m San Francisco, where the whole
supply has heen carried for years in this piping. It is used up to 4! inches
diameter, stands a pressure as great as that from the Yan Y eau reservoir, and can
he supplied at a much less cost, thoug·h being· too thin for tapping it is not suitable
for reticulation porposes. In the Engineer's report will he found full particulars with
reference to these and other inventions, so as to admit of their manufacture in the
colony should they prove suit.'tble to om needs. It would be advisable, perhaps,
to submit the wrought-iron pipe to experimental testing in view of the large
extension of mains already eontc•mplated for onr rnetropo1itan system. If it
could have been adopted in the recently accepted contract for the i.W-inch and
18-inch cast-iron mains, a saving of £10,000 could have heen made to the Treasury.
The one question concerning the pipes is as to their durability, and on this
head we have testimony that they are in as good condition to-day as when
laid fifteen years ago. There does not appear to be any other reason for questioning
their success in California, or doubting that. similar results will he obtained here;
and if this should he the c~tse, the reduction in the cost of large pipes for extending
town supplies throughout the colony will he both great and permanent.. They may
also become of use in mining, as in the vVest, ·where they were first introduced in
connexion with deep sinking by rneans of hydraulic machinery.
In closing this curt reference to matters requiring professional criticism, it may America.l!enterprlse.
be added that in the construction of all Arnerican works there is one factor which must
be taken into account in every calcuhttion. It is not only the design of an ingenious
implement, or a clever piece of engineering, hut the uses to which they are put and
the rapidity with which they are improved and adapted to new conditions that commands one's admiration. The most potent f~u:tor in the achievement of American
successes is the untiring energy and self:.reliance of the people, many of whom,
unfettered by tradition, independent of professional men, and original in idea, have
conquered difl:iculty after difl:icult.y, and added device to device in a way which it
would be almost impossible to equal under any stereotyped system or by means of any
one organization, no matter how well qualified its agents or inexhaustil}le its purse.
Just this same spirit of sdf-confidenee aud readiness of resource arc carried Method of
.
• •
•
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irrigation.
mto the methods adopted t.o utthze the water after It has been brought to the farm.
There is nothing complicated about the proees:-;, thonglt there is a good deal of
judgment and practical lmow]edge brought into play at every turn. In this part of
the work the patient. Mexican often surpasses the impatient American, who is too
anxious to rush the water over his land. There is a certain skill in the management
of the fluid agent which is only aC({ltireu by experience, though the main duties of an
irrigationist are simple in the extreme. E(pwlly simple is the system h,v whieh the
water is eonveyed to him. From tlw main can:11, fed by its head-work on tbe rivet·,
runs the secondary channel, whie!t tmverscs a particular ,-;lope. Dot.l1 of these are
the property of the 1vater owners. From the latter the fiumer makes his own chief
channel, or "lateral," which leads his supply to the highest point or points of his land.
From this, again, his "suh-laterals" or field ditches interHect his fimn, accordiug to its
situation.
•

The earliest, easiest, simplest, :u;d
metlwd of irrig;::tioll is 1,· !! ,
The water is then directed so as to cover the whole area under cultivation to a aepi it
varying according to the crop and the quality of the soil. Thi~' plan is the mo,.,t
No. 19.
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wasteful of water, but cannot be avoided iu the cultivation of cereals. The only work
it involves in the field is that necessary to permit an even flow of the water. ·with a
regular slope, this work is sometimes trifling, hut, as a rule, some preliminary outlay is
required for levelling inequalities or else providing for the equal distribution of the
stream from points of vantage. 'Vhen the fall is slight, shallow ditches are run in
Colorado from 50 feet to 100 feet apart in the direction of the fall; when the land is
steeper, they are carried diagonally to the slope, or are made to wind around it, and
from these, by throwing up little dams from point to point, the whole field is inexpensively flooded. When the fall is still greater, and the surface irregular, ridges are thrown
up along the contour lines of the land, marking it off into plots, called "checks," on the
whole of the interior of which water will readily and rapidly reach an equal depth.
vVhen one plot is covered, the check is broken, and the water admitted so as in the
same way to cover the next plot. The ridges or " levees" must have rounded crests
and easy slopes, or else they interfere with the use of farming machinery such as the
stripper. By means of dingonal furrows and checks, remarkable results are obtained,
even in very broken country. By their means it is claimed that in Colorado one
man can irrigate 25 acres per day. 'Vhere checks have not been used upon ground
with an acute incline, the water has soon worn deep channels through it, utterly
ruining it for at,rricultural purposes ; or again, where the ·water has been allowed
to flow too fi·eely, the consequence has been that all the fertilizing elements of the
soil have been washed away. In flooding, the aim is therefore to put no more water
upon the land tlum it will at once and equally absorb or can part with without
creating a current sufficient to carry off sediment. The neglect of these precautions
has caused the abandonment of several settlements made in Utah before the art
of irrigation was properly understood. In Southern California checks are employed
even more successfully than in Colorado, the levees being built by huckscrapers so as
to prepare large areas for crop at 2d. per cubic yard of material moved, or 6s.
per acre. The lands there are not so rolling as in the northern uplands, where
the avemge cost of preparing land for irrigation is from 8s. to 16s. per acre. As
much higher estimates have been given in Victoria, it should be noted that the higher
price is for country more difficult than the average of our northern plains. It would
be possible, by grading and terracing, to water very steep slopes, but the labour
would not be paid for by any cereals that could he raised. Both the depth and
number of floodings are varied according to soil and crop. 'Vith a clay soil the
waterings me light and frequent, while with a sandier quality they are heavier and
rarer. Much, too, depends upon the distance and nature of the subsoil. There is
considerable uncertainty with regard to the measurements given for flooding. It is
sometimes placed as low as will give a depth of 2 or 3 inches, and at other times as
high as fi·om 5 inches to 10 inches at a single watering. There are cases in which as
many feet have heen used. The number of waterings is hest determined by the crop
itself, and the most skilful irrigators are those who study its needs and take care to
supply them without giving an excess of wa,ter. The quantity used alters, therefore,
from season to season, so that only an average can be given. In Colorado, where
water is used more lavishly than in any other State, some good judges have agreed
that an average of 14 inches should be ample, and this is certainly not too low.
Where the soil is liable to become hard, and will retain moisture, wheat is often
grown with two floodings, one before the ground is ploughed, and the other when it
is approaching the ear. ·when two watcrings are given after sowing, one is when the
wheat commenees to " tiller," and the other when it reaehcs the milky stage. 'Vhere
irrigation does not precede the ploughing, it is postponed as long after the appearance
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of the crop as possible. Sometimes wheat has three, or even as many as four
floodings; but this is unusual, as over-watering occasions " rust." Experience shows
that it is easy to exceed the quantity required by the crop, and thnt every P\:eess
is injurious. Extravagance is tlH~ common fault, so mueh so thnt the nwsL ;.;<H'I~c·s..;;fu1
irrigators are invariably tho;.;e who use the least water. The less wntc1·,
which grain can he brought to maturity, the finer the yield.
Peas and potatoes are not irrigated by flooding, but from furrovvs 4 f(•et to Irrigation
· IS
· t·omHl t I1e more econonuca
· 1 an d more success f'n1 system
.
+'•or from furrow1.
10 fieet apart, an d t 1ns
vines and fi·uit trees. Under the flooding system, the ground, if not prof(•(oted from
the sun, cakes quickly. \Vhen the water is nm down furrows drawn hy n ploug·h
between the plants, this caking is avoided, and the vvater soaks quidly to tlw roots.
When flooding was practised in orchards, it was found to bring the root8 to the surface
and enfeeble the trees, so that they needed frequent waterings. Sometimes the furrows
feed a small hole at the foot of the tree, from which the water soaks slowly in. ·when
this is done, mulching is found desirable over the hole to reduce the loss hy evaporation.
The general rule is to protect the trees by small ridges, so that the water does
not affect the surface within three or four feet of them. The simple furrow,
however, is most generally in use. Oranges are waterPtl three or nt most four
times in summer ; vines oncP, twiee, or often not at all after the fh·st ven.r or two ;
and other fruits according to the caprice of the owner, the necessities of the
season, and the nature of the soil once to four times. It is impossible to he mol'e
exact. An even greater difference, comparatively, in the (1uantity of water used
obtainR in the furrow irrigation of fruit trees and vines than has heen uotprl in reg-ard
to cereals. To such a11 extent does this prevail, that not only do districts diif'er, hut, of
two neighbours who cultivate the same fi·uits in eontiguons orehard;-;, having exactly
the same slope and soil, one will use twice or thrice as much Vi'atcr as the other.
Judging as far as possible from conflictiug testimonies, the cardinal principle appears
to be just the same. To attain the best results the tn:es must be carefully watehed,
and supplied with only just enoug·h water to keep them in a vigorousl; l1en1thy condition.
Another all important principle, as to which there i:-; no question, and which is testified
to on every hand, is, that the more thoroughly the soil is cultivated, the h•ss >rat<T it
demands-a truth hased partly, no doubt, upon the fad that the evaporution from hard
unbroken soil is more rapid than from tilled ground, which retains the more thoroughly
distributed moisture for n longer period. For the irrigation of cerPals, works are
required on a larger scale proportionately than for fruit, because in the first ease the
water is demanded in greater <tmmtities at particular times, while in the latter the supply
can be more evenly distributed throughout the year, thongh of comsc tlw irrigating
season with hoth is mneh tlw Ramc. In the northern Statc·s irrigation i-, limited to a
hundred days, while in the South it can be employed at discretion all thl' year nmmL
In hoth regions winter and autumn irriu:ations are growino·
Land
n steadilv
,, in t:wour.
which receives its soaking then needs less in summer, and is found in better condition for ploughing. It is argued that moisture is more natumlly ahsorhed in that
season and with greater benefit. Everywhere the venlict of the experienced is that
too much water i,.; being used, aud the outcry against over-saturation in summer is
hut one of
fm·m;-.;.
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method of supplyiug water to vegetable life, nnd it has been the aim of many to (kvisc
a scheme by which this eau he done with the greatest economy. The idea is to replace

Sub-irrigation.
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soakage from above, hy either flooding or furrows, with what is called "seepage," that
is, subterranean nnd lateral soakage whieb, to be perfect, should not wet the
surface. The method adopted is described in the " Report of State Engineer
of California, 1880," as follows :-"Pipes made of a eombination of Portland
cement, lime, sand, and gravel, with a small admixture of potash and linseed oil,
the eomposition weighing 144 lbs. per cubic foot when dry, are laid at a depth of
one and one-half foot to two feet below the surface, parallel to the rows of trees or
vines in an orchard or vineyard. In these pipes, on the upper side, is inserted a
wooden plug opposite each tree or vine, the plugs having tapering holes in the centre,
one-fourth to three-eighths of an inch in diameter, through whieh the water finds exit.
Each plug is surrounded by :1 larger stand-pipe, setting loosely on top of the distributing pipe, open at the bottom, and reaching to the surface of the ground, for the
purpose of keeping the dirt away from the outlet and rendering it accessible at all
times for inspection. The pipes are connected with mains leading from a reservoir.
The process of irrigation is unattended by any labour beyond that of turning on the
water and shutting it off. The water finds its way through all the outlets, filling the
stand-pipes, and slowly percolating to the roots of the plant. No water appears on the
surface, con~equent1y the ground does not bake with the heat of the sun, hut is kept
mellow and moist, and no moisture is lost by evaporation. In the orchard of the
inventor, where the system was first tried, three acres of young trees were thoroughly
irrigated in half-an-hour with about 400 cubic feet of water, or less than 3,000 gallons.
Such an application twice a month is sufficient to maintain a vigorous growth in the
trees, which have attained twice the size of adjacent trees of the s:une age, on the same
soil, with the same amount of cultivation, irrigated hy the usual method of surface
application. Could the same proportion in the use of water be carried out through the
season, as that of the experiment mentioned, a cubic foot per second would irrigate
9,000 acres. The cost of the system ft1r an orange orchard is but £6 to £10 per acre.
The pipes are laid in the position they are to occupy by a' simple machine, with which
three men may lay 1,600 feet per day. They are, therefore, continuous and without
joints." This appea1·s to have been an unusual result, as the practice has not become
general. It has been tried iu England and elsewhere, but there is still room for careful
experiment. The one :ulvantage possessed hy surf~1ce over sub-irrigation is that, vvhen
carefully managed, irrigation hy soakage is a perennial source offertilization, on account
of the quantity of deposit which is obtained with the water fi·om most streams in certain
seasons. Irrigation hy seepag·e cannot produce this beneficial effect, hut it can avoid
the dangers of exce:->sive saturation or surf~1ce caking, or of washing out the richer
elements of the soil, as well as accomplish an enormous saving in the water used. Two
difficulties have presented themselves to its complete suecess. The first of these is the
tcnlc:J ~ ut' the :1putr:res in t1w pi1ws to hecome choked by the roots, which tend to
form a mat about it. This has been met, it is hoped, by an ingenious contrivance of
Mr. L. M. Holt, oflliverside, which will be described in the Engineer's report; the main
difficulty, however, so fitr rather feared than experienced, is that the constant seepage of
water would have such a solidifying effect upon the soil, closing its pores, and converting
it into an almost impenetrable mass, that it would become necessary after some years to
break it up to a considerable depth by cultivation. Of this it is too early to pronounce,
lJ:, ~~ 1 ::~·t:.!.
.l~,; ~·~:l;_:.r:;'·) 1 ~JHL :-~Jr~l·ti:~:-~tiOJl i~~ the hu"1\)C of 111CSt intt\lli~~.v·~nt i-1·rj.o·ntor~~~,
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for sub-irrigation is given by an authority at £7 per acre, a sum which the ownen; of
land under intense culture could afford to pay, particularly if there are any cases in
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which, as Professor Hilgard suggests, the same pipes could, when not used for supply he
used for draininO"
!,Hll'J)lus water awav.
The em1)lovment
of these so-called" asbestine''
0
,;
.;
pipes, which are more properly named hydraulic cement pipes, would certainly effect an
enormous saving of water, and this in many districts would more than cover the cost of
laying them.
The present lJractice is the most wasteful that could he devised. There is Wa.steof
water.
\Vaste along all the miles of open canals, hoth main and secondary, with a consequent
loss to the owners of fi·om 25 per cent. to 50 per cent. of the stream they take in.
Sometime;,; it is even greater, a canal in the San ,Joaquin valley, which took in 90
cubic feet per second at its head, only delivering 14 cubic feet per second on the farms 28
1niles away. Where the canal owner's loss ends, that of the farmer begins. He
losm; all along his laterals tapping the secondary canal, all along his sub-laterals intersecting his farm, and, again, all that is not absorbed hy the crop over which he pours
his periodic flood; besides which has to he added the loBs from evaporation. As a
matter of fact, therefore, he only receives the benefit of a very small proportion of
what he pays for. Some put the loss of farmer and canal proprietor together as high
as 9-lOths of the water diverted, others at 3-4ths, and it is rarely calculated at less
than the latter figure. There is certainly ample room for saving at every turn.
In Utah, as in Italy, another economy is effected hy requiring those entitled to water
to take it at night as well as hy day, so that, instead of the supplJ running to waste
for eight to ten hours out of the twenty-four, the whole capacity of the ditch is utilized
every minute during the irrigating season. This custom has the further advantage,
that the water is thought to act more favorably upon the soil by night than if it were
under the burning rays of the sun. The manual labour or skill required for controlling
water is not great, and it calls for patience and attention rather than activity. In
Southern California, Mexicans and Chinamen prove speciallJ fitted for vvork of this
kind, which involves no tax upon their energies. To see the irrigator, spade in hand,
engaged, in a leisurely way, directing the stream gushing fi·om his ditch, it would
scarcely he suspected that upon so unimpressive a proceeding the whole future of the
orchard in which he is engaged entirely depended. There seems an incompatibility
between causes and effects which asserts itself in many ways, so that it becomes
an effort to realize that the rude ditches which wind their rugged hanks across trim
fields, or among regular rows of vines or orange-trees, are actually the generous
source fi·om which all the profusion of foliage and fruit is being invisibly fed.
Part of this incompatibility no doubt arises from the fact that there is some- Irrigation 111
.
· extremeIy fertilization.
t 11mg more t 11an water conveyetl'm cana]s, an d t h at t 1·
ns sometI'ung more Is
valuahle, though usually left out of the calculation. \Vater of itself can work wonders,
hut when allied with sediment, which, in nine cases out of ten, appears to consist
either of decayed vegetable matter or to contain elements that replenish the soils hy
which it is alJsorhetl, the results become multiplied. Reference has been n1ade to the
fi1ct that all American streams appear to leaye some deposit of a fertilizing character,
and that, judging fi·om appearances, Victorian rivers and creeks should be at least
equally well laden. In }"'ranee the practice of pouring large bodies of water heavily
chan.:;ed ~-~·;th setliment upon inferior landH for the purpose of recbiming and enriching
them i,; exu:n:;ivdy adopted. This is not systematically atteinptcd to the same extent
in Amcriea, thongh the srmdy
hrnsh lands of Utah and )Tev<Hln lnve heen turned
into rieh meadow;-; in the same \vay ; hut it is gener,tlly recognised that where irrigation is so controlled as to admit of just as nmch water being placed upon the land as
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it can drink at a draught, without allowing it either to stand or run away, then the
consequence is invariably a maintained or an increased production. Not only is the
crop secured, but whether it be grain, root crop, or fruit, the yield is often largely
enhanced so as to reach, in arid regions or upon poor soils, a yield equal to that
obtained upon fertile lands enjoying a plentiful rainfall. Farmers' estimates of what
this gain actually is differ considerably, ranging from 30 to 100 per cent. That there
is a gain, and a great gain in many instances, no one thinks of disputing, though there
may be some looseness in the figures quoted concerning it. There seem to be no
products of which the crop may not be increased by irrigation, and there are none that
will not suffer from over-irrigation. The richest silty water, inste~td of having a fertilizing influence, will be fatal if allowed either to stagnate, or to rush too rapidly through
a field. But with this danger provided against, irrigation may mean fertilization to
such an extent as to render any further artificial enrichment of the soil unnecessary.
In most parts of the West this has been the only fertilization which has maintained
land under years of cropping.
Draiaare.

One of the objections raised in Victoria to the prosecution of systematic irrigation has been the difficulty and expensiveness of the drainage works which would be
required. As the entire absence in the foregoing remarks upon the engineering aspect
of American irrigation of any reference to drainage works has already indicated,
the matter has not presented itself in that light in the experience which is here cited.
As a matter of fact there are no drainage works worthy of the name in America, the
farmer having 'quietly left the water to settle this problem for itself. Water is always
valuable in these regions, and what one farmer allows to flow by another is only too
eager to acquire. Canal proprietors have not found any necessity to spend money in
making provision for the surplus water which passes their area of supply, as it is
generally extremely easy to let it find its way into the natural watercourses which run
at lower levels than the artificial stream. How to get water is the one question of
importance ; how to get rid of it has been found in nineteen cases out of twenty only
too easy. With a deep subsoil or a good fall, it seems as if drainage may always be
unnecessary, and these arc conditions very frequently met with. There are, however,
lands comparatively level in which, sooner or later, it will he required, and there are
one or two localities in which the need of drainage ~works is rapidly becoming an
imperative necessity. Among these, by far the most striking illustration is furnished
at Fresno, Cal., a district in which the same facts arc also extremely valuable as indicating the change in character of an arid plain, submitted to years of extravagant irrigation.
Fifteen years ago its sandy soil, sparsely covered by struggling herbage, grassless and
treeless for scores of square miles, maintained only a few herds of cattle. There was
no sign of cultivation within its borders, water could only he obtained by sinking from
40 feet to 80 feet, and the rainfall was hoth irregular aud insufficient. The King
River, whieh was its one available stream, sometimes canied no more than 500 cubic
feet per second, and when the first "eolony" was established it was stoutly maintained
that the whole of its waters would not suffice to supply this little plot marked out in the
midst of the wild. For some time, indeed, even after the canal to supply this colony had
been constructed, so rapidly did the open ditch absorb tl1e intake, that it was thought
that the water would never reach the settlement at all. W eck hy week the tiny
thread of fluid trick led and W•)und it~; way along·; at last it entered the fields
prepared for it, and, the flow :,;tcadily stn·ngtlwning·, crept farther and farther on,
feeding an ever-widening· di,;triet, until to-day there are fifteen canals drawing
their waters fi'om this river, irrigating 55,000 acres of land, which form a chain of
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settlement all around the central Californian eolony, and extending 16 miles beyond it.
Water can now be struek anywhere across the whole plain at 10 feet, and often at 6 feet.
The seepage from the canals has been great indeeJ, for it seems to have filled the
whole subsoil, which has sucked it up like a sponge until it can hold no more. One
important consequence is that irrigation by flooding or furrows is being nhandoned at
Fresno, as the irrigation by seepage maintaius a constant supply within easy reach of
the roots of vines and trees. The once arid region has become thorough! y moistened.
Where till lately the contention for \Vater was keen and ceaseless, one hears now of
suits against canals on account of their supersaturation of adjoining vineyards. Nor
is this to he wondered at, seeing that, in the midst of the once parched plain, there are
now patches of artificial morass created, as in the Poudre Valley, Colo., by over-irrigation,
and continued for want of drainage. For in Fresno, and Fresno alone, has drainage
become a vital question. The largest vineyard in the district, that of Mr. Barton, has
not been watered for two years, and the enterprising proprietor has actually excavated
ditches around his property so as to drain it to a depth of 6 feet. The Eisen vineyard,
close by, one of the oldest and hest known in the district, is now involved in a suit, which
its proprietor is bringing, in self-defence, against the canal proprietors tor flooding his
land. It is not only excess in flooJiug that has to be avoided, for excess of
seepage is just as bad. ~ot only is the creation of a morass on the surface fatal, but
the morass condition below is proportionntely injurious. Roots, of course, will not
penetrate below the perpetual water-line, and thus, if the water rises in the soil, the
depth from which they draw their nourishment is liable to he greatly diminished. It
has been suggested that, if the pipe method of sub-irrigation were adopted, the same
pipes might be made available for drainage. If this could he accomplished without
materially increasing the cost, it should contain a solution of the difficulty iu a few
cases, but, as a rule, ·where Jrainage is twedetl, snh-irrigatiou in any season would be
superfluous if not injurious. A remarkable evidence of the rate of seepage in sandy
soils is notable in the .Fresno district, and that is, two little ditehes, a foot or so apart,
each of them carrying· a swift stream of watPr, which is soaking through the bank of a
small canal, and which they divert from the field beyond. A few ditcl1es of this description compose the whole of the drainage work yet done in vVestern America. Even here
the drainage problem does not appear to threaten the requirement of workfl any more
expensive than those already in use, and, except in localities as peculiarly situated as
Ji'resno, it is improbable that any outlay to provide them will be needed, at all events
for many years to come. We may hope, therefore, that such escapements will only be
demanded in parts of Victoria, and that even there they need only be gradually constructed some years after irrigation on an extensive scale shall have been in operation.
For a complete comprehension of these facts, however, it is necessary to read Ca.pillary
them by the light of a knowledge of a peculiar property possessed by many soils, and attra.otioll.
which forms a most important factor in a 11 ealeulations as to the limits of irrigation.
It has been found, by experiment in California, that water rises rapidly in eoarse sandy
soils, hut only to a moderate height, while in finer soils, whether clayey or of silty
formation, the rise is slower, but higher, so that, in a few weeks or months, as the
case may he, the water attains twice or thrice the height that it climbs to in the
former. This has hcen said to be accomplished by uwam; of a" capillary attraction," in
which heat ln.<ty, perhaps, he :m important agent, seeing that the phenornenon is
not observed in Colorado to anvthing
like the same extent as in California. The table
'
'
given in Appendix I is taken fi·om the report of a scientific expert appointed hy the
Commissioner of Agriculture to inquire into the agricultural conditions of the Pacific
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Slope, and presents the results of experiments made upon different soils, to test their
capacity in this direction. A consideration of these results points to the superior
value in suitable soils of sub-irrigation or irrigation by seepage from below, over all
methods of surface application, because it is thus possible to avoid caking the soil
and loss by evaporation.
Taking together the facts as to seepage of water from rivers or ditches,
::n:~~a.lly and those relating to the rising of water by means of what is called capillary
attraction, one is furnished with the key to the gradual diminution of the water
necessary for irrigation of the same land, which has been noted in almost every part
of the 'Nest. In Colorado alone, in situations like that of Greeley, upon a deep porous
soil, with a rapid fall and quick drainage, as much water is said to he used to-day as in
the initiation of the practice of artificial watering twelve years ago. Everywhere else
the verdict of experience is that the water goes farther every year. The ranch owner,
who doubted if his spring or brook would suffice for 20 acres, extends the area of
his cultivation bit by bit until it reaches 80 or 100 acres, and he still has some to
spare. Bishop Musser, of Salt Lake, who has made an especial study of irrigation in
Utah and abroad, states that, when the city was first founded, there was only water
enough from a particular source for 800 or 900 acres, \Vhile now the same amount
supplies more than .1,000 acres. In another Mormon settlement, named Bountiful,
where at first it was supposed that only a few fhmilies could be placed, on account of the
smallness of the stream of water available for irrigation, there are now between 4,000
and 5,000 people, all maintained by means of the same supply. The whole of Utah has
been peopled and all its cultivation based upon little driblets of water in this way. Yet
the sandy aridity, which is absolutely worthless without water, may be soon over-wet, and
it is found that, where a piece of ground is fed by good seepage, to irrigate it as well kil1s
the crop. Here, as at Fresno, Riverside, Mussel Slough, and in Tulare county,
California, may he seen farms and vineyards, up to 160 acres in size, irrigated solely by
seepage front ditches which run along the upper edges of their fields. The distance
that water will penetrate, even without any discoverable dip in the land, has been partially indicated by experiments in sub-irrigation, when the pipes and orifices, though 50
feet apart, have saturated the whole soil between them. "With a fall in the country, the
seepage extends for far greater distances, and, curiously enough, an instance is reported
in the San J oaquin valley, where, upon the construction of a canal, a well a mile or two
on the upper side increased several feet iu depth after the canal had been some time
running. Another most instructive fact is that, as the water supplied diminishes, the
crops tend to increase. They now raise more grain in Utah with half the water than
they did \Yhen they concentrated double the supply upon a smaller area For the first
year or so of irrigation, the soil becomes soppy, hut afterwards, while seemiug drier, it
is not nearly so thirsty ; when it is very shallow, flooding ceases and seepage alone is
relied upon. Irrigation is said to close the pores of the soil with an infiltration of rich
impalpable silt, so that it absorbs more slowly and retains what is absorbed much longer.
Under good cultivation the soil thus enriched becomes far more fruitful than it originally
was ; but too muel1 water makes the land cold, and eventually turns it into a quagmire.
"When soakage, as from flooding, is accompanied hy soakage upwards hy "capillary
attraction," the consequence in California is the formation of what is termed "hard
pan,'' an impenetrahle layer whieh resists the entrance of roots, and yields them no
nourishment. vVhere this is feared, flooding is suspended, and the subterranean
supply depended upon. Such is the rapidity with whieh roots push for water that, even
where moisture can he found 15 or 20 feet from the surface, no flooding is needed
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after the first year or two. The roots of vines have been known to penetrate nearly
30 feet in a little over three years, while even lucerne roots travel 15 and 20 feet downwards to moisture. But the catalogue of facts, proving in a variety of\Yays the injurious
effects of over-irrigation, and the marvellous results to he accomplished in time by
small streams of water, might be multiplied indefinitely. It should he extremely
encouraging to Australians to note that their deficient water supply may come in
course of time to satis(y the \vants of a much larger area than has been culculated
upon, and to know that where seepage occurs at any moderate depth irrigation
may be altogether abandoned on certain crops after the first year or tvw.
A review of the facts just cited is also of value here as
some preliminary Duty of water
idea of the difficulties surroundintr a question perpetually put, hut never capable of an
entirely definite answer. The question is as to the "duty of water," or, in other words,
what area of land a given quantity of water should irrigate. At first sight, this
seems not only a vital query, hnt one that should admit of a complete reply from
experience. It does admit of a reply in each case, hut, as the slightest variation in
any of the numerous conuition;,; under which irrigation takes place makes a marked
difference in the answer, the inquiry, though of the utmost moment, can only he met by
a lengthy statement, complicated by continual qualifications.

A preliminary doubt as to water measurements has to be taken into account, for, Water
'l
. use; ant1 st1'll t l1erc •IS, eYen m
. fl ouns
. 1.nng measures.
nut 1 recent1y, d'JX'~
Iu.a.:rcnt staudar ds 11ave b een m
districts, the greatest laxity in applying what standards they have. In Los Augcles, for
instance, the zanjero, or water-master, ha·.; relied solely upon his eye to judge of the
stream a farmer was entitled to receive; aml though practice, no doubt, had enabled him
to allot something like an equal share to each person concerned, it is plain that any
attempt to define the quantity in recognised measures could only be an uncertain approximation. In eyery State the use of water for mining purposes has preceded, or, in the first
instance, overshadowed, that for irrigation; and, conseguently, what estimates have been
the quantity of water flowing through an aperture an inch square, but, as in some parts
made in the past have been expressed in "miners' inches." This was supposed to define
the pressure adopted was that of a 4-inch head, while in other places the head was 6
inches, there 1vas evidently abundant room for variation, even in the determination of
the capacity of a single inch. When, again, a number of inches came to he mensured
at once, it became possible either to adopt an aperture one inch high and the specified
number of inches in length, or to take the square of the whole number of inches as
giving the dimensions of the orifice, in which case again there wns another
great cause of variation. The State engineer of Colorado has calculated that the
miner's inch in that State has been ·02G cubic feet, or, roughly speaking, a fortieth of
a cuhic f()ot, auu this is now gL~nerally adopted as its equivalent, though as a matter of
fact, in more southerly States, where water has been scarce, the miner's inch has only
meant a fiftieth of the cubic foot.
Taking into account this initial cause of confusion in the measm·ement of Conditions
u
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·
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. of, water water
determining
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will irri.!.rate is governed, first, hy the kind of soil, snhsoil, the rain£'l11, tC'mperature, ~uul evaporation of the particular area irrigated ; noxt by the kind of crop
grown, and the method of watering it, as well as hy the length of time which that
land or neighbouring land has been irrigated; and lastly by its pol-lition with regard
to seepage and its capacity of capillary attraction. It is plainly no easy matter, even
No. 19.
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when all the terms of the special instance are known, to fix the duty of water under
these circumstances. But in almost every instance the records of American experience
are wanting in respect to one or more particulars, and hence again there is only room
for the vaguest conclusions. Instances can be quoted in which a flow of one cubic
foot per second has supplied 9,000 acres, while in others it only supplies 50 acres. It
is vain to attempt to arrive at accuracy in the face of such extremes as these. The
manner in which water is sold in the States puts another barrier in the way. A water
right there does not mean a right to any given quantity of water, but a right to
have a stream of a certajn capacity turned into the purchaser's lateral for as often
and as long as he pleases. Each farmer accordingly draws upon the supply just
according to his fancy in each season. As yet, as there is water in plenty, the Colorado
companies do not restrict their customers to the stream they have purchased, but
give them whatever flow they happen to have. The farmer, for his part, does not
measure the quantity he receives, nor yet the quantity which flows away from him, so
that on neither side is there any opportunity of obtaining exactitude as to the quantity
actually absorbed by the land. ·where measurements have taken place, as in Southern
California, it has usually been at the farmer's receiving point, from which there is more
or less loss, according to the nature of his soil, the make of his ditch, and the distance
to he travel1ed before the field is reached, which renders these almost equally
unreliable. In the face of this array of disturbing causes, it is utterly impossible to
do more than notice a number of rough generalizations, which have some force in special
localities. The more sandy the soil, the more readily it receives and parts with water,
while, as the soil becomes heavier, it absorbs less and retains it longer; the deeper the
soil the more water is required in the first instance, while with a retentive subsoil
succeeding waterings can be greatly dimirnshed. The heavier the rainfall, the greater
the duty of water in equal temperatures, and, when· evaporation comes into play, the duty
has to be correspondingly reduced. vVhere the land is in a position to receive seepage
from higher irrigations or is so porous as to draw a sufficient supply from its own
laterals, or is so saturated as to need for a time no water even in its canals, which
are perhaps, as at Fresno, turned into drainage ditches, the duty, of course, tends to
become nominally enormous. Then, again, small grains as a rule .take twice as much
water as corn or potatoes, and many times as much per acre as orchards, which are
watered on an economical method. Even the waterings given to one grain, such as wheat,
vary according to locality from one to four, oats requiring more, and barley a little
ess. In Riverside the orchards are often only watered once fi·om furrows in winter,
and once, twice, or thrice, according to the idea of the owner, in summer. vVhere
flooding takes thousands of gallons, the furrow system only requires hundreds, and subiiTigation tens of gallons for a similar area, though, of course, under different crops.
Comparison of
water duties

Setting aside the question of the actual quantity of water used or needed for
irrigation, 1ve find that, even comparing the flow of water allotted to farmers for as long
as they like, there are the widest differences. Taking the flow of one cubic foot to the
second (avaibhlc during the season for the cereals of Colorado, and all the year round
for the orchards of California), without making allowance for differing rainfalls, this
supplies, in Colorado, 53 acres; Italy, 70·2 acres (Col. Baird Smith); Utah, San
Bernardino, Cal., and France, 80 to lOO acres; San Gahriel, Cal., 120 acres; Fresno,
Cal., 160 acres; India, 150 to 200 acres (Sir A. Cotton); Los Angeles and Anaheim,
Cal., rather over 200 acres ; Hiverside, Cal., nearly 300 acres ; Ontario and
Redlands, Cal., Algeria, and partt:! of India, 400 acres; Sierra Madre, Cal., 580 acres ;
Spain, as high as 1,000 acres; Pasadena, Cal., 1,665 acres; and by sub-irrigation
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according, to one or two experiments, from 1,500 to 9,000 acres. In Kansas,
Arizona, and Mexico, the figures given are too conflicting to be quotable. There
are the same contrasts as to the depth of water which should be put upon land.
In Colorado two or three waterings are given of from 3 to 5 inches in depth; in
some pa1ts of southern California waterings of 12 inches in depth have been given,
and in other parts a total sufficient in the year to make a depth of several feet. On
the other hand, there are farmers in these districts who, according to their own
testimony, employ less than half the quantity used by their neighboms, and w'ith
equal if not superior results. If the Colorado farmer were to use all the water at his
disposal, he would cover his fields nearly 4 feet deep. The practice appears to be, on
the average, to use about one-fourth of this, but there is such a difference in soils that
this is hut a poor guide. 'Where a coarse sandy soil, with porous subsoil, can take ten
feet in the season, a fine compact alluvial, with clay subsoil, would he injured with oue
foot; hence ten acres of the latter can he irrigated to one of the former by the same
quantity of water. A natural measure of the duty of water in many places may he
supplied by the rainfall of good harvest years, making allowance for the time of fall.
In Central California, 13 inches during a frostlcss winter and spring have proved
sufficient, and probably if 12 inches could he secured from rainfall and ditch together
during the spring it would prove more than ample for flooding cereals either there or
in Victoria. Messrs. Gordon and Black's calculations, it should be noted, fixed the same
quantity for this class of cultivation.
It may be impossible to name anything like a trustworthy duty of water from ~uty ?fwater
'
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·
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which should apply to all crops in all cases; but one thing is echoed on every hand
in every State of America. All who have studied the question unite in condemning
the extravagance in the mm of water common to every class of irrigators. One
competent critic has declared that four times too much water is used in California,
and six times too much iu Colorado. In any case, the admission should be encouraging to Victorians, whose soil, as a rule, is not nearly so thirsty as much of that
inigated in America, and whose loss by evaporation would probably he rather less than
in Southern California or Arizona. It would he idle to attempt more than a guess
at what the duty of water would he in Victoria, but, judging from the opinion of
experienced canal proprietors in the \Vest, even with rude methods, it should be possible
after the first year or so to make a flow of one cubic foot per second at the field cover
200 acres of cereals, and 400 acres of vineyard or orchard. It would he infinitely preferable to state the amount 1mt on the land in gallons, instead of the amount available
in flow, as in the latter case the quantity actually used is left a matter of guesswork.
This exactness in measurement should be studied from the first, to promote economy
anu a more scientific knowledge of the actual requirements of each kind of crop. If
our soils were tested as to their qualities and powers of capillary attraction, and onr
waters as to their sedimentary deposits, we should then he in a position to utilize what
streams we have to their fullest extent. Remembering that our subterranean sources
of supply are still unexplored, that old river beds have not been tested, nor
the scattered flow through porou~ strata collected at suitable spots, 1\e
hope for an increase in the quantity of water capa.ble of hcing used for irrigation
The teachings of American experience, with scarcely an exeeption, :1n~ that the
quantity of water needed per acre is a steadily decreasing quantity, and
t~;e area
irrigated, therefore, is likely to progres:sively increase, at all events a long 1-vay beyond
the area which can be commanded at first. The lintit of water duty is not for years
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an iron limit, hut possesses an elasticity which enables it in many localities to widen its
region of supply two or three hundred per cent. ; in Utah it has been increased two or
three thousand per cent. All calculations that may be made as to the limit of the
irrigable area of Victoria will require to be made with this principle in view, so that,
while it may he properly said that at first a certain stream can only water 10,000 acres
efficiently, it must not be forgotten that, in most instances in Southern California, which
so closely resembles our own colony, such a supply, in the course of five or ten years
of continuous irrigation, would, in all likelihood, be able to supply that area, and
another containing as n1any acres more.
Price of water.

The prices paid for water are so complicated by the conditions under which
it is sold, that it is almost impossible to do more than quote the rates in different
localities. The water itself costs the appropriators nothing beyond the expense
of putting it upon the land, which differs, of course, in every St:'tte and every
district. This first outlay for works furnishes one clue of an uncertain character
to the price of water. Where farmers unite for the purpose of securing a joint
supply, they work or pay their share of the construction, and afterwards their proportion of the sum necessary to keep the works in repair, so that it is difficult in
many instances to determine exactly what their water costs them. In Colorado it is
considered that an irrigable area should be supplied with an outlay upon main works
of £1 or 25s. per acre, an estimate which appears to agree on the whole with experience
elsewhere. Occasionally, as at Kansas, lrhere very large canals run through very
favorably-situated country, main works of a temporary character can be built for as
low as 10s. per acre, while on the other hand, where special difficulties intervene, as at
Salt Lake, in the price to be paid for casements over private lands, one finds the canal
costing 50s. per acre to build. This is by no means the maximum of first expenditure.
·with extra works, such as fluming or tunnelling as in Colorado, or wooden channelling
as in the City Ditch at Salt Lake, Utah, or expensive piping a~ at Pasadenn, or the Highlands Canal in Los Angeles county, Cal., the cost may rise as in the last two instances
to £8 and £10 12s. per acre. Here, of course, the supply is for small areas under
intense culture. The greater the scale of the undertaking the less the cost per acre.
The 150,000 acres at Bakersfield, Cal., can be watered by one proprietary for 10s. 8d.
per acre, ·whereas if divided into a number of different schemes, adapted here and there
to the conditions of ownership rather than to the natural surface of the land, it would
probahly have cost hvice as much ; or, take the 76 canal heyond Fresno, Cal., which now
supplies only 20,000 acres, at a first cost of about 25s. per acre. ·with an extension
of its secondary canals, so as to allo·w it to supply the 40,000 acres lying under
them, the outlay per acre would be reduced to 20s., while if the complete plan,
which is for the irrigation of 180,000 acres, were carried out, this would be still
further brought down to 15s. per acre. \:Vater, therefore, is dearest where the schemes
are smallest, that is, where the works are relatively most costly. The same fact
is again illustrated hy the price asked for water-rights, which are almost invariably highest in small schemes. Thus, in such "colonies" as Ontario, Etiw11nda, or
Pomona, Cal., where land is sold in 10-acre blocks, a water-right costs from £15 to £20
per acre, while upon SO-acre blocks it cnn be purchased in Colorado for £3, in L tah
for about 50s., and in Kansas for half that sum. Having a water-rig·ht, the farmer is then
liable only to a yearly assessment for maintenance. This, on the other haud, is highest as
a rule where the water-right is cheapest, ranging from Ss. per acre in Kansas, and 4s. an
acre in Utah, to 2s. 6d. in Fresno, and 2s. in several colonies in Los Angeles County.
In Colorado, the maximum rate of 6s. per acre per annum is rarely charged, the
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water-right owners only paying the sixpence or ninepence per acre which is actually
spent on repairs, and the same custom prevails in some parts of Utah; hut in both
of tlH•se instances the schemes arc lnrgc. The prices of water-rights vary from a
ntriety of causes, such as whether the water-owner has land of his o>Yll to sell or not,
so that particular instances offer but little guide to an exact estimate of their value ;
nor do they furnish any clue to the quantity of water actually sold. In Kansas, water
is paid for according to the acreage of the purchaAcr, who takes as much as he likes in
return for his yearly rental. This most wasteful of practices was tried and abandoned
in Southern California, as it will be abandoned in Kansas when water becomes more
valuable. Meanwhile, its steady increase in price is everywhere noticeable. 'l'hus, at
the foundation of Greeley, Colo., 80 acres with water could he purchased for £60;
a few years later the water alone became worth £100 ; to-day the same water-right is
bringing £200, and with the land is worth £600. In all the "colonies" of Cnllfornia
there has been as great a rise in the price of water, though there it is to be found in
almost every instance linked to the land. This puts another difficulty in the way of
estimating the exact price of \Yater, for though the water is really that for which the
money is paid, some deduction has to be made for the area upon which it is to he
utilized. Land which in the arid state brings only £1 per acre, is ;;old at £10 or £15
per acre when under a ditch, and something like this proportion is maintained even
for higher-priced dry lands, which rise from £5 to £40, and from £15 to £100, when
artificially watered. 'When the land and the water-right are sold apart the canal owner
makes two profits, one in the tripling or qnttdrupling of the price paid for the land,
which is his chief profit, and the other upon the water-right, the price of which represents his outlay upon \vorks, with liberal interest added. The first profit, made nominally upon the land, "Which is often greater than here stated, is of conrse really another
profit upon the water, nnd as the cost per acre of the works is, as a rule, less than the cost
per acre of the land, the gain upon the investment in vvater is much larger than appears.
'Where there is no sale of land, that is where the water has been brought to land already
sold, or for sale by persons other than the canal owners, the price of the water is
much higher, reaching sometimes as mueh ns 20s. or 25s. per acre per annum.
At Los Angeles, Cal., water is sold by what is called a "head," which, under
their loose measurement, varies from two cuhic feet to four cuhic feet per second,
at Ss. per day or Gs. per night in summer within the city, twice that price outside of
its houndaries, and half the price in winter. At Orange and its neighbouring
settlements the price for a flow of about two cuhic feet per second is 10s., for
twenty-four hours, or Gs. per day and 4s. per night, and in winter Gs. for the
twenty-four hours. At Riverside the cost is ahont 7s. Gd. per day, or 5s. per
night, for a cubic foot per second, or 12s. for the twenty-four hours. These prices
varying indefinitely as the conditions of sale vary furnish hut an insecure basis for any
generalisation. Possihly a better idea of the importa,nce of water than can be derived
from any list of purchases and rentals in particular places may be obtained hy a glance
at its capital value. It has heen calculated that the flow of a cubic foot per second
for the irrigating season of nll future years is worth from £15 to £25 per acre in
grain or grazing country, to £30 in fruit lands. 'l'his is the price ptti(1 to apply
such a stream to a specinl piece of land for as long as the farmer mny think necessary,
the knowledge that an excess of water will rnin hi3 crOI)S lJcinQ' the onlv limit, But if
a flow of a cuhic foot per sceond were bought in perpetuity without any limit as to the
acreage to which it might he applied, or the time or eircnmstanccs of applying it, the
capital value of such a strcarn in Southem California to-day would he at least £8,000.
The value of the thousands of cuhie feet which run to waste in Victoria would make a
formidttble total if calculated on this basis.
L
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Comparison of
w~ter prices,

In counting the cost of water, allowance must always be made for the fertilizing
material that may be obtained from it, so as to enhance the productive power of the
soil. On this ground, as is the case in the south of France, one water supply might
easily be much more valuable than another. There are other elements of variation
too nmuerous to cat.'tlogue, but the effect of which may be judged from the contrast
in the charges made in the same country. The prices of water in Europe differ as
widely as those in America, the cost per acre in parts of Spain being much greater
than any figures quoted above. If allowance be made for the capital expended upon
water-rights, the average cost of rented water per acre per annum in the "\Vest is
probably from 10s. to 25s. as against the 20s. to 28s. of France and Spain, and the
Ss. to 12s. of the valley of the Po. "\Vhen land and water are sold together, the
price ranges fi·om £10 per acre in Colorado, with a flow attached of about a
miner's inch per acre, to £40 per acre in Southern California, with a supply
of a miner's inch to ten acres. Judged by any of these scales, the present
price of land without water in the northern districts of Victoria leaves a
considerable margin for the construction of irrigation works. Taking the estimate of
Mr. Culcheth, "YI. Inst. C.E., for the Tragowel Plains scheme at 14s. per acre for
capital cost of works, and 4s. per acre per annum for maintenance, there is room for
not unfavorable comparison with the figures just given, even doubling them to allow
for the greater quantity of water provided by most American schemes. "\Vhere possible,
up-country townships might take a hint from Los Angeles, where the whole sewerage
of the city, amounting to a flow of over 3-k cubic feet per second, which even there is
sufficient to supply over 700 acres, is carried two miles in a 22-inch pipe to be used
for irrigation, though this would require rigorous conditions of use and close supervision for the protection of health. One main lesson of water values is the necessity
for having matured schemes prepared in the first instance, so as to prevent the establishment of small areas of supply, where they would render the later undertaking of a
greater scheme unprofitable. For instance, if the available lands along the upper course
of the Provo were watered, one-third of the valley of Utah would be deprived of a
supply which, with its more genial temperature, would yield much better results to
husbandry. Under Victorian conditions it is far more imperative than in America that
our chief sources of supply should be tapped, so as to cover the largest possible area
in the first instance, and thus reduce the cost. per acre for construction and maintenance to the lowest possible point. If this be accomplished, it should be feasible to
allow of the construction of supplementary storage works in favorable districts, without unduly increasing the rates to be paid by farmers.

Products.

What price can be paid for water, or land and water together, depends upon
the products raised, and the price of those products at the homestead, hy taking which
as a guide consideration of complicated questions as to markets and freights may
be avoided. So far as American experience goes, there appears to be no limit to the
scope of irrigation, 1vhich embraces the fruits and cereals of the temperate zone, as well
as the products that are raised only under a tropical sun. Apples, blackberries, and
barley are irrigated in Colorado or Northern California, as are rice, cotton, and sugar in
the hot lowlands of.Mexico. Over a large area of the \Vest it may almost be said that, as
nothing can be grown without irrigation, anything eau he grown by irrigation. One
opinion current in Victoria, has heen that, whatever might he the water avaihtble, grain
could not pay for irrigation; another has been that, if it did pay for a time, the soil
would rapidly become impoverished, ·with the yet further fear that, failing these results,
the quality of the grain would be deteriorated. As these dangers have been prominently pnt forward in Victoria, it is satisfactory to lea1·n that, so far as American
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experience goes, there is no ground for regarding any one of them, providing that
proper precautions be taken.
·wherever water has been plentiful, and the ground fairly level, it has paid to Grain·growrng
•
•
m~
grow irrigated grain. There are thousands of acres m Colorado and Utah winch have irrigation.
never grown any other crop, and are still growing it. The irrigated area under grain in
Mexico is very large, and the yield heavy, while it is a moderate estimate that in the
States 5,000,000 bushels of whe.:'lt are raised by its means. It is generally calculated
that grain can be grown at a profit under irrigation for 2s. 6d. per bushel, and even
where, as in Arizonn, the crop has to be teamed twelve or fourteen miles across the
desert, a.t a cost of 7d. per bushel to railways, upon which the rating is all against the local
grower, grain is found to pay. Of course, the chief prosperity in the wheat districts was
when 4s. and 5s. a bushel were regularly realized, and a profit of at least 50s. per acre
was counted upon. All this has changed since the fall in prices, which has brought
profits down to 20s. pa· acre, with a yield of 25 bushels. Grain pays still, but very
poorly, and, even in better times, it is generally considered the poorest paying crop that
can be raised. Still, it does pay for irrigation, and this is an important fact to the
fanner who cannot afford to wait for the higher returns from intense eulture. Nor
does grain-growing noticeably impoverish the land where proper precautions are taken
against the washing out of the fertilizing matter in the soil, and for the utilization of any
sediment there may be in the irrigating water. In Utah, a rotation of crops is
adopted; but in Colorado are to be found instances where grain has been grown every
season for ten or fifteen years without perceptibly injuring the land. In Arizona and
Mexico, the native population have raised their wheat and Indian corn from the same
plots for scores, if not hundreds, of years; and to them the idea of manuring is quite
unknown. Here and there a farmer may he found who takes the pains to use the
droppings of his stock upon his fields, but this is the exception ; as a practice,
systematic fertilization is unthought of; and, so far, no serious injury appears to have
resulted from its neglect, where any fillling off in yield has been followed by change
of crop. This is of interest, as sho1-ving, at all events, that the need of expensive
restoration of the soil is not likely to assert itself in om richer lands until after some,
or perhaps many, years of irrigation. Neither does the grain itself suffer if the seed
be carefully selected. In Southern California, irrigated wheat has a slightly thicker
skin, makes more bran, and, to the practised eye, is slightly darker in hue than that
from the wet northern region, but it is said, eyen there, to be fully equal in quality
to unirrigated whent, a testimony which was repeated by millers in Mexico, Arizona,
and Colorado. It is not from any such fitlla.eious anticipations that grain-growing by
irrigation is eomlemned in the States. Though all kinds of grain can be grown well,
and at a profit, the growing is considered a mistake, because the profit is too small.
Land and water that will grow grain will yield crops which are much more remunera·
tive. Grain may he taken in rotation with potatoes, which flourish, under irrigation,
in a sandy loam, or with peas, or lucerne, which act as restoratives to the soil. All
kinds of root crops, and all kinds of vegetables, can be grown, and are grmvn, usually
at a somewhat higher profit than grain; these again have, as a rule, a smaller profit
than can be obtained from stock, which, in its turn, yields to the profits derivable from
grapes and fruit. The average rates in the States, in 1883, was, for onts, 2s. 2d. per
bushel; for '"heat, 2s. 6~d. per bushel; and for maize, ls. 6!d. per bushel. In 1884,
they were even lower still, wheat selling as low as ls. 8d. per bushel in Dakota, the
ayerage of the whole of the States being little over 2s. While prices such as these
reign, grain-growing will not pay well anywhere nnder irrigation, and it is not likely
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to he attractive at any time while the northern territories of the Union can raise
it at a profit, and in enormous quantities, without irrigation, for 2s. per bushel on the
farm.
Stock-ra,ising
on irrigated
la,nd,

It is a £<tr more remunerative occupation to grow beef and mutton, or bacon,
for which there is just as steady a demnnd. Two-thirds of the 50,000 acres irrigated at Phceuix is under grain, hut this little valley also raises its one hundred
thousand hogs. Dniry produce is successfully raised in Northern California by means
of irrigation, where, indeed, it is applied to little else on account of the regular and
sufficient rainfall which can there be counted upon. Even in Australia, many towns
owe a considerable proportion of their vegetc<thle supply to the Chinese irrigator. It
would be a mistake to ignore these minor ways in which irrigation can be very profitably employed, especially in the neighbourhood of centres of population, hut it
would be an equal1y great mistake to suppose that irrig:1tion is only practised on this
scale. A prevailing misconception as to il'rigation is that it is employed only for
small areas under high culture. The £<tct that great stock-gro-wers in California, such as
:Messrs. Haggin and Carr, or "J1essrs. :Yliller and Lux, irrigate thousands of acres for stock
purposes appears to be lost sight of. lHuch Mexican irrigation is carried on upon the
smne plan. \Vhere the great landmvners have their immense estates, one can see not
hundreds but thousands of acres artificially watered; and where smaller proprietors enjoy
a share of the coveted irrigable area, they cultivate so closely to each others borders that
the fencelcss area as far as the eye can reach appears one gigantic irrigated field. The
great valleys of the Ortiz, the Concho, the Florido, and the Nazas, the wide sloping
plains of the Laguna country, in the neigh hour hood of Lerdo, and in the province of
Leon, exhibit the patient industry of the peasants and a marvellous fertility, secured by
means of an artificial water supply of the rudest character. On the great cattle and
sheep ranches of New :Mexico, the proprietors, some of them Australians, are enlisting
the same invaluahle ally in order to protect themselves against the occasional ravages
made in their flocks and herds by bad seasons. It pays, as a rule, to irrigate
natural grasses, for by this means the carrying capacity of land is increased 33 per
cent. The Chowchilla Canal, in Fresno county, Cal., 30 miles long, 30 feet wide
at its mouth, and
feet deep, is used almost solely for this purpose, and there
are 20,000 acres of natural grass lnntl irrigated in one property in Kern county.

Lucerne.

But the mainstay of the American stock farmer, large and small, is lucerne, there
styled alfalfa, which, though unsuccessful in England, is highly prized in France. In
every western state this is grown to profusion. There are 35,000 acres of it gro·wn by
irrigation at Bakersfield.
In Y olo county, Cal., almost the ·whole of the 13,000
acres watered from the \V oodlaml Canal is under lucerne; it is to be found upon
almost every colony plot in Southern California, and is the surest source of revenue in
U tc'lh and New Mexico. The area planted with this crop is increasing with marvellous
rapidity. It is said to carry 10 sheep or even 20 sheep to the ncre, if it l)e cut for
them. It is not a new growth in Victoria, but without irrigation its marvellous
qualities have only partially developed themselves. At Dookie, with only the natural
rainfa.ll, it can be cut hut once a year, yielding about three-quarters of a ton to the
acre ; while at Bacclms Marsh, with irrigation, or water within reach of its roots,
it can be cut five or six times, yields seven or eight tons, and lasts fifteen to twenty
years. There are some 300 acres of it in this locality, thriving upon a natural
seepage, and though rather delicate in its earlier stages, owing to the lack of irrigation,
when once firmly rooted, it 1ai~e3 the value of the land to from £50 to £75 per acre.
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It is sown broadcast and freely, with a little wheat, oats, or barley mixed in it; is
rarely mmmred, though better for an occasional scarifying and top-dressing ; is never
fed down, hut cut early and often, and found to possess splendid fattening qualities.
It has succeeded just as well, but upon a much larger area, on stations south of
Ballamt. It is said that it has been grown on the flats of the Hunter, N.S.,V.,
for many years without replanting, yielding a regular and heavy crop, and that in
parts of Queensland it is employed for fattening store stock with excellent success.
This latter practice has been reduced to a system at Watrous, N. Mex., where not only
are the cattle sustained upon it during the few times in the year when the ground is
covered with snow, but store stock are fattened for market at any season by stallfeeding them with 40 or 45 lhs. of lucerne per diem, the average gain in 1veight per
beast being set down at 3 lhs. per day. It pays well, therefore, to buy stores at from
£4 to £6 apiece, and sel1 them again in three months at £14 or £15. Under irrigation,
lucerne seems to flourish everywhere, particularly in sandy loam, and in a warm climate
free from frost, and, though the yields given vary, they are all great. Three cuttings
are sometimes obtained in the first year, making a total crop of four tons to the acre,.
but the general thing is, as in Utah, to obtain only one crop in this period. After this
six tons is expected in the second year, and eight to twelve tons in the third year.
There are poor soils where it is cut only twice or three times, and other soils on which
its quality does not keep pace with the quantity, but on those that most resemble
our own plains the cutting is rarely less than four times, and the yield generally
over ten tons per acre in the course of the year. It can be sold, at 28s. a ton, at a
profit of fi·om £5 to £I 0 per acre per annum. Much higher profits than this have been
made from lucerne in Victoria, hut even under competition the net returns should be at
least as high. The lucerne field is said to be green a week after it is cut, and kneedeep five weeks later. The crop presses well, and improves by keeping, lasting fbr three
yearE, though losing a large percentage of its weight when turned into hay. One of
its advantages is that it thoroughly cleanses and restores exhausted soils without
manure, nnd thus is of special value as a rotation crop. Some authorities in America
consider it difficult of eradication, while others maintain that with a thorough cutting
of the roots about three inches below the surface it can be entirely destroyed. In
some districts it is considered judicious to plough it in about every seven years. It
can nhsorb a large amount of water, and will send its roots many feet in search of
moiHture. In Utah it is found best to sow as much as 30 lbs. of seed to the acre, but
the average is from 8 lbs. to 16 lbs. elsewhere. At present there is an excellent market
for it on every hand, as many farmers consider one acre of it better than any two acres
of the hest blue grass land of the famed Ohio valley. It is claimed for irrigated
lucerne that it will carry one or even two beasts to the acre on land which, without
tho water, 1votlld not carry a beast to twenty acres, and that with fertilization its
capacity is doubled. It stands first in the popular esteem, hut is not hy any
means the only grass irrigated, red top, timothy, and clover giving excellent results
as well, while, in the opinion of some, Arabian millet surpasses alL A natural
grass known as alfileria (Spanish alfilerilla) is so very highly prized for its nutritious
aud drought-resisting qualities that a supply of the seed is heing secured for the
Experimental Farm, in order to admit of its acclimatisation upon our own arid
lands, on which artificial waterings cannot he looked for. It should lend :m impetus
to the great stock interests of Australia to be reminded that their rivals in America
are making almost as much use of irrigation as the agriculturists.
No, 19.
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E'l'Uit-raising
by irrigation.

But the products for which irrigation 1s most necessary, and in which it
yields the largest profits, are grapes and fi·uit. The great landowner in America not
only plants his thousands of acres of lucerne and perhaps his ten thousand acres of
grain, but, with incessant enterprise, plants his hundreds of acres of vines and fruit
When irrigation is employed, however, the production is almost wholly in the
trees.
hands of small proprietors, men often of some education and some capital, who
have found an attractive field for the exercise of their intelligence in bringing small
allotments into a condition of the highest productiveness. Judging by the results
obtained in Southern California, to which this class of cultivation is as yet chiefly
confined, it has not proved an unprofitable speculation. Others have been quick to
learn the lesson conveyed by the steadily lowering prices of cereals, and have
concluded that, though their growth may be a necessity for some who have no means
to carry them on longer than from season to season, they should never be grown except
under such a necessity. It is safe to predict that, in a short time, grain-growing
will be given up on all smaller areas of irrigation, and that a commencement will
have been made upon the larger tracts to follow the same example. It pays
better to grow fresh vegetables for towns, or can them for export, to
establish chicken farms or bee ranches, rather than raise grain for export. Already
m Northern California the great farms, so famous a few years ago for
their yields and extent, are being cut up into vineyards and orchards, and
where, along the old mining ditches, any vintage ground can be secured it is
Twenty acres under vines or fruit trees are
being put to the same uses.
preferred to 160 acres under grain. There is more regular employment and
more regular leisure, with less stress at a particular season for adult male
labour. An acre in raisins was reckoned as valuable as five acres of wheat
when the price of wheat was nearly twice what it is now.
The fruits gro1vn
are oranges, lemons, limes, apricots~ pears, figs, peaches, pomegranates, nectarines,
apples, plums, quinces, cherries, olives, almonds, walnuts, and chestnuts. J1'rom
some of these two crops a year are obtained, hut, of course, none of them bear
for some time after planting. This is not all lost time to the American farmer,
who grows great crops of vegetables between his fruit trees until they arc ready
for bearing. The period during which no return is expected, even under irrigation,
is considerable, as, for instance, it is for peaches, apricots, almonds, and vines four
years; for oranges, ten years from the seed, five years from the bud; olives, from seven
to ten years, unless the Spanish practice of planting branches is followed, in which
case it takes only two years ; and walnuts seven years. \Vhen the profits do come,
however, they are proportionately large. An orangery should be brought into bearing
at a cost of about £50 per acre, or, with hired labour, £80; when in bearing it is
always reckoned to return £120 per acre per annum; single trees have been known
to yield a profit of £10 ; in good seasons a net return of £300 per acre has been
The
obtained, while £200 per acre is said to be not infrequently earned.
profits of fruit-growing as stated vary greatly ; but, taking moderate estimates,
orchards in full bearing~ should give on small fruits a yearly average of £15
to £20 per acre ; peaches and apricots, £40 to £60 per acre ; almonds, £50
to £80 ; vines, £40 to £80 per acre ; and olives, £100 to £150 per acre ; and
Taking a general
this upon retail prices ranging about the same as ours.
average for all these products on small farms, the profits appear to be calculated
at from £40 to £50 per acre per annum. The price paid for fruit at the
cannenes averages from 1~d. to 2d. per lb., all round, and dried fruit about twice
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as much, though there is but a limited market for the latter. Nearly 50 per cent.
of the fruit grown in California i::; canned, but only 5 per cent. is dried. The
production is increasing enormously every year. Vineyards are utilized not only for
the supply of grapes, hut of raisins and wine; and there is no branch of production
into which great capitalists and small farmers are now entering upon a greater scale or
with more confidence than that of vine-growing. The clearest heads in California
consider the over-production of wine or raisins an impossibility, and experience is
teaching them that at existing prices the investment is remunerative, although wine
making is developed in the face of a prejudice quite as unreasoning as that which has
till lately faced colonial vintages. For other fruits, though drying is occasionally
adopted, the chief reliance is upon the canning process practised in every fruit-grovl'ing
centre.* The taste for fruit, whether fresh, dried, or canned: is one that appears to
grow by what it feeds on, for the demand in America seems to increase almost as
fast as the production. The markets of the East are, of course, open to the irrigating
'Vest, but rates of transport are relatively high, and competition from the West Indies
and the Mediterranean is keen, so that it can scarcely be said to be a home market
in the ordinary sense of the term. The injurious effects of over-irrigation are
just as patent in fruit-growing as in every other crop. It is claimed, on the
authority of a commission of experts appointed by the French Government to
inquire into the remedies for phylloxera, that regular furrow irrigation in summer
keeps the disease in check, hut it has been proved in Fresno that an excess of
water injures both the wine and raisin qualities of the grape. There is a
special disease to which orange trees are sulJject, which strips the tree of its leaves,
preyents the fruit from coming to maturity, and finally kills the tree, which a special
committee of the Southern Californian Horticultural Society, after an exhaustive inquiry,
has declared to he <wholly due to over-irrigation and deficient cultivation. The citrus
family can endure more water than any other class of fruit tree, but it is clear that the
limit of the water consumption of any of them is soon reached, and that to
beyond
it is injurious if not fatal.
Among the products raised it may startle the Australian to find his native Eucatypti:in
•
• 1arly the Eucalyptus g l obulus, ~. California.
euca1yptus, t l1e variOus
mem1Jers of wh.IC h, part1cu
viminalis, and, most prized of an, the Eucalyptus rostrata or red gum, are planted
on extensive areas. From 700 to 1,000 trees are set to the acre, and, with good
cultivation, excellent supplies of firewood are ohtained. Land worth £2 to £5 per
acre when planted with eucalyptus hecomes worth from £20 to £80 in six or eight
years.
Official returns slHYW a net profit of £3 10s. per acre upon plantations
which raised the value of a prop('t'ty from £20 to £120 per acre in eleven years. It
is rare that irrigation is m:{'ded for their growth. On the plains they are in great
fa;rour as hreak-winds, and are planted also as posts for wire fences, yielding a supply
of fire\Yood every year or so as they are "pollarded." \Vere irrigation established
upon our treeless plains, a valuahlc supply of firewood might be secured hy planting
along the canals, though there is a difference of opinion as to the wisdom of such
a practice. Notwithstanding the fact that the eucalyptus does not propagate itself
in Califomia "Without cultivation, there were, in 1883, 5,000,000 trees planted in
that State alone. The readiness with ·which its valuable qualities lmve heen tested
and taken atlvantage of is charaeteristic of the American farmer or of the lmsiness
"' J<'or a detailed description of the processes, see'" The Australian in America," by J. I,, Do\v, E,q., :\I.P .. and
''A Tour in America," by 'I'. l{, lJow, Esq.
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men who use farming as one means out of many for money-making. Enterprise like
this has made the fruit-growing industry, and will yet by its aid wring stores of wealth
from much apparently worthless territory.
Prosl!ects. of.
Imgat1on m
America.

Heal:thfulness

of irrigated
lands.

We have now taken a rapid glance at the products of 2,500,000 acres of
'Vestern America, watered by 12,000 miles of main canals and 120,000 miles of subsidiary ditches at an expense of many hundreds of millions of dollars. The estimates of
the value of the yield from irrigated vineyards and orchards are not official, but those
engaged in supplying the markets put the production of Californian vineyards, this
year, at £1,000,000, and of the orangeries and orchards of the same State at half as
much again. A good deal of fruit is grown for home consumption in neighbouring
irrigating States, but prohibitive railway rates have prevented the full expansion of
this and other classes of production. Utah and Colorado, entirely dependent upon
irrigation, draw their revenue from other classes of products; the latter, in 1883,
raising in value £1,100,000 of grain and root crops; the former £700,000. To assess
the total value of the products raised by means of irrigation, many of which could not
be raised without it, would be no easy undertaking, but it is clear from the statistics
to hand that it must be expressed in millions sterling. Adding the enhanced stockbearing capacity of the country, and the value of industries not directly productive which are dependent upon the irrigating settlements, would make up a
grand total that would probably surprise the Americans themselves. There is no
reason to suppose that the list of products capable of being profitably grown under
irrigation is yet exhausted. Experiments are continually being made with fresh
crops, and the result is generally fitvorable where climatic and soil conditions are
studied. Great as the produce of the artificially-watered 'Vest now is, the prospects
are that it will become very much greater; and the opinion of those qualified to form
a judgment is that irrigation, marked as have been its successes, is yet in its infancy,
and has given no more than a promise of "\Yhat it is destined to achieve. There, as
in Victoria, the yield from mining decreases, and the yield from agriculture increases,
year by year. At the same time, the proportion of the latter raised hy means of
irrigation is increasing in a greater ratio. It will in all probability, before :nany years,
overshadow all other sources of production ; and, if Victoria is to keep pace with this
development, it can only be by the employment of the same means of reclaiming
and populating her arid lands to the fullest extent which her water supply can accomplish under the most improved system of scientific irrigation.
Before summing up the lessons to be learned from a study of American
irrigation, there remain a few collateral matters of great importance calling for
prior consideration. The first of these relates to the healthfulness of irrigated
country.
A little experience makes it plain that no unqualified generalization
Tegarding it could be justified. There arc irrigated lands in which health seems
entirely unaffected ; there are others where the influence of malaria is but too
patent ; and the task is to discriminate hetween them. The river hottoms, as
they are termed, flats but little raised ahove the level of streams, arP, throughout the southern parts of the United St'ttes, recognised as malarious, whether
liTigation is practised or not. Fever, ague, and chills arc prevalent in such localities in
.Missouri, in Louisiana, or in the south-western area. From their position; these lands
are easily irrigable, and hence settlers are tempted upon them, and becomP snhject to
the same complaints. Whether irrigation, as is probable, increases the d:n'get· in such
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spots is not known, but in places similarly situated, though not malarious previous to
irrigation, it seems that the practice has acted injuriously. Thus the State engineer of
California, in his report for the year 1880, says that "neighbourhoods formerly noted
for their salubrious climate have been rendered unhealthful in a marked degree, not only
by the accumulation of water in the low ravines and flat places on the hill-sides, and in
the valleys, but by saturation of the soils irrigated," so that "all along the foot-hills,
where the streams emerge from the mountains, and irrigation is practised, malarious
fevers are present in a greater or less degree," which injurious conditions are directly
traceable, in his opinion, to "deficient drainage and careless use of water." The
inference is only what might be anticipated-that, on the flat lands adjoining moors
or swamps, malaria can only be avoided by efficient drainage. Where the soil is
saturated, and artificial morasses are formed, as at Fresno, fever is naturally found in
the immediate neighbourhood. Along the lower lines of this district, the miasma rises to a
height of 10 feet, and here, as in the counties further south, the sleeping rooms are always
placed in a second storey in consequence. Much of this region was malarious before
irrigation was practised, and in parts the formation of channels is said to have actually
reduced the danger. This, however, in such circumstances, can only be entirely
removed by complete drainage. Much importance is attached to the source of the
water drunk, and wells are sunk to great depths so as to avoid all seepage and
secure a pure supply. On the bench or mesa lands of California or Kansas ;
in those of Colorado, with their rapid natural drainage; or in the porous lands of
Arizona and New Mexico, malaria is as yet unknown; nor does there seem much
prospect of its appearing. It is feared only in lands naturally swampy, or readily
made so. It is not regarded as a fatal complaint, though the repeated attacks to
"Which its victims are subject necessarily have a permanently weakening and depressing
effect. There are many who seem to escape even in these localities, but there are others
whose sallow and sickly looks only too plainly indicate the presence of malaria. As
this is a question of the utmost moment, the testimony of a number of medical men
residing in irrigated districts is attached (Appendix J). Rice cultivation in Italy has
been legislated against repeatedly on account of its marked unhealthiness; hut there
does not appear to be any kind of crop raised in Western America which is specially
injurious, and there would seem to be few places where the construction of drainage
channels would not banish the mi<'tsma which now makes its appearance in the summer
of every year. Knowing the risk to be run in those parts of Victoria where such
consequences of neglect might he feared, it should be easy, in the initiation of irrigation
schemes, to make ample provision against them.
Another matter arising out of American experiences which it is desirable to Land ami
notice, is the relation between the ownership of land and that of water. 'Vhere :~f::d~obe
a farmer has his own canal to his o1vn land, no question arises. Where a number of
farmers excavate a ditch, and parcel the water out between them, the onl}' question
is as to whether the water used by each can be applied where he pleases, or whether
it must be applied to particular acres specified in the contract. If he can sell his
water to another, or tun1 it upon new land, the business of the company hecomes more
complicated, and the value of the lands first irrigated is not so well maintained. If,
ho-wever, as is often the case, the farmers have been unable to make the ditch without
assistance, and have called in a capitalist to join them, he frequently arrange-; to take
up a certain amount of unoccupied land, which can be served by the canal, mul from
the sale of which he looks to derive a considerable share of his profit. To prr~vent
competition, therefore, he generally stipulates that the water-rights which the f:mncrs
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I'eceive in return for their investment of labour or capital shall attach to their particular
acreage, and cannot be transferred to any other land. By this means he secures for
himself the market for all irrigated land outside of these acreages. ·when he sells
what land can be irrigated by his share of the water, his interest in the canal determines, and the works become the property of those who own the various 0ar-rnarked
acreages which it is confined to supplying, unless by common consent the proprietors
then decree otherwise. Capitalists often construct canals into unoccupied country as
a speculation, and sell so much laud with a right to so much water attached, until
rights covering the whole flow of the canal are parted with, and the new owners of the
land become joint proprietors of the work which feeds it. In this way land and water
are bought and sold together, the area of the land being measured by the quantity of
water; for, in the West, all value may be said to inhere in the water. Land is
plentiful, and almost worthless. The owner of the water really owns the land, for it
is useless without his supply. The quantity of available water, and not the area of a
territory, defines its agricultural extent; consequently, where capitalists have built
canals to lands which they do not own, and have secured the water, they have really
acquired the land too. They have the farmers absolutely at their mercy, and enjoy a
monopoly of the most arbitrary kind. A landowner who obtains a water-right can
carry a stream to his o'm property at a, distance through land as good as his, which
never can be cultivated except with his consent, and which will fetch only one-tenth of
what hi:s irrigated laud will fetch, though the two are only divided by a fence. A
recognition of the danger of a1lowing water to be monopolized without regard to the
land has led a connnission appointed to inquire into Californian irrigation to declare
that, "as a matter of public policy, it is desirable that the land and water be joined
never to be cut asunder; that the farmers vwuld enjoy in perpetuity the use of the
water necessary for the irrigation of their respective lands; that, when the land is sold,
the right to water shall also be sold with it, and that neither shall be sold separately."
..Major Powell, in his careful draft of a land system a(htpted to the arid region, most
emphatically recommends that "The right to use water should inhere in the land to be
irrigated, and water-rights should go 1'\rith land titles." In Colorado, the feeling has
gone so far that a proposal has been made in the Legislature to compel all canal
owners to supply any persons with water, which they are not themselves using, at fixed
rates; but as this would simply mean transferring to landowners ·who had invested
nothing in canals part of the profit to be made by those who had so invested, the
proposal was not entertained. Indeed, where the companies, as at Denver, sell the
water-right with the land, and then contract to maintain a water supply in perpetuity
for a fixed sum per annum, the system is unobjectionable, providing that, as in these
cases, the water-right has been properly obtained. In Colorado and Utah, notwithstanding their peculiar situation, the water is given to the first applicant, though he
has to purchase the land to use it upon, which, without the water, would be worthless.
It would have been more economical and more simple to have sold the water and given
the land. Be this as it may, it is essential that they should always go together. The
practice of tying water-rights to the land has another argument beside that of avoitling
monopoly, and this is that it tends to a more careful use of the water by its concentration upon a smaller area. Whether the farmers by a committee maintain the works
and supervise the distribution, or whether this is done for them under contract by a
canal company at fixed rates, is not a matter of so much moment, as in the latter case
they are likely to be built substantially at the outset. vVhen built by a capitalist,
whose only object is to get rid of his land, poor works are often constructed, he being
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indifferent as to their pcrmancnCl\ so long as they last until he has sold out. After
thi:-;, the ohligation of maintaining or recom;tructing them will be thrown upon those
who luwe purchased from him. In Utah, the despotic authority of the Chureh furnishes a basis for communal organization peculiar to that territory, and proved to he of
the bi()'hest
mlue in settling- nmY countrv.
The one lesson to be learned in this
Q
v
eonnexion is then, that in any introduction of irrigation into Victoria it will be necesto provide agaiust the separate ownership of land and water, except where the
water may helong to the State or is sold under its regulations. All applications for
water
require to be very carefully considered, and the grant of water-rights
even for fixed periods jealously guarded. Though water with us may not be the vital
Becessity that it is in most of the irrigated districts of America, it is at ]east the
mealls hy which land can be greatly increased in value, in production, and in its
capacity of sustaining population, and is, therefore, a treasure which no State can
afford to give carelessly away.
~

'"ill

The irrig-ation enterprises now proceeding in America or these recently Irrigation
~
•
•
•
enterpr1ses
earned out upon the larger scale have usually a considerable capital behmd them.
The fn.nners who were able by construction or agreement to irrigate have taken
advantage of their opportunities, and it is necessary for those who ':rish to accomplish irrigation now to go farther afield. This the new settler can rarely do,
and consequently he must purchase his land and 1vater from a company which ,.,.il]
ask him anything from £1 to £40 an acre for land with a water-right, and charge
ti·om 25s. to 2s. per acre per annum for water. The lower price is that of the
outlying prairie 1nud of Kansas, suitable for grain, while the higher price is for the
hest mesa lands of California, suitable for fruit. The average price for good grain
lnnd under a ditch and near a railway cannot be reckoned under £3, nnd wi11 probably
he nearer £6, while good orchard land will average about £30 per acre. These prices
appear high, but the limit of available water even in America will probably send
them still higher. There is little irrigable State land now unoccupied near either a
railway or a settlement. The new settler buys from the capitalist or the company,
who in their turn bought either railway grants or else private estates, paying
from 6s. to £2 per acre. Some took up large areas of what were termed in California
desert lands, offered to the public at merely nominal sums, and by means of irrigation
have mnde them very valuable. But, as a rule, the lands open to small settlers
were hought hy their present owners at second hnnd, and are re-offered with water
rights att.<tched. Even under these circumst<mces they yield large profits to the
speculator. Not seldom the large estate-owner retains all the land he can acquire,
irrigating it for his own purposes, so that it may nlrcady be said of parts of Cnliforuiu
that wherever irrigation is possible it is undertaken. The great estate is irrigated
that it may raise more stock; lucerne and other grasses are planted, nnd the (':llT,Ying
eapncity of the whole multiplied many times over ; or else part of the estate is lensed
to farmers who irrigate, and who pay the owner a proportion of the crop. If the
land is to be parted with altogether, the universal practice is to adopt what is known
as the " colony" system.
•

At first, as at Greeley, " colonies " were established upon something of a com· 'l'he colony
• of waterwork s, b ut t h'IS IS
. now very rare. It is system
. 1oeyon d t Iw JOmt
. . owners1up
munaI 1JaSIS
sti1l frequently the case to find them organized upon a temperance basis, or hy the union
of those of the same nationality, as in the Scandinavian and German colonies. The joint
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interest in the sources of their irrigation supply remain, hut all other kind of community
has disappeared. Under the most favored plan, a piece of irrigable land is marlwd out
into small holdings ; either the landowner or a company construct works to supply
these with water, and the lots are then sold to any purchaser with water-rights
attached. By liberal advertising and easy terms of sale, new centres of population
and production are created in this way in a very short time, so that the barren plain,
in the course of a few years, becomes dotted over with these oases until one joins
another, and, at last, they enclose and support a thriving and \Yell-built city such as
Fresno is to-day. Altogether there are some fifty of these colonies in California,
some of them planned upon a large scale, such as Riverside, and containing their
township within themselves. It becomes the interest of the original owner~ to make
the advantages which their lands offer widely known, and, consequently, they turn themselvesinto emigration agentsofthe most energetic ldnd. The eastern States are deluged
with pamphlets; even the old world is reached by means of the printing office and by
correspondence through the relations of those already settled. The aim is to make
the place attractive, and no expense is spared to ensure success. In one such
enterprise at Ontario the proprietors have laid out nearly £100,000 upon 8,000 acres
of land, bought at 28s. per acre ; of this sum about £10,000 was spent upon headworks for the water supply, which is conducted in 26} miles of cement pipes to the
corner of each ten-acre allotment, and in 3k miles of iron pipes to the township for
domestic purposes, at a cost of over £10,000. :More than £20,000 in land was given
to establish an agricultural college now built in the centre of the settlement, nearly
£4,000 spent in planting trees and making streets, and £700 in securing a railway
station. There is a double avenue running through the colony seven miles long
in a straight line and 200 feet wide, planted with eucalyptus trees, and intended to
contain a cable tramway, and the masts from which will be suspended electric lights
run by hydraulic power. Over £7,000 was spent in advertising this colony, and the
result is confidently awaited. Many persons, weary of city life, are drawn from the Sew
England States, while numbers are attracted from the old world by the inducements held
out to them. The colony enterprise has many advantages for those who engage in it,
To join in it does not imply so great a trial as that of facing the wilderness wit:h no
neighbour less than miles away. It permits of society, of the establishments of schools.
churches, and libraries, and the enjoyment of comforts which cannot be secured in
isolation. It furnishes in fine a framework for commercial organization and the
beginnings of local government. It appeals too to a larger class than that usually
drawn to agriculture. The physical labour required is not so severe, there is more
scope for intelligence, and it offers remunerative employment for a small capital.
Small holdings
under intense
c:ultnre.

This is due not to the colony organization but to the fact that by means of irrigation
small holdings under intense culture are proved to he profitable. The land and water
which will produce 25 to 35 bushels of wheat at 2s. Gd. per bushel will produce, under
fruit trees, a crop worth twenty or thirty times as much. One-twentieth or onethirtieth of the area under fruit instead of grain will yield as great a return and
a larger percentage of profit. It has been found in parts of Europe where
the water is the property of one owner and the land of many others, that the
tendency of irrigation is to establish a monopoly in laud. This is the case whenever
tlw water is not attached to the land, and owing to a defective code law suits are
frequent. But where water is attached to land, and rights are indisputahle7 there
is exactly the opposite tendency-to cut up the land into small farms. It needs
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both men and money to prepare and plant 20 acres of fi·uit trees at once.
It is as much as a hard-working man can do to attend to 20 acres of oranges
or 25 acres of vines himself, and then he needs light assistance in the picking
season. It is calculated that he can, by frugality, maintain himself aud family
upon half as much. Hence in the colonies 40 acres is a large estate; it requires
hired labour and yields a considerable revenue. vVhether colony life yields large
profits or not, the visible evidences are all of prosperity. The little holdings are neatly
tilled, ·with an air of perfect security, owing to their being often unfenced or fenced
only by a row of trees; the houses are neat, well finished, well furnished, and
of some architectural pretension ; the people are comfortably dressed and well
nourished, and their cattle in capital condition. .Many of them brought their
savings with them, and they are apparently content with their investment. 'fhe
poorest places in these colonies have a far greater air of comfort than grain farms
of two or three hundred acres in extent. vVhole colonies have been settled direct
from Europe by a peasantry trained to the most frugal and industrious habits,
and 1vith these success is immediate. The much more extravagant American
has a harder time of it, if he starts upon his ten acres with less than £500, as
he must maintain himself hy laboring for others the greater part of his first three
or four years. Still there arc numbers who enter upon their little plots without
even the money to pay for them, or build a house, or buy their tools. l\Iany of
these are dependent upon advances fi·om the land companies, and, though interest
is charged, the general result is that in a few years the hardy colonist has
his homestead clear, and a profit from it which, in a few years more, suffices to maintain him, and employ him always upon his own land. Ten-acre blocks arc gaining in
favour in some districts, and nowhere can one observe deserted colonies, or parts of a
colony, which show signs of the total failure of effort. The chief secret of the success
of small holdings is the practice of the principle so long preached in Victoria of variety
of products. On a ten-acre farm there will be a plot of lucerne, maintaining a horse
and a head or two of stock; an acre or so of vines, another acre or two of mixed fi'uit
trees, with perhaps an acre of some special kind of orange or apricot, an acre of grain
or root crops, and a great brood of chickens. From these sources a family largely
supplies its own wants in the ~way of food, and hy the sale of its products provides
clothing and comforts, and still lays something hy, or more probably invests it in permanent improvements. vVith irrigation there are no had seasons; with such diverse
products no fluctuation of price;:; is feared; and in the proximity of schools nnd settle.
ment the settler himself has no sense of exile from civilization, and need not fear that
his children being left to run wild will grow up unfit for any change of life. Another
very important consideration is that the labour of women and children can he utilized
to a very large degree in the picking, packing, drying, and canning of fruit, to the
advantage of the producer and of the employe provided with a thoroughly healthy and
often attractive means of earning a livelihood away from the crowded town.
The success of small settlement in Utah is evidence of what can he accomplished What has b€en
in the face of the greatest difficulties. The tide of immigration constantly pouring ~~~~m:;~nea
into Salt Lake City consists of families often entirely destitute, and who have, as a holdings.
rule, to become indebted to the church for their start. They have .nothing but small
plots of hare land, barren by nature, and are obliged from the very start to yield
tithes yearly of all they produce; to give their labour to make the ditch which brinO'S
0
them water, and pay back their debts to the church with interest. Yet these
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peasants are enabled to make homes for themselves, which, though plain, are not uncom·
fortable, and to steadily improve their credit, though trading at the store established in
the church interest, which is not obliged to offer the lowest prices. What has been
achieved under these unfavomble conditions, where a sterile sand waste has been raised
in value from 6s. to £20 an acre, for agricultural purposes only, can be secured anywhere in America or out of it by industry and thrift, if the water can be cheaply placed
upon the land, and climatic conditions are not prohibitive. With these lessons in the
value of intense culture, it is not surprising that the most intelligent and most enterprising irrigators desert grain growing for either stock raising or fruit growing as
quickly as possible, nor that the newspapers and authorities of weight are persistently
bringing before the eyes of others the relatively unprofitable character of wheat growing, and urging them to attempt higher culture.
For its increase means the
increase of population and of natural wealth. Railway accountants in California
calculate that an acre in vines gives as much freight as nine acres of grain.
A 640-acre grain farm can be managed l)y a farmer with two grown-up sons, except in
harvest time, and at all other seasons the broad, bare fields and rude homestead
are not indicative of permanent improvements. On the Bm·ton vineyard, at :Fresno,
which has 540 acres under vines, 30 men are employed all the year round, without
pickers. The winery, which is to receive the 600,000 gallons upon which the proprietor
calculates, is a great building, 330 feet long by 96 feet wide ; besides which there is a
distillery and office in addition to the usual farm buildings surrounding a handsome
residence and garden. The capital invested is £60,000, and the amount spent annually
upon the 330,000 vines nearly £5,000. Thus under intense culture the same area as the
grain farm is made to produce a hundredfold. ·with 640 acres under grain a fanner's
position is precarious without irrigation, and but poorly profitable with it. Under
fruit or vines it is a great estate, and its owner a wealthy man. The Barton vines are
used to produce wine, while on small holdings they are usually employed to make
ra1sms. It is calculated that the value of the products of Riverside will, in the course
of a few years, be £200,000 per annum, and though the oldest it is not the best
managed colony in California. It is hard to see why similar results should not he
obtained in Victoria. There must be spots on which it would be comparil.tively easy
to establish a colony of 8,000 or 10,000 acres, supplied with water by means of
gravitation, and with a soil suitable to vine or fruit culture; there must be many places
in which the rich soils of the northern plains and their splendid climate could be
utilised so as to rival the finest Californian yields; all that is needed is the capital
and enterprise on the part of the purchaser of the site, and the small capital or
persistent energy of the settlers upon 20-acre lots to illustrate the wealth of Victoria
under a system of intense culture.
Victorian
water supply
equal to that
of the arid
region,

There are certain difficulties in the way of agriculture in California which do not
exist in Victoria. Though free from the rabbit pest, a small ground-rat, called the
gopher, is a constant source of loss and annoyance in many districts; in many more the
ground squirrels are almost as destructive; and in others the soil or water or both are so
alkaline as to require the most careful handling in order to make them produce at all.
Nor is the water supply of ·western America, as a whole, so superior to our own as
has been assmned. The coast to the north of California enjoys a rainfall as great as
that which visits the belt along the central ranges of Victoria, and parts of the south
of this State, and of the east of the arid region in Kansas and Colorado, are well
supplied by snow-fed streams. These, ho·wever, are exceptional tracts, and outside of
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them there are conditions more unpromising than our own. The territory of Utah is
almost as large as Victoria, and is chosen by :Major Powell as typical in the extent of its
irrigable area of the whole arid region. It has been carefully surveyed, especially with
reference to its f~tcilitics in this respect, and the result given is that out of its 80~000
square miles, 2,262 square miles, or 2·8 per cent., have been declared capable of being
artificially watered. This is said hy :Major Powell to be probably the average ratio
of the irrigable lands of \Vestern America to those which cannot he irrigated.
Adopting the reports of Messrs. Gordon and Black and Mr. CuJcheth upon the
Goulburn and Tragowel schemes as a guide, it seems certain that Victoria will be
able to show at least an equal percentage.
1Vith this suggestive fact, which is after all the key-stone of the position, it may lfegativ~
.
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and superficial comparisons as could be instituted between the States and the colony
have been given from time to time as they occurred, and require little recapitulation
here. The difficulties of the inquiry, its incompleteness, its dependence upon conflicting
evidences, and its strictly limited character, were stated at the outset, and may be
here taken as stated again. If it had resulted in nothing but a series of refutations,
it could not be considered by any means unfruitful. It may be as well, before
indicating the positive conclusions arrived at, to recapitulate the negative results.
A knowledge of the circumstances under which American irrigation has been crowned
with success rebuts the presumption that there is anything in our soil or climate which
forbids the profitable introduction of irrigation, or that the limited nature of our 1-vater
supply renders the field of its application so minute as to he unworthy of attention,
dispo~es of the theory that our population is too small and our wages arc too high
to admit of extensive operations, contradicts the assertion that expensive drainage
works are essentials at the outset of any scheme, and that artificial fertilization must
he at once resorted to in order to secure remunerative crops, exposes the fallacy that
irrigation deteriorates the quality of the produce and rapidly exhausts the land, dismisses
the suppositions that grain will not pay for flooding, that the cost of canals is necessarily
enormous, that works must in every case be constructed so as to endure for all time,
or that irrigated areas are invariably pestilential, and at the same time puts to flight
the fears that the State alone can undertake irrigation on a great scale, that private
enterprise is unequal to the task of dealing with it, and that only a poverty-stricken
population can be maintained by its means. The first irrigators in California were
met by just such warnings and just such predictions of inevitable failure as have been
sometimes given cunency to in Victoria. The settlers of Fresno, in referring to their
early struggles, quote word for word the same despondent prophecies which have been
current in this colony. They, however, have lived to see them falsified by their own
inexhaustible energy, patience, and self-confidence, and with similar qualities, so
may we.
In conclusion, then, so far as the evidence goes, the writer can discover no summ&rv.
irremovable obstacle to the achievement in Victoria by means of irrigation, and in
proportion to its inigable area, of all that has been achieved in the Western States of
America. Our climate is equal to the most favored of all their climates, and, as far as
known, our soil is not inferior. A smaller water supply in proportion to territory may
render the area to be irrigated in this colony less than in the most favored parts of the
West, but there is reason to believe that it will not fall below the average of the
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arid region. There is also room for hope that the steady extension of area which
can be irrigated from a given stream will be found a feature of Australian experience
as encouraging as it is in America, and a possibility that our supply may be augmented
in the same way from what are as yet unsuspected sources. The cheapness of American
works, the ingenuity of their machinery, and the art of applying water to the land, we
may hope to learn from them and from their teachers in older lands. Private enterprise 1-vith us can adopt the methods which have been so remunerative to private enterprise with them. Our products are the same, the rate of wages about equal, and the
available population equal also, so that in these respects there is nothing to prevent
American com- intense culture securing the same results with us as with them.
In their nearness to
~li~~
.
•
fruit.
great frmt markets they have the advantage of us, an advantage whJCh they take
care to make the most of. As regards their facilities of transportation for fresh
fruit there seems to be some slight misapprehension. So far from being satisfied
·with their railway systems, there is not a producing interest or centre in the
West hut is loud in complaint against them. The farmers of Utah and of Arizona
declare that they are crippled by heavy freight rates on their produce, while that of
more easterly States is brought long distances at low rates to compete with them. The
fruit-growers of California, though of course enabled to command the market in their
own State, and recently promised a concession upon the transport of green fruit eastwards, have maintained that the charges levied almost closed the Chicago market against
them. The seven days' railway journey between San Francisco and New York, though
relatively very cheap, proves more expensive than the slightly longer sea voyage
:&om the south of Europe, and hence the great markets of the east are not at
the command of the western fruit producer, as has sometimes been supposed.
The home market of the \Vest for fresh fruit is a good market; but that of the East,
like the wheat market, is regulated by foreign competition. The great reliance of
the Californian "colonist" is upon canned or dried fruit, for which he finds a large
and growing home market, in which it would be impossible to compete with him, and
a smaller market abroad, where it might be possible for Victorians also to obtain a
footing, as such products could be sent almost as cheaply by ship from Melbourne
as from San Francisco to European or Asiatic consumers. Here, however, the
demand is not great as yet, or else the trade is not established. The total exports
of canned and preserved fruit from the States amounted in value, for the year ending
June, 1884, to £110,000, out of a total export of fruit valued at £350,000.
And in grain.

As the United States is regarded as a formidable exporter of agricultural
produce, it is interesting to notice that, even so late as 1883, she imported
one-seventh of her barley consumption and £48,000,000 worth of food products,
reckoning only at sea-hoard prices, from which it appears that her farmers
have still a large home market to supply before they can turn all their attention
abroad. In her export of wheat it is the opinion of ma.ny of the well informed that
within the next ten years there ·will be a great decline. The area sown in wheat fell
nearly half a million acres between 1880 and 1884. In .Yiinnesota, where it can be
grown at a profit for 2s. per bushel, the increase in wheat production was only 10 per
cent. between 1875 and 1880, as against 70 per cent. for the preceding five years.
The verdict of American experts is that grain can never be a profitable crop for
export at anything like present prices, and that there are many kinds of agricultural
products which will always pay much better. The certainty is that sooner or later
these views will materially decrease this particular class of product.
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But whether or not the American fruit·grower will remain without a rival in Our ma-rkets.
foreign ports, our farmer~ need not look far to find a market for the best paying crops
which can he raised by irrigation. In 1884: Victoria imported in value a balance over
our exports of £2,000 in olive oil, £2,500 in nuts, £4,000 in almonds, £10,000
in d1ied and bottled fruits, £23,000 in raisins and jam, and £80,000 in fi·esh
fruit, or a total of £121,500 worth of the products of intense culture, which could
be all produced in a few years fi·om a single irrigation colony of 10,000 acres.
The Australian market is still larger, its imports of those products from abroad
for 1884 making up a total value of £385,000, in supplying which demand Victorian
inigators should find a good field for a long time to come (see Appendix K). Prices
may be regulated by imports; hut with the rapid growth of the colonies our pro·
ducers have at least an enlarging h·ome market, which it will tax all their efforts to
control in the next decade or two.
Nor need the outlay upon irrigation be feared by the practical fanner. Irriga.tiol! not
-~~
If, as is likely, he could obtain a water-right giving him 12 inches in two or provemcnt.
three floodings, whenever needed, for 20s., or even 25s. per acre, and a rental
of 5s. or 10s. per acre per annum, it would possibly pay him even to grow grain.
But it will pay him much better to grmv beef or mutton upon lucerne, and to enter
gradually into fruit-raising. Even Mr. Gordon's estimate of £5 14s. per acre for
the irrigation, which would render the fi1rmer secure against bad harvests, is
nothing to the £10, or even £20 an acre, ·which has been expended, either in
labour or in wages, in clearing many parts of Gippsland. Private enterprise has
accomplished this without hesitation. Often it has been achieved by men without
resources, vd10 have earned by their labour elsewhere enough to live upon, while they
gradually prepared their own selections for cultivation. And clearing, after all, does
not ensure the regular crop promised to careful irrigation. The energy of the men
who have already planted homesteads in the most heavily timbered and inaccessible
parts of the colony, if applied to the irrigation of country which needs no clearing, as
upon the northern plains, would have won even greater rewards.
L

Not that it should be assumed that irrigation is a sure means to affluence and ease. Irrigation
In America, it has made large profits for those who had large sums to invest in starting profits aure.
colonies or vmtering their own great estates. To the farmer ah·eadJ upon the land, it
offers a means of doubling or trehliug the value of his land, if he can unite with his
fellows in launching a scheme for mutual supply, as by means of an irrigation area under
the present Act; but to him, apart from this, and to the new settler, it simply offers the
prospect of regular employment and a regular income, which, with fhtgality and
industry, will enable him to rear his family and make a home for himself, the value of
which should rise steadily as he permanently improves it under careful cultivation.
Inigation is in fact the best possible insurance for the agriculturist, since, in many
years, it prevents disaster, and, in all years, should more than repay its cost. Besides
the confidence it gives, ·which enables him to undertake extended operations in any
season, there is the gain in fertilization, and the increase in yield, which a professor
at the Agricultural College of Colorado puts down at more than a hundred per cent.
above what could be expected in a region with a defective rainfall. Irrigation,
employed with foresight and skill in the raising of a variety of products, relieves the life
of the agriculturist, always attractive in so many aspects, of its one danger, by removing
the element of risk, which robs it in bad seasons of most of its charms. With proper
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provision for drainage on low-lying lands, the pursuit should be perfectly healthful
to the individual, and, under wise direction, should multiply, not by fits and starts,
but by slow and steady accretion, his wealth, and the wealth of the community.
Irrigation means immigration, if cheap passages from Europe and wide advertisement
in the mother country are employed. A settlement of even the million acres of
irrigable laml which lie in the northern watershed of Victoria, if undertaken under
judicious legislative and administrative control, should be the means of establishing
there a prosperous and an intelligent class of farming citizens nearly as large as the
whole population of the colony at the present time.
The policy of
the State
towa.rda irrigation.

Though there are lessons in American experience, already referred to, which have
convinced the leading politicians of the States interested that certain legislative and
administrative duties should be undertaken by the Government, there is nothing
either in their policy nor in their experience which casts any direct light upon
the prohlem whether the State should assume any other attitude towards the man
. who increases the natural production and his own ·wealth by irrigating than it assumes
towards the man who accomplishes the same results by reclaiming or clearing his
land. The conclusions as to State action which have been accepted among so
self-reliant a people would be worthy of attention if it were only because
of the national tendency to which, in a measure, they run counter. Though
they have been alluded to before, they are of so much moment that they will
bear repetition, more especially as, if now called upon to offer suggestions as to
the duty of the State towards irrigation, I could find firm foothold in American
precedent for just the recommendations which would be made by the irrigators
of Colorado or California. Their verdict, based in the first five instances upon a
practical trial in one or other of the irrigating States of the course advised is, that-

Recommendations based
upon
American
experience.

( 1.) It is essential that the State should exercise the supreme control of
ownership over all rivers, lakes, streams, and sources of water
supply, except springs rising upon private lands.
(2.) That it should dispose of the water to those desiring to irrigate, on
such terms and conditions and to such an extent as may be determined by professional or qualified officers of its own, its object
being to encourage the greatest possible utilization of the water on
the largest possible area.
(3.) To ensure this, it should establish a scale of water measurement, and
insist upon its employment in all transactions relating to water.
( 4.) The State should appoint local water-masters to supervise the distribution of water, settle disputes, and exercise such a jurisdiction
under a central office as shall guarantee the preservation of watercourses and other sources of supply.
( 5.) Power should be given to holders of water-rights to obtain easements
over private lands on payment of compensation and proof that the
route asked for by them has been selected for sufficient reasons.
( 6.) The State should furnish the fullest information as to the natural
capacities of its territory for irrigation. The United States has
already recognised its obligation in this direction. In addition
to the work done by the Bureau of Agriculture, as summarised in
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Appendix L, the Central Government is having prepared, under
.Major Powell's direction, a most elaborate series of maps, based
upon carefhl surveys, showing the irrigable areas, the area suitable
for pasture, the area of gro1ving forest, and the forest where burned;
while the State engineer of California has commenced such a close
examination of that State, as, if completed, would give the most
complete picture of its irrigation possibilities, works, and practices.
A similar course is being pursued in Colorado. Victoria, which
has done something in this way, might very properly do a great
deal more.
( 7.) In California it is also held that, to prevent all irrigation from necessarily falling into the hands of capitalists, or any scheme for the
general benefit from being negatived by one or two refractory landowners, there should be a means of organizing irrigation areas and
creating corporations for them, who should be capable, at the
bidding of a majority of those interested, of doing all things
necessary to the construction of works and distribution of water,
by means of funds borrowed upon the common security. Here,
again, the State officers would be employed in protecting the public
interest and testing the plans of projectors. This has been
provided for in Victoria.
It seems to me, however, that without departing from methods approved elsewhere, we might go farther a.nd adopt some of the minor forms of State encouragement already in operation in Europe. Even in America, judging from what is sometimes done in other ways, there would he little opposition to proposals for holding out
inducements to the study of irrig~~tion, theoretically and practically, as hest adapted to
local conditions. Such means of encouragement are used in France, in which country
may be found a precedent for the despatch of the writer to Western America, where,
some two years ago, a similar visit, with exactly the same objects, was paid by an
official representative of the French Government.
To understand the Victorian position we must note what has been done and Further
recommendawhat remains to be done, if we are to he guided by American evidence. In a, more or tions.
less definite way, Victorian legislation has already recognised the power of the Stnte
over all sources of water supply (Mining Statute 1865, seetion 36; Land Act 1869,
sections 46, 55, 56; Water Conservation Act, No. 716, sections 38, 41, 42, 46, 48, 78),
the duties of a State department as to surveys (No. 716, section 15; No. 778, section
5 ), with provision for the constitution of districts (Part I., No. 778 ), and the issue
of water·rights. It remains to provide ( 1) an unit of measurement, aml (2) require
the measurement of all water used. \Vere ( 3) our newly founded agricultural
colleges made use of to train up a young generation of irrigators, ( 4) conferences
organized among practical irrigators, (5) bonuses awarded for the most successful
farming by irrigation, and ( 6) prizes oftered for the most fruitful studies of the best
methods of utilizing our water supply, the development of a scientific system of
irrigation might he greatly advanced. Our experimental farms ( 7) might he made
actively experimc>ntal in irrigation, and ( 8) steps taken to put within the reach of
those interested a knowledge of the latest successes in economical engineering, or in
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the art of artificial watering obtained from America or elsewhere. There might even
he found a suggestion in the visit of the State engineer of Colorado to California and
Utah for the purpose of inquiring into the progress in irrigation in those States, of
the advantages likely to accrue to us from (9) a visit of inquiry to the colony paid
by some such inigation expert as Mr. Ham Hall, State engineer of California, one of
the highest authorities in the States, previously engaged in the construction and
management of irrigation works, and author of ''The Problems of Irrigation," now
appearing. This would unquestionably afford a very satisfactory means of settling
some of the questions as to the extent and value of our water supply, and the nature
of the works calculated to distribute it most economically.
ShouldtheSta.te

Whether we should cast upon the Sta.te the responsibility of the construc-

~~~~;~!ks. tion of head-works for irrigation, is a question upon which American experience

gives no answer. That experience makes it plain that the State cannot afford to
ignore the questions relating to irrigation. It must regulate the diversion and sale
of water and generally supervise all sources of supply. For it is clear that, if the sole
control of any sources were to he conferred without restriction upon private persons or
ncorporated companies, there would be a possibility of creating a most injurious monopoly. The one motive of the private person or company, in controlling the supply,
would he to obtain the largest profits or dividends. And, if these were the only objects
sought, the tiller of the land, being entirely at the mercy of the Olrner of the water,
would either be compelled to yield to exorbitant demands or allow his land to go out
of cultivation. This, however, is a different issue to that raised by the question
whether the State should itself constmct irrigation works. There is no precedent in
this direction, and only one expression of opinion. This is from Mr. Ham Hall, C.E.,
who, on theoretical grounds, wa.s at first in favour of State assist.'luce, but, on further
research, has seen reason to greatly modify his views. He now says that:-" The State
could not with safety enter upon the construction of irrigation canals, or materially
encourage the building of such works, upon any other basis than that of the entire
burden of the cost being borne by the property benefited, for the following reasons,
viz.:-With such encouragement, works of irrigation would inevitably he pushed
beyond the capacity of the water supply to fill the demand, and beyond the ability of
the people to use the diverted water profitably. Thus inigation would fail of a fair
measure of success from one or both of these causes, and the State would have to
make good towards the payment of debts incurred what could not be derived from
the projects in a legitimate manner.'' It is in other and older lands than the United
States that those seeking to extend the responsibility of Governments must look for
illustrations of its a.dvantages. But whether the verdict as to the actual construction
of works be given for State action or private enterprise, one thing is clear, and this is
that the works ought to be constructed. If Victoria is to continue to progress in the
settlement ofher people upon the lands and the multiplication of her resources by the
conquest of those areas hitherto regarded as worthless; if she is to utilize her abundant
natural advantages, bring her productiveness to the highest point, and secure to the
agricultural population of her arid districts a pern1anent prosperity, it must be by .
means of irrigation. No price, it may be said, is too high for such a promise of
progress. No price is too high, unless, indeed, it implies the sapping of that spirit
of independence and of that self-reliant energy and enterprise which have won her
present position; for by these, and these al~e, can she maintain it.
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In addition to the descriptions of works and machinery specially relating to Additional
•
•
resulh of the
irrigation given in the Engineer's report, a heterogeneous mass of mformatwn upon tour.
the water supplies of the chief cities of the United States, such as Chicago, Buffalo,
Cleveland, Philadelphia, and San Francisco, has been placed at the disposal of the
Engineer of the Melbourne 'Vater Supply ; plans and specifications of improved
dredging plants have been forwarded to the Public 'N orks Department; and copies
of official papers relating to Railways, Agriculture, Forestry, and Health, distributed
to the various offices interested.
It remains for me to acknowledge the letters of introduction to the repre- Acknowledgsentatives of the British Government in America considerately presented to me by His ments.
Excellency the Governor, and those to high officials of the State and Central Governments furnished by the kindness of Mr. 0. M. Spencer, United States Consul of this
city.
I have to express my indebtedness to the Hon. James Lorimer, M.L.C.,
for letters of introduction, which proved of the greatest value ; to one of his
correspondents, Mr. Dempster, of Messrs. Dempster and Keys, San Francisco, I owe
many of the hest opportunities which were afforded me of obtaining expert opinion
and a practical insight into the problems of irrigation, as well as other information,
attention, and courtesy, extended without stint in the most generous manner ; to
Messrs. Haggin and Carr, of San Francisco, for the hospitality of their various
ranches; and to Mr. James, C.E., and Captain Taylor, their representatives at
Bakersfield, special thanks are due for assistance cheerlully rendered at the very outset
of the tour.
Mr. C. H. Livingston, formerly of Melbourne, and now of San Francisco,
readily bestirred himself to further the ohjeet of my labours. For introductions
to him and to 'Mr. Senator Stanford I have to thank Mr. Thomas W. Stanforu, of this
city. My warmest acknowledgments are due to Mr. T. D. McKay, of San Francisco,
agent for the Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy Railway, for the indefatigable zeal
and thoughtfulness which he displayeu in fhcilitating my movements and increasing
my opportunities of personal investigation, and also to Mr. Lowell, general manager,
and :!\I?· Lomax, :tssistant general manager, of the same company, for the consideration extended by them to our party. To my companions on the journey, Mr.
J. L. D:lw, };LP., 1vhose agricultural knowledge and previous acquainta.nce with the
United States were extremely valuable, and to Mr. E. S. Cunningham, who courteously
placed Lis practised pen at my disposal in order that Mr. Derry, M. Inst. C.E., might
devote the whole of his ::tttention to professional inquiries, I am under ohligation for
munerous kindnesses. To Mr. Howard, President of the Spring Valley \Vater
Supply Company, and Mr. Schossler, director and chief engineer, I owe valuable
informrttion as to city waterworks, which was afterwards supplemented by a number
of other municipal officers, in various States, to whom I desire to tender my acknowledgments for their response to my circulars. l\fr. Carter Cotton, of Fort Collins,
Colo., exhibited a lively interest in my mission, and lent his assistance under
circumstances involving a sacrifice of his time and personal convenience. Major
Powell, of the United States Survey Department, Colonel Hinton, of the Agricultural
Bureau, Mr. N. H. Egleston, of the Forestry Bureau, and Mr. Dodge, of the Bureau
of Stati.:;tics, with other departmental chiefs at \Vashington, exhibited the greatest
No. 19.
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willingness to aid me with all the resources of information at their command ; I
am specially indebted to Colonel Hinton for the exhaustive paper on American
irrigation.* Mr. Hall, State engineer of California, and Mr. Nettleton, State engineer
of Colorado, contributed much valuable evidence-the former not only placing
many of his manuscript returns at my service, but accompanying me upon a
visit to one of the chief centres of irrigation for the purpose of exhibiting it in all
its phases.
Messrs. Miller and Lux, of San Francisco; Mr. Spence, mayor of Los Angeles;
Mr. De Earth Shorb, of the same place; Mr. L.·M. Bolt, of Riverside; Mr. G. Cha:ffey,
of Ontario; Messrs. W atrous, vVilderstein, and Kroenig, of W atrous, New Mexico ;
Mr. Holmes, of Garden City, Kansas ; Messrs. Duff and Gilmour, of Denver, Colo. ;
Mr. Dwyre, of Fort Collins, Colo.; Mr. G. G. Anderson, C.E., engineer to the South
Platte Company; Mr. Irvine, C.E., of Santa Fe; Bishop Musser and Mr. Winder, of
Salt Lake City, Utah; Mr. Barton, Mr. B. Marks, and Mr. F. Baber, of Fresno,
Cal.; Mr. J. D. Buckley, C.E., and Mr. La Grange, Water Commissioner, of Greeley,
Colo.; Mr. A. Selman, of New York; Mr. F. Eaton, C.E., Mr. Knox, C.E., and
Mr. Jenkins, :zanjero, of Los Angeles; the Comte de Prez and Senor Jose Rincon, of
Mexico, are gentlemen to whom I am under great obligation for courtesies and
information.
It would be a pleasant but an almost endless task to mention all the
private individuals at whose hands I so continually received unexpected kindness.
During the whole period of my stay, though engaged upon a task that necessitated
inquisitorial researches into private affairs, and under circumstances that forbade delay
or formal introduction, I cannot recall a single instance in which I was not treated
with courtesy. Though without a claim on those upon whom I was compelled to
intrude, I have to record a list of unvarying attention1-> and kindnesses, only limited
by the very short time at my disposal and my unwillingness to trespass upon the frank
and generous cordiality which appear to be characteristics of the American people.

ALFRED DEAKIN,
President of the Royal Commission on vVater Supply .

.June 15th, 1885.

• Referred to in the note upon page 1 and published in Appendix L.
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APPENDICES.
APPENDIX A.
ROYAL COi\L\:IISSIOX ON WATER SUPPLY, VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA.

Subdivision Ill.

s~"bject

4.

Irrigation.

INFORMATION REQUIRED.
GENEHAL.

I. In what year did irrigation commence ?

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
I 0.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.

li.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
::?4.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
:t~.

33.
34.
35.
86.
37.
38.
39.
40.
·11.
42.
.!3.
44.

45.
46.
47.
-18.

4H.
50.
51.
52.
53.

\Vas cnltiva tion possible without irrigation ?
What is the rainfall and evaporation over the irrigated area? What is tbe area ?
What led to the adoption of irrigation ?
What is the source of supply ?
What quantity of water is available in the irrigating season?
What is the maximum discharge, and in what month'!
Yl'hat is the quantity of water available througho11t the year?
What is the minimum discharge, and in what month ?
If the supply is by pumping, what quantity, and to wi1at height and distance is the water delivered ?
If from wells, supply similar particulars ?
Is it found that less water is used now than when irrigation commenced?
Is there a weir, or other means of raising the surface level of the water of the river?
"What works of construction are there in the scheme?
How is the supply to the canal or off-take (main channel) regulated?
How is the supply to the minor channels regulated ?
How far from the head is the first minor channel?
How far from the head is the last minor channel?
How many minor channels are there?
What is the maximum discharge of the off-take ?
What means of e~cape is provided for the water that is in excess of the irrigation requirements 't
How is the supply to the cultivator or uistributory regulated?
Is drainage of excess water considered of importance, and how provided for ?
What have drainage works cost, as compared with irrigation ?
What has been the total cost of works? (See Appendix.)
What is the cross-section of the main channel ?
"What is the cross-section of the minor channel?
What is the cross-section of the distrilmtories ?
What are the depths of water and inclination of beds of the main, minor, and distributory channelH ?
H commencing again, would any modification be made in the designs of the channels and works ?
vV"hat are the average size of holdings, irrigated and unirrigated?
What has the effect of irrigation been on the health of the districts within its influence?
If any modification or remodelling of the works should be required to be carried out, have the companie"
reserved any rights to make these on a valuation by jury or arbitration ?
Has the growth of weeds in channels been found troublesome ? If so, what means are adopted f01
their removal ?
Has the level of water in wells been affected by irrigation? If so, to what extent?
Have wind-mills been used to any extent ? What form is preferred ? Also what kind of pumps r
Has travelling sand been found troublesome ? How is it dealt with ? What vegetation is mo~t
effective in protecting it from the action of the wind ?
Where irrigation i;; partial, what area or proportion of the cultivated land is irrigated?
Where is the market for sale of produce from the irrigated lands ?
vVhat is the average income of the farmers ? Is it more than that of tl1e laboring man in regular
employment ?
Is there much more land ll>ailable for cultivation by irrigation?
\Vhn.t is the average co;;t of wheat, &c., rai;,ing per bushel, irrigated and unirrigated ?
What is the cost of maintenance of the irrigation channels and works?
What is the irrigator charged, and how is the water measured ?

What is the nature of the soil irrigatBd ?
To what depth does the water penetrate?
What is the usual mode of irrigating-by grading, furrows, seepage, or checks?
What is the cost per acre of preparing the la.1HI for being irrigated by grading, furrows, mepagc,
checks, &c. ?
How is your system most economic«lly effected?
Is much land irrigated before plonghing and the crop allowed to depend on this only?
Wh<tt is the duty per cubic foot of discharge per second?
What depth of watering is given to the different crops?
How many waterings for each kind, and at what seasons ?
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54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
G4.

\Vbat labour is required for watering?
What is the cost of irrigating one acre of different crops by the various methods named?
What is the production from land thus irrigated?
What is the production from similar crops unirrigated?
What is tl1e value of produce delivered at railway station?
What rotation of crops is adopted ?
What period of fallowing is allowed ?
Is manure e:!ltensively used?
Is the land impoverished rapidly by irrigation, and when exhausted what steps are taken to restore it?
What are the respective values of irrigated aml unirrigated land?
Has irrigation been found to pay for the production of wheat on a large scale?

65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.

Is pasturage (meadow land) irrigated?
What depth and number of waterings is given?
Is lucerne (alfalfa) cultivated? If so, what area to each holding?
How many crops are taken annually ?
What depth and number of waterings are given?
What number of sheep or cattle can be carried to the acre on lucerne?
What number of ;;heep or cattle can be carried on irrigated natural pasturage, and what is the kind
of grass?
What areas are sheep or cattle depastured on, and how retained to these areas ?
Are the sheep raised for their wool or flesh chiefly?
What is the nature of soil ? What depth? Analysis ?
What is the situation of the land in relation to the hills from which your water flows ? Mean
temperature?

PASTURAGE.

72.
73.
7 4.
7 5.

CosT OF WORKS.

TDIBER WORK.

Labour.

l!aterial.

Lli.bour.

l{aterial.

Piles (driven) per lineal foot
Timber (framed) per cubic foot
Flanking (fixed) per superficial foot
IRON WORK.

Bolts and nuts, per lb.
Straps, plates, &c., per lb.
Spikes, per lb.
EARTH WOUK.

Excavation, per cubic yard
Filling,
·''
,
GRAVEL l<'ILLING.

Per cubic yard

...
SUNDRIES.

TOTAL.

·---··----------------------·------------MAINTENANCE.

APPENDIX B.
AN ACT TO PROVIDE FOR THE OHGANIZATION AND CONTlWL OF WATEH. AND
IRRIGATION DISTRICTS.
The People of the State of California, represented in Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows:SECTION 1. Any number of landowners interested in the waters of any ~tream or streams, lake or
ll'lkos, reservoir or reservoirs, from which there aro two or more diversions of \Yuter, for the purpose of
irrigation, may petition the board of supervisors of the county in which the larger portion of the lands that
may be irrigated from the source or sources of supply are situate, for the formation of a water district, which
petition shall show the name of the stream or stl'oams, lake or lakes, reservoir or reservoirs, from which the
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•liversions have been made to irrigate the proposed district, the points of diversion of the ''' c l:
appropriations, the name of the county or counties through which the waters naturally flow, and the names,
so far as known, of the present appropriators of water.
SECTION 2. Upon the filing of the petition, the board of supervisors to whom it is addressed shall
nsk the advice of the State engineer in relation to the exterior boundaries of the proposed district, so that
it may embrace, as nearly as practicable, all the lands that may be economically irrigated from the source
or sources named. The State engineer shall immediately suggest boundaries for the proposed district,
l!upplying the hoanl with a map of the same. The board shall, as soon as practicable, proceed to consider
the matter, making such investigation as it shall deem advisable, and shall make an order to establish the
uistrict and describe its boundaries, and shall give it a name suitable to its locality. The clerk of the board
shall keep a correct record of the proceedings of the board, and shall send a certified copy of the order
establishing the district to the recorder of each county in which the district may be wholly or in part situate,
and the recorder shall record the same in the book of water-rights of the county. The expenses of the
proceedings necessary to and including the formation of a water di~trict shall be borne by the county or
counties in which it may be located.
SECTION 3. The said board mentioned in the preceding section shall issue a proclamation, to be
published once a week for four consecutive weeks in some newspaper of general circulation in the district,
calling an election, designating the honrs the polls will be open and closed, to be held on a day not less
than four weeks from the date of the proclamation, for the election of three water commissioners for the
district. Every qualified voter residing in the water district who would be entitled to vote if it were a general
election shall be entitled to vote at such election. The board of supervisors shall provide convenient polling
places and election officers, and the election shall be conducted and returns thereof made and canvassed, and
the result declared and certified in all respects as provided in tbe State Election Laws. In case of a tie vote, a
new election shall be had, as provided by law for such cases.
SECTION 4. The commissioners 6hall hold office for the term of four years from and after their
dection, and until their successors are elected and qualified,
SECTION 5. A water district shall be a body politic and corporate, with the general powers of a
corporation and the powers specified in this Act, and its board of commissioners shall have jurisdiction, and
its powers and duties are as folio we:L To have perpetunl succession, and to adopt and use n corporate seal.
2. To appoint some convenient place within the district as its place of business, of whieh notice
mu1t lJC published for three successive week!! in some newspaper of general circulation in the district.
B. To app0int a ;;ecretary, and, when required, to employ engineers and attorneys.
4. To hold regular sessions on the second Mondays in January, April, July, and October of each
year, ~nd special meetings whenever necessary, on live days' notice, by mail, to be given at the request of
any member, by their secretary.
5. To appoint a water superintendent, who, under their supervision and instructions, shall be the
executive officer of the board, and who may appoint one or more assistants to assist, when neee5sary, in the
performance of his duties.
6. To protect the sources of water supply of the streams and their tributaries which supply the
distrid, and the channels thereof, so as that the greatest amount of water possible shall flow therein, and
especially to prevent any acts which might diminish the supply of water.
7. To inspect the channels and canals within their district at least once yearly, and report to the
State engineer, when directed by him, the condition of said channels and canals and water supply, and all
other matters of interest concerning irrigation in their district.
8. Generally to have supervision over the channels and waters of their district, and of the diversion
of waters therefrom : to see to the proper distribution of all waters used by any and all irrigation district8,
corporations, or persons, from the streams in their district, according, so far as practicable, to priority of
right as settled by law, and to prevent useless waste thereof.
9. To establish, by orders published in a newspaper of general circulation in their district once a
week for four weeks before they go into effect, and to enforce, by action or otherwise, such police regulations as to the diversion, use, waste, and distribution of the waters of the districts as they deem proper :
Provicled such regulations be not contrary to the laws of this State.
10. To require all divertors and users of water within the district to make to them an annual
nccounting of the amount of all waters diverted and used by them, and the number of acres irrigated
thereby.
11. To establish upon all streams supplying the district, above the highest point of diver~ion of the
waters in the district, n water-gauge, at which point the waters of such stream shall be mcasnre<l, to guide
in the distribution of the waters among the appropriators.
12. To do all other things necessary, properly to care for, distribute, and utilize the waters of their
disti·iet for irrigation.
SECTION 6. The water commissioners shall, from time to time, make estim:tt,•s of the necessary
expenses of the district, and apportion the same among the appropriators of water in the district.
SECTION 7. 'Whenever a vacancy shall occur in the board of water commissioners. the hoard of
supervisors of the county which esiab.lished the district shall fill the vacancy by appointment for the
nnexpired term.
SECTION 8. Irrigation districts may be formed within the exterior boundaries of auy water district.
An irrigation district may include the whole of the water district, or such portion thereof as may he most
economically irrigated from one system of canals or other works, or it may include a .'nnalle:- pc>rrion on
showing that the landowners of one portion desire to proceed with works of irrigation, while those of other
portions do not; or be made to embrace lands already irrigated at the dato of the passage of this Aet, when
it can he shown that the works constructed or the supply of water will not Hnpply a larger ar, a J1::m the
.listriet proposed to be formed; or an irrigation district may be formed where the cirrurnstances :F <1P~erihed
in Section 1 of this Act requiring a water district do not exist, and where, from the ~tate of fa<~ts r;xi~ting,
the formation of a water district may be deemed unadvisable or unnecessary.
SECTION 9. Whenever any number of persons owning lands in a water district may d('i'irc· to have
an irrigation district organized, they may petition the board of supervisors of the eounty in wltirh tho
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proposed district, or the largest part thereof, is situate, to inquire into and determine the feasibility of such
organization. The petition shall contain a description of the bouuditries of such proposed district, to be
accompanied with a map of such district showing its exterior boundaries and the lands embraced therein
with sufficient accuracy for identification, and to be accompanied with a good and sufficient nndertakinoguaranteeing the payment of all costs and expenses in the matter of the organization of such district. 'TI~;
board of supervisors shall be the judges of the sufficiency of the undertaking.
SECTION 10. Upon the filing of the petition, map, and undertaking, as provided in the precedinu
section, the board. of supervisors, at their next regular meeting, shall, upon the approval of the undertakin.::
fix a time for the hearing of such petition, giving at least three weeks' notice thereof in such newspaper ~s
the board may deem most likely to give notice to the parties interested.
SECTIO:lr 11. The board of supervisors, upon such hearing, shall have power to reform the boundaries
of the districts by including such laud as may be equitably included, and excluding such as may be equitably
excluded. If any change shall be made, a now description shall be made of the exterior boundaries of the
district, which shall be signed by the supervisors, and the new boundary shall be marked on the map and
the same approved by the supervisors. If no changes shall be found necessary, then the supervisors shall
mark their approval on the petition and on the map. No laud not descril>ed in the petition shall be included
without notice, either personal or as provided for in section 10, to the owners thereof, with opportunity
given them to be heard ; nor shall any land described in the petition be excluded from the district without
such notice or opportunity to be heard. And no such irrigation district can be formed without the written
consent of the owners of more than one-half in value of the lands in the district, held in private proprietorship, as the same was valued on the then lnst preceding annual assessment roll of the com1ty, has been filed
with the clerk of said board. It shall be the duty of the board of supervisors, before making its final
order establishing said district, to ascertain whether notice has been given as by this section provided, and
whether the requisite petition of landowners has bceu filed, and if it so finds, it shall, in its order establi~hiug
the district, so declare, and its decision in that behalf shall be conclusive upon all persons whornsoover.
Saitl order shall also contain a particular description of the boundary of the di~trict by metes and bounds.
Laud within the exterior boundaries of the district may be excluded from the district upon showing that
its irrigation from any of the works or proposed works is impracticable, in which ease such excluded land
must be described and marked upon the map as excluded. Said order and decree of the board of supervisors
establishing said district, together with the map, shall be recorded in the book of water-rights of each
county in which the district, or any part thereof, is situate. A traced copy of the map on vellum, securely
fastened in the record book, shall be a legal record of such map. The board may, from time to time,
change the boundaries of the district, by and with the consent of the landowners of the district representing
a majority of the acreage of the district.
SECTIO:lr 12. The board of supervisors shall make an itemized account of all the expenses incurretl
in organizing the district. If the uistrict nhall be finally organized, all pi·eliminary expenses herein
authorized shall become a legitimate charge against the district, and the 'trustees thereof shall pay the
same out of the first money collecteu in the district, but if the district shall not be so finally organized, the
expense must be paiu by the petitioners, and may be collected on the undertaking.
SECTION 13. An irrigation district shall be a body politic and corporate, with the general powers of
a corporation, and the powers specified in this Act; and it11 board of trustees shall have jurisdiction, and its
powers and duties shall be : 1. To have perpetual succession, and to adopt and use a corporate seal.
2. To appoint some convenient place within the district a:> its place of business, of which notice
must be published once a week, for two successive weeks, in some newspaper of general circulation in the
district.
3. To appoint a secretary, and, when required, to employ engineers, attorneys, and labourers.
4. To hold regular sessions on the first :Mondays in January, April, ,July, aml October of each year,
and special sessions whenever necessary, on five days' notice, by mail, to each member, by the secretary, on
request of any member.
5. To appoint a water overseer, who, under their supervision ami instruction, ~hall be their executive
officer.
6. To look after the water &upply to the canals and ditches by which the lands in their district are
irrigated.
7. To see that all canals, ditches, ami other waterworks which l•elong to the district are kept in
good order and repair.
1:5. To establish, by orders published in a newspaper of general circulation in the district once u
week for four successive weeks before they go into effect, and to enforce, by action or otherwbe, such
police n'gnlations a" to the reception, use, waste, distribution, and general management of the waters of the
district as they deem proper: Provided such regulations he not contrary to those of the water district, if
the irrigation district is within a water uiRtrict, or the laws of this State: And provided further that if
n.n:l while there be any canals, ditches, or other waterworks or water-rights in the district, not the property
thereof, no regulations shall be made affecting the same, otherwise th1tn to regulate the distribution of water
to the owners thereof, according to priority of right, and to prevent useless waste of water by them and all
persons.
9. To have the general and particular management of the affairs of the district, and all water and
waterworks belonging to the same; the reception of the water therein from the stream, and the diversion
of water therefrom, and the just distribution thereof to the irrigators of the district.
10. To purchase and' construct canals, ditches, aqueducts, headgates, dams, tunnels, reservoirs, and
all other works, and to purohaEe all other property which the proper irrigation of the lands of the district
may require, and to secure the right of way over lands.
.
.
. .
11. To authorize the issuance and sale of bonds, as heremafter provided, for the purpose of rursmg
monPY to be useu m the purchase of works already constructed or in constructing new works, and to.
auth(;rizc the issuance of bonds to be w;cd in payment of workci already constructed, or in payment of the
cost of constructina new works: Provided, however, thnt no bonds shall ever be authorized for any purpose,
by 1mid board of tr~stees, without there has been filed with said board a written request for the issuance
ti10reof for such purpose of the owners of at least one-half the value of all the lands in said district hel(l
in private proprietorship ll.!l the same was valued in the then last preceding assessment roll.
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12. To exercise, in behalf of the district, the power of eminent domain, as the agent of the State in
the condemnation, in the manner provided by Title VII., Part III., of the Code of Civil Procedure of this
State, of lands for waterworks of all descriptions, rights of way for canals and ditches, canals, ditches, and
other waterworks, and all water-right& and water claims of whatsoever nature, and also any other private
prop(·rty, or private rights of property, however existing or acquired, or by whatever name designated,
which muy be necessary or useful for the appropriation or use of water for the irrigation of the lands in the
district: Provided that in condemning the right to any property in >vater appropriated for some beneficial
purpo~e at the time of the commencement of the action to condemn the same, a manifest greater public use
Bhall be shown.
13. To levy a tax on all lands in the district benefited, or which eau be benefited, by the irrigation
thereof, for the general purposes of the district ; to defray the expenses of the district, and to pay for the
construction of canals, ditches, and other irrigation works, and to puchase those already eonstrncted, by
condemnation, or otherwise : Provided that no lands shall be taxed for the construction of works of
irrigation except lands actually to be irrigated by works of such sy~tem.
14. To aequire •vatcr-rights of every description, by appropriation, purchase, or condemnation, for
the benefit of the landowners of the district: Provided that waters already appropriated shall, after the
orgaHization of the district, be utilized, as at present, through existing works, or extensions of the same, so
far as may be necessary for the irrigation of the lands dependent thereon. And provided further, and that
nll water-rights, and the right to the use of all water so aequired, shall be the propert.y of the landowners
of the district in equal parts pro mta, according to the aereagc of irrigable lands owned by them ; and the
right to sneh water aml the use thereof shall be attached to such lands p1·o rata, as aforesaid, as a perpetual
appnrtenance thereto and part thereof, transferable only with the land, designating the quantity; but the
tru"tees must provide that, notwithstanding the quantity named, no more water shall at any time be
fumished than C!m, by the owner of the land, be applied to some useful purpose of irrigation economically
applied.
15. To contract with present canal owners for the use of water for the district, and to furnish mrphlH
waters to owners outside of the district.
16. The board shall ascertain the assessed value of all the lands situate in the district, and the
as~cssed value of the portion of such lands included in each county, and shall apportion the amount of' money
to be raised for expenditllres to the different counties according to the value of the lands belonging to such
district situate in each county, and shall make such apportionment a part of their estimate.
SECTION 14. Immediately after establishing the district the said board of supervisors shall issue a
proclamlttion for an election, at which shall be elected three trustees for the district. Every qualified voter
re~itling in the di~trict, who would be entitlerl to vote if it were a general election, shall be entitled to vote
for the three trustees at such election. The board of supervisors shall provide convenient polling places
and election officers, and the eleetion shall be conducted and retmns thereof made and canvassed, ami the
result tleelarcd and ecrtified in all re,pects us provided in the State election laws for eounty officers. In
case of a tie vote, a new election shall be had as provided by law for such eases. The proclamation shall
be published three weeks in such new~paper or newspapers as the board may deem most likely to giv<' uotice
to 1he voters of the district. The proclamation must state the hours at which the polls will be opened and
closed. The trustees shall hold office for the term of four years, and their succcssoi'S ~hall be eleetcd at a
~pedal election to be called by the board of trustees at least two months before the expiration of their terms,
ancl for ,;uch election the trustee'3 shall issue a proclamation as above provided. The trustees shall provide
the volling place~ and election officers; the qualification of voters shall be the same as herein before provided"
The eleetion shall be condueted, returns thereof be made to and canvassed, declared and eertifietl l:y the
bo:ml of trust.ees, ~nbot.nntially in the same manner that is provided by law with respect to county elections,
am! every four years thereafter the same course shall be pursued as to the election of trustees.
SIWTIO::-< 15. The compensation of the boards of commi8sioner~ and trustee~ .shall be five ddlnrs per
diem for each day actmtlly employed in the discharge of their duties.
SECTION 16. It shall be the duty of the boards of supervisors of the counties in which irrigation
district and parts thereof are situate, to levy upon the district hmds within their respective counties their just
proportion of the taxes to be raised, as herein provided, according to the assessed value of such lands, which
taxes shall be levied and collected as other taxes, and, when so collected, shall be received and set aside by
the county treasurer as an irrigation fund, to the credit of the district for which collected. The trea,mrer of
the county in which a smaller portion of a district may be situate shall transfer the amount to the treasury
of the county )n which the greater portion of it is located. The trustees of the irrigation district shall
audit and allow or reject all claims against the district, and shall certify all audited claims to the hoard of
supervisors of the proper county, and the said super"isors shall order the same paid, unless on showing hy
some interested person they may deem the same illegal or unjust.
SECTION 17. If at any time the board of trustees deem it advisable to issue bonds and sell the same,
or to use the bouds themselves to pay for works already constructed, or proposed works, or to pay for
property condemned, and the necessary proportion of landowners consent thereto, as herein before provided,
the board of trustees shall pass an order directing the bonds to be issued, to an extent not exceeding the
amount stated in the consent of the landowners, to be specified in the order, and the rate of interest and the
minimum price at which the bonds may he sold shall be stated in the order. The bonds shall be in sums of
not less than one hundred nor more than one thousand dollars each, having not more than twenty years to
run, and bearing interest at not to exceed seven per cent. per annum, and shall not be sold for less than
ninety cents on the dollar of par value.
SECTION 18. The board of trustees shall, immediately on the passage of any order to issue bonds,
transmit a certified copy of the order with the required consent of the property owners therefor, filed with
said board of trustees, to the board of supervisors of the county in which the district was formed, and it shall
he the duty of said board of supervisors, without delay, to examine into the proceedings and ascertain, and
by order determine whether the requisite consent of the landowners has been given, and whether the board
of trustees have pasBed the necessary order, and whether all the proceedings necessary to the issuance of
said bonds have been had and taken, and if it so finds, its order and judgment in that behalf, when entered,
shall be eonelusive upon all the world; and if its determination be that the requisite consent of the landowners has been given, that the board of trustees have passed the necessary order, and that all the
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proceedings necessary to the issuance of said bonds have been had and taken, it shall order the bonds to be
executed, numbered consecutively, and sealed.
SECTION 19. The said bonds shall be substantially in the following form:IRRIGATION DISTRICT BoND.
The county of
, in the State of California, for valne received, promi!es to pay
, or
order, at the office of the treasurer of said county, in
, on the first day of
or at any time
before that da.te, at the pleasure of the county, the sum of
dollars, gold coin of the United States,
with interest at the rate of
per cent. per annum, payable at the office of said treasurer annually, on
the first day of
in each year, on presentation and surrender of the iut.crest coupons hereto attached.
This bond is is!lued by the board of super>isors in tho name of the saitl county, for and on 1Jehalf of
irrigation district, in conformity with an order of said board, dated the
day of
, and in
conformity with and after compliance with the provisions of an Act of the Legi::;lature of the State of
California entitled "An Act to provide for the o1·ganization and control of water and irdgation districts,"
approved (insert date of approval of this Act), and is payable only out of moneys to be raised by taxes
levied upon the lands in said district as in said Act provided, and in no other way.
In testimony whereof, the said county, by its board of supervisors, has caused this bond to bE>
!ligned by the chairman of the board and attested by the auditor, with the county seal attached, this
day of
Chairman of the Board of Supervisors.
Attest:
Auditor.
And the interest coupon shall be in the following form : county, California, will pay to the holder hereof, on the
The treasurer of
dollars, gold coin, for interest on (name of district) Irrigation
day of
, at his office,
District Bond No.
County Auditor.
The said bonds, when issued, shall be payable, principal and interest, only out of taxes levied upon
the lands in the irrigation district, and the county shall never in any event be liable therefor.
SECTIO~ 20. Whenever bonds issued under this btw shall be duly executed, numbered consecutively
and scaled, they shall be delivered to the county treasurer, and his receipt taken therefor, and he shall
stand charged on his official bond with all bonds delivered to him and the proceeds thereof, and he shall sell
the same or pay them ont as directed for the purposes hereinbefore provided, as directed by the written
resolutions of the board of trustees of the district, aud the p1·oceeds of all bonds sold shall be kept by the
said treasurer in a separate fnnd and paid out upon the written resolutions of said board of trustees, and not
otherwise.
SECTION 21. Whenever the amount in the hands of the treasurer belonging to the sinking fund is
sufficient to pay one or more of said bonds, he shall advertise in one daily newspaper published in the city
and county of San Francisco that he is ready to redeem such bonds, giving the numbers of the bomls he is
ready to redeem, and, at the end of forty days from the first publication of said notice, interest on said bonds
so advertised shall cease. All redemptions shall be made in the exact order of the issuance of the bonds,
beginning at the lowest or first number.
SECTION 22. Before entering upon the duties of his office, each commissioner and trustee shall be
requireu to take the oath of office, and file with the county clerk of the county in which he resides a good
and sufficient bond in the sum of twenty-five hundred dollars, conditioned for the faithful performance of his
duties, which bond shall be approved by the superior judge of the county where filed.
SECTION 23. The duties of the secretary shall be :-First, to record all the proceedings of the board;
second, to make full entries of all their resolutions, decisions, and allowances; third, to record the vote of
each member upon any question upon which there is a division; fourth, sign all orders made and warrants
issued by the board for the payment of money, and certify the same to the supervisors of the county in which
the same is to be paid; fifth, keep an account against the treasurer of each county in which any part of the
district lies, preserve and file all accounts acted upon by the board ; six.th, to prepare, under the direction
of the board, an annual estimate of the amount of money required to meet the expenditures of the succeeding
year, and apportion the amount thereof to be raised in each county, aml file the same with the clerks of
the Loards of supervisors of the counties in which the lands of such district are situate, on or l>efore
the first day of ,July of each year; seventh, to perform all other duties required by law, or any rule or order
of the hoard.
SECTIO)l' 24. The board of trustees of each district shall ascertain the as!essed value of all the
lands situate in the district, and the assel'!sed value of the portion of such lands included in each county,
and shall apportion the amount of money to be raised for cx.penditnres, as provided in the last preceding
section, to the different counties according to the value of the lands belonging to such district ,;ituate in
each county, and shall make such apportionment a part of the estimate mentioned in the last preceding
section.
SECTION 25. The board of trustees must cause to be kept :-First, a minute book, in which must
be recorded all orders and decisions made by them, and the daily proceedings had at all regular and special
meetirws, and all police regulations, all orders for the allowance of money from the irrigation fJmd, which
order ~ust state to whom made, and on what account, dating and numbering the same consecutively each
year; second, a record of warrants to be kept by the county auditor of the counties in which the lands of
the di::~trict are situate, in which he must enter, in the order of drawing, all warrants certified to the supervisors, with the number on the minute book, with the date and amount, and on what account, and the
name of the payee.
SECTION 26. Whenever bonds shall be issued, as in this Act provided, it shall be the duty of the
boards of supervisors of each county in which any part of the land of such district is situate, in each year
thereafter, at the time at which other taxes !l.re levied, to levy upon the lands of the district a tax in addi·
tion to the taxes in this Act authorized to be levied, for the purpose of paying and sufficient to pay the
.an,nual interest on such bonds, and not less than five per cent. of the original principal, in order to create a
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sinkin~

fund. Sneh trcx, when e<•llcctefl, shall be kept in a separate fnntl, and inviolably appropriated to
the payment of ~nch iwlebtcclne~t'. The bo:,rd uf t1·u~tPes slmll, in each year, ascertain the assessed valualands of ~twh
alHl oi' the lauds lying w.ithiu such district situate in eaeh
~L'Hl ;.~lm!l apportioa 1lw nmo•:nt. of ca<·lt tnx to'Lo mi~ed in each county, antl ~hall comto rh:' elc;·ks of du: scver:d )yonrds of Sl!JlOrYit'Ors, not less than thirty (lny~
prior to t:w t
t!Je m!!'ii!d t:n·e, fp:· c~tnte nml eounty pnrpoc;(·;;.
SECTln:;
\V.ltl'!t\:H:r ;; nw:i
,.;nu <.een:· in rho hoard of t.rn,tees of any irrigation tli~trict, the
v:t<•ntWI' f•h:t.ll he f:lic•cl by
tltc !:•'•Fd nf
of the
which established the
<!i~tric~·: ti:l the
"
t;•nc l:il;
shall he dccted
the unexpired term.
,SEcT:o~
one enLie foot
per
sceoml f'!mll be t be unit of llwa~uremen t.
1-;r;cno:x 29.
any of the p1·<P:isions of this Act, or of any of the police regu-

:n.

lutious of the w&ter
or district trustees, shall be guilty of a misJemermor.
HECT!OS 3(1, Xo•hin;.:: em1~ainc;( in t.l:i' Aet shalll,e construed as a recognition that any hw now
doe>< exi,;t, or hns evc·r oxistc;tl iu this ~tato, which tlin,.;to;l the right of this State to allow, or otherwise
prevent:"d the State from alL,,ring, the appropriation <lf the waters of r.his State to any ami all usefnl <1.11d
benefieial purposes.
1-JECTIOS 31. This Act shall take effect from and after its passage.

APPENDIX C.
FRESNO SANDHILL SOIL.

Insoluble residue ...
Soluble silica
Potash
Soda
...
Lime
Magnesia ...
...
Br. oxide of manganese
Peroxide of iron ...
A lumina ...
Phosphoric acid
...
Sulphuric acid
...
'\-Vater and organic matter

...

...
...

...
...

...

...

Humus ...
...
Available inorganic
Hygroscopic moisture
Absorbed nt
...

...
...
...
...

.. .
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

...

...

...

...
...
...

...
...
...
.. .

...

...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...

.. .

...

...

...

...
...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

Fresno Sandhill Soil,
California.

Homochitto
Bottom Soil,
Mississippi.

Per cent.

Percent.

86•58} 90·11
3·53
·19
·38
·99
·78
·06
3·20
3·13
·02
·04
1·53

91·97

100·43

100·05

...

...

...

·15
•04
·12
•21
•28

1'18
3·27
·08
·05
2·70

...
...

·43
·50
1-21
12° c.

4·05

go C .

NoTE.-ThiH poor soil produces well on account of its depth, the roots easily penetrating from 3 to 8 feet which in

richer soils neell only from 12 to 20 inches.

'

APPENDIX D.
SOIL OF ONTAinO COLOXY, SAN BERNARDINO CO.
Unlike the usual mesa soils of the wut.hcrn region, this soil is of a blackish grey tint, due, as will he seen,
to :m unusually
pcrecntage of hnmus. The surface soil to the rlepth of six inches is quite sanrly and
full of herbaceous root,;, denoting n
vegetation, and glistens wir.h mica sealcs. Lower down it
becomes mora eomprtet, :md :1 t t.be same time shows all increasing amount of rock fragments, and so cont.inues until at the depth of iive fi~el tl1c latter form quite half or more of its mass, the finer portion reTmliuing, however, of nearly the ';ame ·lark
tint as nt one foot depth. The rock fragments, all angnlar.
eonsiRt mostly of schistose
gneissoid. Tho aualysis of the soil, tnkon to 1:.l inches dc>pth,
resulted as follows:Fine earth ...
Stones ancl coarse sand
No. 19.

...

...
K

Per cent.

53·2
46•8
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Analysis of Fine Earth.
Insoluble matter
Soluble silica.
Potash
Soda
Lime
Magnesia
Br. oxide of manganese
Peroxide of iron
Alumina
Phosphoric acid
Sulphuric acid
Water and organic matter

43·50} 66·54:
23·04
1·58
•43
2·77
2·87
·06
5·58
14•20
•09
·04
5•53

99·68
1•29
Humus
·42
Available inorganic
4·44
Hygroscopic moisture
12° c.
Absorbed at
From its composition this soil would naturally be conjectured to be that of a cicnaga (artesian
swamp). Its potash percentage is extraordinary, exceeding that of any other California soil thus far
examined; and, with its relatively high amount of soda, would arouse a suspicion of "alkali," if that were
possible in a location and soil naturally so well drained. The extraordinary percentage of " soluble
silica" explains the seeming anomaly, in suggesting the innocuous combitmtion in which these substances
doubtless exist.
The lime and magnesia percentages are very high, as is, for that region, the item of humus ; and
that of phosphoric acid, while it would not generally be considered high, iH so, at least in comparison with
other mesa soils of the southern region. Considering, in addition, its depth, this soil should be extremely
productive-almost too much so for the production of high quality wine grapes, but well adapted to that of
raisins, as well as of olives, and doubtless, from its location, to that of citrus fruits; all of which should
in such a soil require only one or two good winter irrigations to secure both quantity and quality.

SOIL OF REDLANDS COLONY, SAN BERNARDINO CO.
The prevailing soil of this region is a reddish brown sandy loam, containing a good deal of coarse
angular sand. This material changes but slightly to the depth of from three to four feet, where it is mostly
underlaid by an orange yellow hardpan, flecked with white, the white spots being grains of coarse angular
sand, or rather granitic debris, consisting mainly of quartz and felspar, with a little black hornblende and
magnetic iron ore (black sand). This hardpan appears in gullies and ditches everywhere, being usually
many feet in thickness. It is quite porous, and its cement is a red clay, which softens in water with little
difficulty. Dry lumps can also be crushed between the fingers, so that this subsoil may be considered as
fairly penetrable by roots. Occasionally this hardpan approaches the surfrwe so closely as to take direct
part in the formation of the soil. The analysis of the soil and subsoil hanlpan resulted as follows:Red Soil.

-

12 inches deep.

Hardpan Subsoil.
3 to 4 feet deep.

------Fine earth
Coarse sand

...
000

...
...

...
...

Analysis of Fine Earth.
...
Insoluble matter ...
...
Soluble silica
...
..
...
Potash ...
...
...
...
...
Soda ...
...
Lime
...
...
Magnesia
...
Br. oxide of manganese ...
Peroxide of iron ...
...
Alumina
...
...
Phosphoric acid
...
Sulphuric acid ...
Water and organic matter ...
000

.

000

000

000

000

...
000

...

000

000

...

...

Humus
Available inorganic
Hygroscopic moisture
Absorbed at

...
...
000

...
000

I'er cent.

Per cent.

·9
42·1

81.2
108

G9·56) 1-',
11·82f 8 iJ 8
·85

3·46
8·87
·06
·01
2·69

67·14} ~~
11 95
10•81
·32
·40
1·44
2·58
·07
4·86
I
10•08
·06
·03
3·00

99·96

100·79

•ll

000

1·3±
1-11

000

000

·os

000

...
...
...
000

000

·07
•27
3·37

12°

c.
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As regards, first, the mechanical nature of these materials, it is striking that the hardpan suh~oil
contains so much less of inert sand than the snrfaco soil, although its aspect would lead to the contrary
eonelusion. The hardpan is conRi<lerably more retentive of moisture than the surface soil, albeit the
latter contains some humus to increase this fhctor. The humus percentage of this soil
however, very
The
small, and eonHtitutes its chief dofect, as in nearly all the m0sa soils of the southern region.
lmrdpan "trntum ~ecurcs the land against waste of irrigation water and against drought by irs high
retentivene~s of moisture.
Cliomicf1lly the surface ~oil i~ rich in pot!tsh (so heavily drawn upon by the vines), while the
hardptw i;; rolati vely poor in that !'Uh~tauee. The lime percentage i~ the same in both, and is ample. In
plw~plH·ri<: aci<l, both alike arc alJovc t.lw limit of defidency, bnt the supply i5 not large, and will probnl,Iy
be th!c i;r,;t neeclillg to be replcubhetl when the ~oil becomes "tired." Still, in view of the depth and
perYioH:·•a;ss of the subsoil, it may loe
before thi,; condition will make itself felt in the cuse of deep·
rooted plants, such as ·dues ami fwi t trees.

APPENDIX E.
JA~UESON,

AXALYSES OF COLORADO SOIU;, BY S.

ABERDEEN.
Pucblo
County.

Arapahoe County.

Larimer County.

Sandy Clay Lvam
from Sand Creek.

:

P!atte

I

Cl av

S. 33, T. 3, S. 66,
l:'pland Lnnd Co's. Loam
Lnnd, : Clay
Sampletl
S.
29,
T.
2
,
1--------1----1
Loam.
1
1879. ! s. 66, w.
Surfaee
and
Sur!ace. Subsoil.
Subsoil.
- - - - - - - - - · - - - -----1----· - - - - - Ado he.

Volatile matter
~latter soluble in strong acid
:Matter insoluble in strong acid

The volatile matter contained nitrogen
The soluble portion containedI"ime
Magnesia ...
Pota~h

Iron oxide ...
A lumina
Phosphoric acid (anhydride)
Sulphuric acid
"
Xitri(~ acid
"
Carhonic acid
"
Chlorine
Soda, earhon, matter," &c.

~--·-

~~~----····

I

hS7

2·49
11·40
86·11

1·31
5·33
93·36

10·10
2·58
I 87·32

·14

·13

·07

·088

·083

·55
·13
·23

·17
•25
·13

·14
·29

•39
1·04
2·39
•12
·23
trace
1•80
·10
2·43

·26
·44
·43
1·25}
1·20
·10
·20
trace
·20
·03
1·22

1·28

·11
·11

11·40

5·33

2·27

·54

···--

....

•10

·022

·005

·43

·11

·57
·10

·16
•16
·06

3·14

3·35

·08

1•61

1·i9

·13
trace

•09

·oo

·12
·OO

·09

·oo

·14
·13

3·82

3·98

1•30

2·08

3·11

I

·38

·28
·22

·17
2-58

~.---

2·08

--····~

..- - - - - · · · - - - ·

YI:tc di:stinetlve eharactcri..;tirs of these b(;i:,_, ~ ..re, t.ho large proportiou of potash; the: f;Jnn in v;:dch
ihc plw~iJltate~ exist; nearly the whole i,; :;olublc in weak aciti, and hence can be rcadilv a:;,-;imilate'l l•1·
plants; the low percentage of organic matter, and the high proportion of nitrogen th~
matt~r

containc;; the large proportion of lime in the adobe
onstituents.

generally the ready available form of all the

APPENDIX F.
WATER FROM AN ARTESIAN WELL IN THE CROSS CREEK REGION, TULARE
COUNTY.
The sample examined was supplied by Mr. Cntler Paigc, who states that the well from which it wns
taken is of large bore. The water is clear, and possesses no obvious peculiarity of taste. It, however,
shows n slightly alkaline reaction on delicate test-paper. On evapomtion it leaves a whitish residue,
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amounting to 11·8 grains per gallon, of which water re-uissolveb only a little over 10 grains, leaving
about 2 grains of insoluble residue. These portions arc constituted as follows : Grains per Gallon.

Per cent. of RcBiduc.

-~

SOLUTILE I'ART

Sulphate of potash
Carbonate of potassium
Carbonate of soda
Chloride of sodium

...

...

...

...

Total soluLie salts

·745

6·31

•,!();)

72•[)4
3·13

...

10·07;)

85·GO

...

...

··tf)j

..

·7fiH
•808

I

1·97:1

I

...
...

...

...

...
...
...
...

. ..

<}t30
8•5.)9

3·22

INSOLUBLE PART.

Carbonate of lime
Carbonate of magnesia
Silica ...
...

...
...

!

. ..

...

...

Total insoluble matter

...

.. .
...

3·88
5·97
6·80

IG·iO

------------------~------·--·---~~-------------

It will be seen that, while the total residue contained in this waler is not unuRtmlly large, over twothirds-eight and a half grains-consist of carbonate of soda, or "blat:k alkali.'' At the same time, nearly
one grain per gallon consists of salts of potassium, of high mannrial value; so that irrigation to the extent
of 10 inches over all would supply about 53 pounds of these substances per acre.
On land entirely free from alkali this water might be used for irrigation for a number of years without injurious effects, although with surface irrigation the accumulation of carbonate of soda would after a
while become detrimental to plant growth. On land already more or less impregnated, the addition made
by the annual irrigation would soon become perceptible, unless counteracted by the use of plaster for the
neutralization of the carbonate of soda by gypsum.

WATERS FR0::\1£ SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.

\<V ATEH

FHo~r

SAx

FEJtNAxno Tc;NNEJ,,

Los

ANGELOS CouNTY.

The result of the rw~lysis is given iu the following table. The water loaves on evaporation a saline
residue amounting to 67·G grains per galion. (Ordinary river and well waters contain from 6 to 12
grains.) Treatment wit!, water resolveb this re;;illuc into an easily soluLle and a diificultly soluble or
"insoluble" portion as separately given below:Grains per Gallon.

Per cent. ol Tol!tl
Hesidue.

SOLCBLE l'ART.

Sulphate of potassium
Sulphate of mngnesium (Epsom salts) ...
Sulphate of caltium (gypsum)
Sulphate of sodium (GJauher's salt)
Chloride of ;;odium (common salt)
Carbo11ate of sodium ( commcm soda)
Organic matter (uy diff.)

2·0()9

1·262
20·97+
·203
5·294
1·989
3·062

4·3i2

6·4i0

·8,')3

14:17;)
~1n7

3·5i8
1·344

INSOLUBLE l'ART.

Carbonate of maguesia
Carbonate of ealcinm (lime) ..•
Sulphate of lime (gypsum)
Silicrt
Iron t)xide and alumina
Total

·07 'I

2·677
9·138
45·276
3·076
·103

67·2.58

99·254

1•80 (
6·18
3ll•60

<;:>

1;--

2·10( ~

The total amount "f mineral ingreJic'nts in thi:; wnter is far gren.tor than ic; admissible in wnters intenderl
for domestic use of m:y 'ch;l. ]3nt oven if the <11Wntity w-~re much 1oo:3, the qnnlity ;1f the ingredientsincluding so largo a pru;nr;·tion of frypsnm and Epc.om sn.lls-rt>n<kl'R it highly objectionable for drinking
purpo~os, and it is only 1·,;· 1 ho ndrlition o.:' a omw:<lerable mnmnt of ."D•l.a that it conld he mnde to answer
for washing.
As regards ils Htnc:J:o for irrigation, it should u0 noted tl1a1 cu< cf the (in ro111lll numbers) 6H grain,;
of solhl contents, ncnrh~ ~t l l•clong to the "iiiSOIP.ble dns:<, ;netl ''
:11 qmt~ity not
tmo1jcctionab1c
from the irrigator's
,,f vit:w. ln1t the bulk beim; i.'vnsnm b
''· Lcm:fit !o
hm . l:s, c";peciallv
those nfllicto~l with "blm·k nlkdi." It i~ only tlw 27 g~;{i!;,; of soluUe mZ~lter that rem:cin to l1e dealt witl~.
Of these the four grains of "organic matter" nco•l not l1e considen·!l; ;:.ml of tltc n;mainder, tl1e mainly
objectionable portion is the 14 grains of sulphate of magnesium, or Ep;,:om s~lts, au accumulation of which
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in the soil wonlu soon become very injurious, although small dressings of it in the gnise of "kicserite" are
use cl for fertilization in Europe and the East. But in the lower San J oaquin Valley it renders considerable
tract~ uncultivarahle until it is removed.
This can be uone by the use of quicklime, of >vhicb about one-half
of the amomH of sulphate of magnel"ia present is neecled for complete removal. The outcome of the mutual
action of these substances is gypstllll and inert magnesia; applying, therefore, seven grains of lime per
uf the San Fcrnandu water, or say three barrels of lime to every million of gallons, the alkaiine
:;nit~
(about nine grdn,-) would not exceed what is found in many of the natm·nl irrigation waterf!
of the f:ltate.
\Vhether or llot such a correeiion of the water in question woulu pay, will have to he determineu by
h>cal circum,;tances. v\'hure land now uucnltivatable can be made to prodnce high returns in fruit or grape
and from :i$10 per acre can he made worth 150 or more, the expenditure required
not be at all
nmca6oHable. Ono million gnllons will cover
40 acre,; to the depth of one inch,
by eking out
the uatural rainfall with the neeuful nmount of this water, wholly or pnrtially corrected by means of lime,
all that is neeucd for successful culture may, in many cases, be cheaply realized.
There
however, one class of land npon which this water would be an unmixed benefit just as it
is. This is the alkali lands, such as those of W"estminster, Anaheim, and Orange. Here the use of gypsum
the natural anti<lote to the carbonate of soda which is the chiefly injurious ingredient of the alkali,
but which would be active Jirst of all in decomposing the objectionable Epsom salts, leaving the gypsum in
the soil to counteract auy excess or atluitional riHe of the alkali from below. If then it he feasible,
financially, to conYey the San :Fernando water to these lands, it could be utilized, for a long time at least,
without any correction.
In using it on non-alkaline lands, also it would probably remain harmle:-;s for some years on those
soiis naturally rich in lime. ·whenever any injurions action is noted, the use of lime on the land, or in a
reservoir furnishing the water, can be made to correct it. It should not be forgotten that the large supply
of gypsum antllime thu~ put on t:he land rtcts as an efrlcient fertilizer, and is, therefore, not an altogether
unremunerative expense in itoelf.

APPENDIX G.
ARTESIAX WELLS.
!I.I,USTRATING THE PRINCIPAL FF.ATUR~:s OF THE

TYPICAL "'ELL OF THE DENVER
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APPENDIX H.
MACHINERY USED IN BORING, COLORADO.
The tools and macbir.ery nsc\1 in Rinking artesian wcllB in tho Denver basin are nsunlly of a very
simple description. A boiler of ahout 20 horse-power, an<l :1 revcrsilJlc link motion steam-engine of about l 5
furnish power sufficient to sink to auy depth ncecssnry there. The
is directly connected
wheel, whieh oscillates the walking bra m. At the further end of the walking beam is attached
terminating with a temper-screw. At tlie lower part of the
the sinking cable is
attllehed
means of au adjustable clamp. The 1lrilling portion of the
weighs about 2,GOO lbs.,
and consists first of a bit of the kind mmallv called a club hit, which is screwed into the lower end of the
"augur stem." This augur stem is a rod of iron about 32 feet long, and
inches in diameter, and
upon its upper end are screwed the
or links, and to them the " sinker-bat·, which is usually a 3-!in.
bar of round iron, ahont 14 feet
To its uppet· portion is attached by
a rope socket, by
which the whole is united with the
The bit is a solid mass of steel, and is
out at its lower or
cutting end to a width of from 5b to 10 inches, aeconling to the diameter of the hole. The part played by
the jars is very important. When the entire drilling apparatu~ is lifted, these
are extended to their
full length, but when the mass is lowered, the drill meets the rock through which is advancing, stops, and
is struck upou the top by the sinker-bar which plays through the jars.
To enlarge the bore or smooth its sides before inserting cnsing, a rimmer of steel, weighing about
125 lbs., is attached to the lower part of the augur stem in place of the bit. The drilling rope is of manilla,
from 1! to I! incho~ in diameter, and of a leugth noeessary to complete the boring. This rope, after passing
through the temper-screw clamp, is attached to the "bull-wheel," which is connected with the hand wheel
by a" bull-rope." Above the well is a derrick oflumber, aud usnally about 64 feet high, which is used for
lifting the tools and drill. The stroke of the walking lJoam is adjustable, and varies from 15 inches at the
upper part of the work to about 36 inches at the lower portion of the well. After three or four feet are
drilled, the drill is lifted out and the "sand-pump" lowered. This "snnd-pnmp'' is a tube of light iron, 12
feet long, ·with a valve at its lower extremit,y. The sand-pump i::l attached to a manilla rope, ! in. in
diameter, and is lifted by a friction pulley on the band wheeL Two shifls of two men each-a driller and a
tool-dresser-are employed. Much skill is necessary in the driller, who
the play of the sinker-bar
upon th::: drill by moans of the temper-~crew, nud the success or failure of an attempt to sink depends largely
upon the driller's practical knowledge or experience.
\Yhen trouble is experienced from cadng, the bore is cased to its lowest point, and a drill of les~
width ~nhstituted.
Co~t of sinking about Denver is about 2 dollars per foot.

APPENDIX I.
The following table of results was obtained by placing in a vessel containing water, kept at a
constant level, wide glass tubes filled with the different soils, and recording, from hour to hour at first, then
from di!y to day, the heights reached by the ascending moisture .
.No. 1.-Coarso, sandy soil, from :Yforano Station, Stanislaus county, may be considered as
representing tbe more "open" plains soils of Kern and Tulare counties.
J.Yo. 2.-Hill adobe soil, from the campus of the Gniversity. A very refractory clay soil, very
trmaciot;:, ·when wet, and when dry, untilled, opening into wide, gaping cracks to 18 inches depth .
.No. 3.-Light sediment soil, from Mr. Blanehard's orange ore hard, on the first heuch of the Santa
Clam Bi'""r Valley, nt. Snntr Paula, Ventura county. Is n'mnrkahle for remaining moist wirhin 20 inches
of the ::nrfr;ee throughout the season, the water table being at 15 to 20 feet below the surface; very easily
worked at nil times.
"'~o. 4.-Same as the last,, but somewhat compacted by light ramming or tamping in the tube, as it
would be if left untilled.
With the exception of No 4. the above soils were in a condition of perfect tilth.
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TABLE SHOWD!G RAPIDITY OF AscENT OF \VATER IN DU'FEREN:T SoiLs, AND LnnT OF s.um.
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This table illustrates forcibly some important points in the m:umgement as well as in the natnral
peculiarities of soils. The coarse :>andy soil represent,; not only it~ kiud, but also rrny well-til!e L soil;
while, on the other hand, the :ulobo soil illu"tra1es 1Le ease of any ecnnpac:t soil, \Yhethcr naturally ,-o, or
rendered so by imperfect tillage or the
ol' carhonat8 of '"'tb. The extreme slowneo•s of the
ascent of the water tovmrd the end of'
rif;e sl:ows why a po:>·ly-til!ed. allobe soil will (Jpen into
gaping cracks n short time after the
of min,;, wi1illl a well-ti!Ic·•l soil, emintaining both a qni~.oker
supply from below awl t1 c!owo;· rato of snrf:~<:n eVa)Y)ntcioa, mn.y main'nin moisture througho;;t 1:1e dry
season. At the same time, it inform~ u~ that.
,;:Jil~ :·;~,aml ia
1 1lee.! ol' a more dcn::w :'l!b~oil,
capable of drawing up moi~t .. r;; fr:nn
rbnn it i:; po~,cil:le
:t s;cn tier ma:5s to tlo,
thus
supplying moisture to tlw roots nf pLwr,;, w1tile
bn!: little rmrf':lc.: e\·nporntion.
In the oase even of the light sediment >:oil from tl<nl
Puul:t !.le tii!I()rencc between th•) m:e of
ascent in the tilled and the comvacted soil i:; very appnxent, and, in
ca:ie of the adobe, snhceqnent
experiments ~howed tht:t, when in the compaeted stnte, the nte of a;.;cr:nt may be le<'s than half oi' what it
is in the lower portion of the colnmn representiug the tilled adobe.
\Vater applied to ~1 :;oil like No. 1, at the l1opth of ::?J inche:;, cannot reach the surface at ,tJJ, and
can therefore evaporate bnt very slowly. It tloes not, therefore, follow that, in order to prod nee the same
result in the adobe or silt soils, the water has to be applic<l at the maximum depth of 50 inches. For, in a
field plantetl with any growing crop, the leaves of the latter evaporate a very large amount of moistnre,
thus intercepting that which would otherwise rise to the surface and evaporate there. This is a matter of
every-day experience. The inference is that ditches or pipes designed for sub-irrigation would not in
such soils require to be laid to any unreasonable depth in order to prevent the rise of alkali reiinlting
from surface evaporation.

APPENDIX J.
APPENDIX TO THE EIGHTH BIENNIAL REPORT OF THE STATE BOAIW OF
HEALTH, CALIFOR~IA.
IRRIGATION-ITS INFLUENCE ON HEALTH, ETC.

By H. S.

0RME,

M.D., Member of State Board of Health.

The question of the effect of the irrigation of agricultural lands, particularly in Califomia, upon
public health is one of growing importance, and, inasmuch as the available evidence bearing upon the
subject is somewhat contradictory, it is necessary to note the conditions of localit.y, with respect to soil,
temperature, humidity, and drainage wherevH irrigation is practised.
Although irrigation has been carried on in California since the first establishment of the early
missions by the Franciscan Fathers, more than a century ago, very little progress has been made in
the scientific application of the system, the object of the cultivator being ~tpparently only to get the water
upon his land, without regard to the method employed.
The application of the water used in irrigation varies greatly in manner, but may be described !tS two
different methods, viz.: first, by flooding the whole surface of the lantl from open ( zanjas) ditches; and
second, by sub-irrigation-that is, a conveyance of the water through pipes beneath the surface of the
ground, which have openings at intervals protected by upright pipes.
So far as the effect on health is concerned, the latter method will not bo considered, because of the
very limited extent to which sub-irrigation is being applied.
In the case of the application of water by flooding the land from open ditches, the various reports,
though made by impartial authorities, are in some respects conflicting. For instance, in Los Angeles,
Ventura, Santa llarlmm, San Bernardino, and San Diego counties, whore irrigation has been carried on for
over a hundred years, the testimony is strong to the point that there iil no striking difference in the amount
of rnahtrial diseases, whether irrigation is practised or not. On the other hand, if we consult the records
of some other portions of California, we find an increase of malarial fevers with the increase of irrigation,
too intimately connected to be overlooked. The reasons for this are not difficult to discover. In the Los
.Angeles and other valleys in extreme Southern California, where the soil is, as 1t rule, sandy or gravelly
loam of nnknowu depth, the water used in irrigation either sinks into the ground, or, if there is mucl1
ourfaoe slope, immediately drains off. The soil does not remain saturated unless there is a stratum of clay
(hnrd-pan) at or near to the surface. In such sections of country there is great freedom from malarial
di~easos. .Along the bottom lands of rivers where the slope is insulficient to ensure good tlrainage, or
whore the soil is <lollstantly saturated, the case is different. Here there is more or loss intermittent and
remittent fever during the warmer season of the year. In the case of swamp or overflowed land~, especially
tho:le having a heavy adobe soil, as wdl ns those whieh remain wet an,l boggy from the winter rains, and
are in summer kept in a saturate<! condition by artificial means, cont.aining also nu excess of d0oomposing
vegctuble matter awl nmuy ~;;tagmmt pouls, malarial diRcasos of the most llrorwunced type are very prevalent.
In such localities ail zymotic dseaso~ are mueh worse in summer than in winter-a conscqnCJwe which
llrttum:Iy results from the high tempemtnro nnd iuereasml evaporation. The fact that the people living iu
tlw~e low, wet adobe sections of com•try !l.re dependent upon impure or surftwo water for drinking am!
tlomestie purposes greatly aggravateb the difficulty. Indeed, it has Lccn more than once demon;;trate,]
that people living in a "fever and ague" country are tolerably exempt from the fever if they drink only
pure water.
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Concerning this view of the rmbject I make use of a report made in ~by, 1884, hy Will S.
Green, editor of the Colusa Sun, to the State Irrigation Convention. He states, in suhstance, us
follows:" During a resilience of 34 years in the Sacrnmento Valley I have hud :m opportunily to observe
the effect,; of irrigation on health, and have been led to reject. the theory of infedion
malaria in .the
atmo~phere. All along the margins of the tu]e,; people are living, some of ;y]unn are attackeLI by elul~,;,
,,-hi!e the occupant>; of other adjacent places arc never so attacked. All these people hreathc the Hame mr,
coming to them from the same hot stagnant water ami decaying vegetation.
"There are clttv or hard-pan hankH to the l.Jpper Sacrameuto River, which are from a quarter of a
mile to a mile 11part. • There is, in oon~equcnce of the action of the riYer enrrent, n clay formation,
and n new allnvinl formation. I began to notice that tho~c people who built their houses and du.y the,ir
wells on a newer fot·mation generally had c,hills, while the othen;, as a rule, had none. Sometimes these
sickly and healthy places would uc but a few feet apart. They all breat.hcd the same air, but they did
not drink the same water. The town of Colnsa is hnilt upon the old clay formution, nnd the inhabitants
arc almost entirely free from chill~. typhoid
diphtheria, &c., hnt just at the lower GJH! of the town
there i~ a new formation, aml upon this an extension to the town was loeatcll ; ami among other
buildings the County Hospital was placed there. The patients and employes of the ho:<pital nll had
chills for several years, nntil the phy~ieian in eharg-e, Dr. ,V. H. llelton, noticc<l thnt the people generally
who used ·water fi'om wells on this newly-made lan<l had ehills, while the other~ had not, aml caused
pipes from the town waterworks, into which river w!\ter was pumped, to he laid to the hospital. There
wa,; an immeibiate change. At thl' commencement of the nsc of river water there were ~ome forty
persons in the hospital, all with chilb, but since the building has been almost entirely free from it.
There could be no more conclusin~ evi<lcnce tlmt these people dr1mk the germ of the disease, and did
not b?·eathe it.
"It is claimed that after a wet season there is more malaria in the air, and that hence people arc more
snl1ject to disease. I have investigated thi:;, and my ob:;crYations, extentling over a number of year:;, have
eou'l'inccd me that the water in the wel!K i;;; simply raised to a newer strata-one not thoroughly washed, as
it were, and that pc:1ple there drink the germ of disen~e, and do not breathe ii:.
"~1y conclusions are, therefore, that irrigation will tend to bring on mahLrial disorders, a~ it raiws the
water in wells to a newer strata of cmth, bnt no farther. \Vhen we irrigate so as to produce this effect we
must go down after pure drinking water, or bring it to our houses iu pipe~. * * *
"In some localities, where the air is not in motion every day, as it is here, the air, like standing
water, mny become stagnant. I know of some hotels in this valley totally void of dminage, and where the
aecumnlated filth of a quarter of a centnry :;tands in the yards in cesspoob. In ~ome countries this 'rouhl
kill ninety out of a hundred people who would stop in them a week, but here we feel no inconvenience
from it, except in so far that the water may become impregnated. Air in motion, like watL·r in motion,
purifies ibelf, and hence I have come to the rejeetion of the theory of 1nalaria in tlw air.''
The same gentleman, vrriting further on this subject, umler date of ,July ltth, 188~, remarb : "Stony Creek runs into the river through the plains. It once lmd its mouth helow its pret!ent one,
nnd has worked north. On the land tlmt the ereck ha,; thus made there arc ~ettlers. Some of them have
chills. At other places no such thing i~ known. ,Just, off the made land there are no chills. There is,
apparently, notl1ing- to make a <liffcrenee-no tree, 110 shrub of any kin<l-all an open plain, with the wind
blowing from the Honth or north every day. Some of these people get water in u ~oil mixed with vegclablo
mould, rotted ~o as to appear to be all earth, but in reality it srill retains the Jl!U'ailitc of the chills callcu
malaria, while t.he others get water not so impregnated. This is a large extent of country-~ome eighteen
miles by three-and it giyes the inquirer a good oppor1unity to make a rnle.
"The ho~pir.al case, however, mentioned in my letter to the Riverside State Convention, is the mo,;t
conelusive, and f()r this we have the evitlcnce of Dr. 1klton. He ewlorses my theory."
Further on I sllltll append to my own remark~ qnotnJions from correspomlence a<ltlre~~cd to me on
thi;; subject.
1n many instances whore lli:;ca~e~ ure att1·ilmted to malarial inflncnee~, I mn eouYinced, in addition
to the one of impure water for drinking purposes, th:tt a serious canse of evil lies in the lml.itnal tli.'ire.~anl
of all Ranitary laws by the people. 1mproper food ami clothing, reckless cxposmc, and pon,mml unclean lines~, will db;pose to disca~es elo:"ely allied to those charge<! to malaria, anti sueh eomlition~ arc too ofreu
found among the lower class of om people.
'Vithont <liscnHsing the genu thcm'.'f, a.s applied to zymotic diseascF~, it may snfely be Baid that the
application of water to the soil dming hot; weather ha;; the eiiect of developing into activity many forl!l:l of
organic germs, including minute nlgm, eonfcrvoid,,, <lintomo<, bacteria, &e.
The germ ~pores of these organismR require both heat and moi::;tnrc for their fnll tlcvelnpmcnt.
Until then, they remain in a pas~ive condit,ion for week~, months, and £YOU years; hm in the pre~cnec of
heat anti moiMure, they dcvdop ancl become prolific with the most wond~ful rapi,lity.
In sub4antiation of this a recent Pari~ medical jomnal gave the result" of a "cries of inYl'~tigations
continnCll for eight years into the compo,ition of the Paris atmoHphere :-"It wa.~ fonn<l to holll in ~ubpcn
siou cotton, hemp, wool, hair, Llowu, pollen, ~tarch, partieles of ~kin, earhon, ~ii<'X and varion~ s1dt.s, iron,
dead in~ect,;, ova of in!'u,;oria, mHI e ...:peeially "pores of cryptogamia and haeteria. The spores vary from
in March to 54,000 iu J uno, and moisture inereasos their umnber. The mortality from infections
'"'c'v"''V'' iuerca;;e~ wirh the nnmher of baeteria."
A microscopist, living in Lo,;
(Professor J. \Y. Hetlway), in nn,;wcr to certain queries,
informed me that, after going f,hrongh an orchard which had been recently irrigated, he always fonnd
pre;;eut, in his s:tlivu, not only thol:le particular
of bacteria which arc peculiar to moi~t ,.:oil, hut al,.:o
the ~pores of that organie growth variously known a::; green scum, green mould, feYer awl ague plant, &:e.
Not only were these found in the Hmcons secretions, hut they were also present in the perspiration.
Fortunately, r.hc exceeding dryncsl:l of dw :ctmosphere in those sections of our state wbt>re irrigation
is mol't generally nset!, ami our daily ocean wiHtls, prove our hest
ngaiust the dang·er~ of
mal.arial infection, excepting in the few localities where the ground is
satura1ed for lengthened
})erJOt!s.
No. 19,
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It is barely possible that intermittent and remittent fevers :tre more prevalent in well-drained
orchard lunds, where irrigation is carried on, than where none is practised, hut it will require long and
careful observation and experiment to establish this fully.
The fact, however, that bacteria and other organic growth;; are more abundant in the neighbourhood
of irrigated than of dry lands is an important point, and should be studied closely with the aid of microscopic research.
The f'amc dangers arising from irrigation are likewise great in the case of street sprinkling, and is it
not possible that some of tho:;c trouhle:; of the throat aml nasal pas~:~agcs, so closely resembling "hay fever,"
are caused by inhaling the dust of the streets, which is always alternating between saturation and dryness?
The prevention of zymotic diseases in irrigated districts has of late received considerable attention.
Of the methods employed, the removal of the surface water, and, where possible, the provision for systematic
drainage, has l;ecn the most successful. For i1Tigati01t in order to be innocuous must go hand in kand toitk
drainage. This fact has been demonstrated, time after time, by the drainage and cultivation of marshes
whose noxious cxhalations had previously rendered their vicinity uninhabitable, but which, after drainage and
cultivation, became healthy and fertile lands. These re:mlts are due to the removal of the superabundant
moisture and the conversion of the decomposing organic matter into 11lant food. It may also be said here
that while the dangers from standing water are seriom;, those arising from running water are in our climate
comparatively slight, for has it not been often asserted, and believed by many, that running water, like
air in motiou, does much to purify itself?
·where dminage cannot be aecompliHhctl, the removal of the products of decomposition by absorptive
plants bids fair to be successful to a large extent. The planting of the helianthus (sunflower) in the
Potomac flats, and the culture of rapidly-growing plants in the hayonH of Louisiana, have certainly modified
the prevalence of fevers in the localities where they have been grown. The planting of the eucalyptus in
the Campagna of It.aly is a more remarkable caHe, for there districtB which had been wholly depopulated
were made not only habitable, but eYen healthy, by the growth and inliuence of eucalyptus groves. In
part.s of Califol'llin the cultivation of the cinchona tree might be sncccssfully carried ont. Not only does
the cinchona possess all the virtues of the enealyptus, lmt it also commends itse.lf as a source of revenue
and profit. ln Southern California there exists every condition requisite to its snccessful culture.
By systematic removal of the surfhce water by drainage, together with the intelligent and careful
cultivation of the soil, and the planting of those trocs which help to hring about salubrity, it is confidently
expected that much good may be looked for in the fntnrc.
There is also another imperative necessity, namely, that people must be taught how to live. The
study of physiology must include the clemouts of hygiene, or sanitary science, and the lesson must be
taught that sound health can no more exiHt in the 10ame house with foul water, foul air, and foul persons,
than can moral virtue be contained in a phosphoric nimbus of filth. For, has it not heen truly said, "That
the health of the people is really the foundation upon which all their happiness and all their power as a
State depends."
The following commuuications from reliable and prominent physicians, and others, have been
rcccivml within the paRt few weeks, in reply to requests for opinions and observations on this subject.
Thoy will he reau with interest, as ~howing a remarkalJlc unanimity of opinion to the effect that irrigation,
nnucr the conditions of system, soil, and climate that obtain generally throughout tlus state, has not, a>J
yet, especially in Southern California, been productive of malarial di;,;ease to any such extent as to cause
alarm. At the same time it is sufficiently apparent that all those who have the general health of the public
at heart ,,hould not fail, whenever practicable, to point out the advantages of thorough systems of land
drainage, amt the necessity of drinking only pure water.
[From M. M. CHIPJ\IA.J."'!, :NI. D., San Francisco.]
".Irrigation produces a tendency to malaria, if carelessly managed, lmt if the engineering and levelling
of the land is sueh as not to allow the water to stand in stagnant pools, if the ditches arc kept properly
cleaned out, and if wholesome water, not open ditch water, is provided for domestic uses, the prejudicial
effects of irrigation may be nearly, if uot altogether, averted. And, on the other hand, the increasc(l vegeta~
tion, the covering of the Rnrfacc of the country with orchanls, shrubbery, and trees, must lessen and modulate
the extremes of ''Uminer heat, :md, in thal re~ poet, rcmlcr the climate more tolerable and salubrious. The
circmustnncc shou Id not J,c <wcrlookcd Hmt the air of rnn.larious regions in drifting through forests is purified
of its noxious prindples. and we may, therefore, :mticir1ate that the development of a considerable tree
growth over an irrigated Llistriet will b:wc a fa,-orahle influence, mul especially by devoting a part of the
surface to fore;::t tree culture, giving preference, whc11 pmctieaule, to snch varieties of the eucalyptus tree as
nrc adapted to the diJicrent localities. And, on the whole, the apprehension of mH.laria from irrigation sh01dd
have very little influence with nn intelligent people, as compared with the benefits of the enterprise."
[From Dr. H. N. HFCKEH, Mereed.J
"In the com1ty of J\:fcree<l there nrc only two localities where irrigation is practised up to the present
time. One i;; on the west side of the Sm1 .Tonqnin and the other on what i~> known a~ the' }forced Hiver
Bottom.' IIere, for mnny year;< past., pm·tionR of ihe bottom lnn<l have been irrigated with water from the
river, and fmm a regnlar hotbed, ~o to speak, for malarial dicenseR. The bottom varies in width from
perhaps one to three miles; is bounrletl on either ;;ide by high blnffs, :md, in most places, is covered by trees
and shrubs. It will thus he seen tlmt the bottom is ;;hiclded to a very great extent from the prevailing
winds. A~:~ far as I lmve been able to learn, this was n he~lthy locality till the water of the riVBI.' was turned.
out of itn proper channel. The soil is n rich black nllnvium, and, when watered, produces abundantly. At
other point;; on the river, more or less remote from irrigation, with like conditions, malarin is not present.
"In regard to the planting of trees, there seems to he a difference of opinion among those who have
given attcuti1:n to the snbic~t, ~s to .whether the effect is ~a~ntary or otherwise. It. would se~m that in
temperate lalltmles the eult1 vat1on of foretlt trees wonlcl contribute to health by protectmg 1he soli from the
rays of the ~nn, aml thus moderating the tempcnctnre, besides the consumption of miasmatic exhalation by
absorption through the leaven. To the eucalyptus globnlus has been attributed especial merits in this
partienlar, for the reaAon that to .their great abs?rbing p;nver.is m~inly dne the rapid!ty of thei: growth.
It is claimed for them that they w1ll absorh ten t1mes thmr weight m water, and that. 1£ plantecl m marshy
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soil they will dry it up in a short time. According to the 1Jfedical Times and Gazette of 11-l/;), the
English were the first to make experiments with them at the Cape of Good Hope, ami it i,; sai•l th<tt
'within two or three years they succeedeJ in onlirely changing t,lw climatic conJition~ of the unhealthy
part of the colony.' At Pardock, a town twenty mile~ from Algiers, situated on the Hmnyze, awl known
for it;; iufccte<l air, were rniscd in the spring of 187G about lii,OOO plants of eucalyptus globulus. In
July of this year, at which time the fever had in former years usually begun, there was not a ca~c, although
the trees were only nine feet high. Since that time the place has maintained a complete immunity from
disease.
"A farm is spoken ofin the neighbourhood of Constantine, which Wlk\ a mn,rsh emmmor and winter,
and was made dry in five years by 14,000 trees; the inhabitants enjoying excellent health. }luny other
instances are also mcntionell of the 8ftme marvellous success. But, flattering as the~e reports may seem, we
are confronted with instances which seem to set at naught both theory and practice in relation to this
m~ttter.
One particular in~tance may be mentioned, of a large farm on the open plain~:~ in Mcrced county,
which has been under a system of irrigation for a number of years. Quite a dense grove of eucalyptus
trees luls grown np around the farm-house, and for the past two or three yen,rs the effects of malaria have
become quite apparent. On other portious of the farm, where farm hands are domiciled, and where quite
as much water is used, with an nbseuce of timber, the effects are not noticeable.
"In latitndcH where the tempemtnre runs high, it has Leen argued that forest~. or the planting of
trees, do harm, for there, even in the shade, the temperature is abumlautly sufficieut fur the developmeut
of these effiuvia 'by the material which these trees supply for decomposition, the damp11ess which they
promote, aml the impediment which they offer to the diffitsion of the poison, far more than they can do
good by their consuming power.' At a temperature under ti0" .F. the peculiar morbill effects aneribod to
miasm seldom arise, while, on the other hand, a temperatnre of 80° or ~5o renders H very nctive. Experience
demonstrates that this activity increases with still further elevations of tempemtnre, for the nearer we
approach to the equator the more violent, as a general rule, do we find them, implying a greater intensity of
the cause. Throughout the larger portion of the great Han ,Joartuin Valley, where the thermometer
from 80" to llO' and more, in the shade, for mcmth;,;, it will not be smprbing that, with the other
favorable, malarial di~ease eventually may become a matter of serious moment,, ln fact, the es::eutials
to prodnedon of miaHmatic diseases appear to be heat, moisture, and vegetable decomposition.''
[From JtHige B. BRUNDAm:, Bakersfield, Kern County.]
"Iu reference to the sanitary effects of irrigation, I settlml here in January, 1872. At that time
there was hut little improvement made in the now irrigated portion of' the adjaeent country, rhe land being
covered with quite a. dense growth of brush, trees, aud other vegetation. Numerous ~!onghs meandered
through the valley below the river bluffs, the banks aml beds of which were bef(mlcd with dense vegetable
growths, causing the water to stagnate; the people rm;iding near the slough:; and ~Streams using the water
for drinking and other domer;tic purposes, all of which caused ahno;;t universal ;;icknc~s during the montlu!
of June, July, August, and September, from malarial fevers.
" tlince then the country has mpidly improved, the lands (~loughs aml swamp~) have been cleared
up, the waters taken from the sloughs and river aud diverted into largo irrigation cnuab, carrying flowing
water, comparatively free from vegetable growths, and used extensively for irrigating pnrposes. The people
have better habitations tmd nse water for drinking purposes from bored wells. Hence the gcuerul health or
the country has vastly improved, and the doctors complain of its being' distressingly healthy.' AlthoHgh
there is annually a large increase of irrigated acreage, yet the general health of the community stea(lily
improves. The clearing and cultivation of the land, and the annual cleaning of the eanalB ant! irrigating
ditches, cause the general health of the people to improve. On the west 1>ide of the river, out on the (]e,'lcrt
plain, where an extensive system of irrigation and cultivation of the soil has been carried on daring the past
six years, the l"Csidents are aH healthy as anywhere else in the state. Seven yem·" ago it was a barren plnin,
now there are farms all along the cnual for a distance of twenty-six miles, producing large crop~ annually
by means of irrigation, and no sickness occasioned by it to my knowledge.''
[From W. M. McFADDEN, Anuheim.J
"I have resided in a district in Los Angeles connty nearly sixteen years, in which, for the la~t seven
years only, the whole district has been under irrigation supplied from a ditch, whieh was eonstrneted for the
purpose. I have had excellent opportunities for observing the effeetH of irrigation upon the health of the
people within the irrigated district. I have noticed no change effected by irrigatiou. The henlth of the
people is good. No malarial epidemics, fevers, or rhenmati:;m. There are no stagnant pools, nor decayed
vegetable matter, as the drynes:; of the elhnato evaporates nll superfluous water and cures or matnre:s oJl
vegetable growth. In as dry a country as Southern California, I am ~atbllod that irrigation does not aflcct
the health of the community."
[From Capt . •T. Q. A. STANLEY, Los Angeles.]
"I can state, from personal knowledge and experience of over 30 years, that I have never known
of any eases of malarial fevers, or other tliseases, caused by irrigation in Lo;,; Angeles county, and I am
satisfied that, under ordinary circum,.;tances, and with a proper regard to the rules of health, there is nothing
in C01mexion with irrigation tlmt would neeessarily produce disease."
[From Dr. W. R. Fox, San Bernardino.J
"In regard to the production of malaria by irrigation, I would say that, dnring the ten year' I have
practiRed medieine in San I3ernardino and vicinity, I have seen a few caHes of mild malarinl fever that
I attributed to tbe action of water and heat upon recemly di;;turbed virgin soil. I do not tlduk 1hat
sufiicient irrigation, with proper cultivation, upon well-drained land, will prodnee maluria to any appreciable
extent, especially when there is a daily trade wind during the ~eason of irrigation."
[.From Dr. A. n. WooDILL, Riverside, San Bemardino county.]
"I have to say, as the result of my own observation and from informntion from other,-, that inigation
does not produce malaria iu this part of the ~tate. ~ot one case of well~marked di:;ease, of malo.rial
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has over occurred here. In f.'tct we have uo endemic disease of any kin•l at Riverside. Irrigation, therefore, ha;; no injurious influence on the public health. \Ve have had some few eases of fever of a mild
character, lasting from two to three weeks.
" We have had a few case~, certainly not more than six, of typhoid, in a year, that originated here.
"All of these cases undoubtedly had their origin in local inmnitary conllitions, and occurred for the
most part in the more thickly settled portions of the town proper.
"Mnny cases of typhoid fever, well developed, have come from abroad. \Ve get the credit of these,
hence the report that fever was epidemic at Hiver6idc.
"W c certainly have heat enough to promote fever, and in some places plenty of moisture, but the
materies morbi is wanting. The Santa Ana River rm1,.; on the wind wart! side of the valley throughout
its whole length.
" lf malaria originated ft'Om it, it would be blown (lirectly upon the settlement. People live along
its
and there has never Leen a case of malarial fever. Our water ditches run through the entire
valley, and they are all open ditches. The ;wil throngh which they pass is completely soaked at times, and,
other things being equal, oiler favomble cmHlitions for fever.
"I am satisfied that if the eommon sanitary precautions were ;,trictly practised by the people, that
all cases of fever would be prevented.
" The worst being said, I am still of the opinion that this is one of the most healthy communities in
California. Our <~ool nights induce sleep, which precludes the po:;sibility of much or any miasmatic
disease.
"As regards the benefit to lJe derived from tree-planting on the rainfall, I will say, however popular
the idea may be, I have failed to recognise any good to Le derived from it. The illimitaLle vastness of the
plains is sueh that it would require many years of plautiug to produce any visible dl'ect. I think, also,
that the influences that bring about iuereasetl rainfall do little good in this vnlley, even if every inch were
planted in trees, because of the everlasting hill"."
[From Dr. F. S. HrLU.RD, San Gabriel, Los Angeles county.]
"The .July number of the Zeit.~cltT~(t, edited by l'rofessor Klebs, contains some particulars of an
investigation into the physical can;;e or poison to which marsh or intermittent fever is due. The inquiry
was conducted lJy Professor Klcbs, of Prague, in cmlj unction with :Signor Tommasi, Professor of Pathological Anatomy at Rome. The two investigators spent seveml weeks during the spring season in the Agro
Romano, which i;; notorious for the prevalence of thiH particular kind of fever. They examined minutely the
lower strata of the atmosphere of the di,;trict in question, as well as its soil and 8tagnant waters, and in the
two former they discovered a microscopic fungus, consistiug of numerous movable shining spores of a longish
oval shape. The fungus was found capable of being artificially genernted in various kinds of soil. The
:fluid matter obtained was filtrated and repeatedly washed, and the residuum left was introduced under the
skin of healthy tlogs. The animals experimented on all had the feYer with the regular typical course.
After explaining minutely the results of their Yarious inver;tigations and experiments, these gentlemen are of
the opinion t.hat they !Jaye diseovcrml the real canse of the disease in question. As the fungus grows into
the shape of small rods, Tommasi and Klebs hRve given it the name of Bacillus Malarial.-[ilfedical 'I'imes
and Gazette, Octol1er 18, 187±.]
"If the fact of the existence of fungus, the so-called Bacillus ::VIalarial, is accepted as proved, it would
explain much that hitherto has been mysteriou~ in the natnre of malaria. Why is it travelling and infesting
districts hitherto free from it ? If it i,; due to n ;Jistiuct bacillus, the answer is now simple, for unless one
accepts the doctrine of spontaneous generation, he rnm;t have a parent for his child. He must have bacilli
to produce hacilli. :M:oistme and decaying vegetation alone are not enough, the bacilli must be present.
If our premises are correct, our conclusion is as certain as in the case uf variola or scarlatina.
" Hence, irrigation is perfectly safe, provided the soil was originally free from malaria, and the water
put upon it is also free from it.
"My own ohsern1tion here, in Southern California, leads me to believe that cases of malarial poisoning which have occurred were importetl. I have seen nothing yet to C!\U,;e alarm as to the evil effects of
irriglltion on health-granted that the air anLl soil arc free from all miasms, we have only to examine the
water, and, if that also is
malaria is there impo:;sible."
[From Dr. M. S. JoNES, Santa Ana, Los Angeles cDullty.]
"As to my observation of irrigatiou on malarial and zymotic feyers, I have this to say:
"I have been a practitioner for nine years in the Santa Ann Valley, and know the class of diseases
above mentioned have not increased. I came here when irrigation, to any extent, was jnst being begun.
Have seen the amount of irrigated land raised from three to 20,000 acre~, and can say truthfully no increase
of the above-named disease~ has taken place.
"The Santa Anu V alloy Irrigation Company has now 14,000 acres being irrigated from their canal,
ami a large percentage of the irrigators use the ditch water for domestic purposes, passing it through filters
to cisterns. Such a one I have used for three years, my family enjoying good health all the time.
"I am sure there luts been scarlet fever in but one familv eaiit of the Santa Ana River in tl1e nine
years, and in that family, five out ,.Jf oix ehildi·eu diad, caused by want of drainage and using water where
filth from a ,.;heep corral had access.
"Atl to tree planting on the minfall, health, &c., I know nothing from experience, but would advise
it on common tiEmso principi<;s."
[From }Ir. A. F. KimCUEVAL. J
"After a rc~idencc of fifteen years in Southern California, I am of the opinion that irrigation has
caused no increase of malarial diseases. Although the area of irrigated land has increased more than one
hundred fold within the laKt teu years, there has been no iucrease of malarial disease, excepting in proportion as our population has increai:!cd. The reason for this is obvious. All our landR requiring irrigation
are of a peculiarly porous or samly character, underlying which are strata of gravel, boulders, and sand of
unknown depth, thus giviug the most thorough under-drainage, and rendering it impossible for water to
remain on the surface a sufficient length of time to Lecome stagnant. Besides, water in the irrigated
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colonies is so precious that no one could afford to let it run to waste and form lakes or pools. Usually
only about one-thirtieth of each irrigated district is allowed water on any given day, and during the bnJance
of the month the ground becomes drier and drier as the moisture siuks from the snrface, or is evaporated by
onr peculiarly absorbent and drying atmosphere."
[From Dr. W. C. SmTH, Dowuey.J
"I lmve been for ten years in regular practice in the Los Nietos Valley, in Los Angeles connty,
perhaps the most abundantly watered region in Southern California, and where irrigation is more extensively pmctised than in any other region of the sa1ue extent. Cereals grow in winter without any irrigation.
During the last ten yearH, thousands of acres haYe been a(lded to the vine ami tree interests of this locality.
There are thousand8 of acres under irrign,tion now more than ten ycarH ago, yet I cannot sec that the
diseases of the country have been affected by it. The type has not changed nor sickne8s increased disproportionately to the increase of population. Intermittent and remittent fevers are almost never seen, unless
imported.
"It would seem that a legitimate effect of irrigation would be malaria to some extent, but there has
been no such result, perhaps owing to the fact that we have a strong ocean breeze about one-half of every
Jay, and besides there is no stagnant water, nor decaying vegetation. There seem to be no local nor climatic
diseases peculiar to this locality. :My opinion in genom! is that there is no healthier location anywhere in
the state."
[From Dr. 0. H. Co:sGAR, Pasadena, Los Angeles county.]
"Marsh miasm can scarcely be expected to ari~e from soih;, free from all Yegctatiou, that may be
periodically irrigated for the pnrrnse of promoting tree or vine development. The comlitions are so wiclcly different from those obtaining in the marshy lands that it is uot reasonable to anticipate analogous effects. The
use of pure water in irrigating soils lle\'Otml to vine or tree culture cannot be regarded as conducive to tho
development of malarial poison, but iu the application of sewage, or waters bringing down decomposing vegetable matter, if used for irrigating purposes, it is not otherwi;;c than reasonable that more or less malarial poison
will be set free to the snrronnding: atmosphere. \Y a tor~ brought down from the mountain streams iu iron or
cement pipes must reach their destination in as pure and wholesome a condition as when taken up, but if conveyed in open ditches, cemented or otherwise, the growth of vegetation wil I be found profuse, not only along its
borders and high np on their embankments, but ahm in all "hallow places in their chanuels. Here are favorable
conditions for the development of malarial poison, and such waters used either for domestic or irrigating purposes arc nece,.;s>~rily more or less umdwlesome, carryiug the germs of dism1se directly into the blood of those
\vbo me the water ot· inhale the at.mo~phcre of the irrigated district. Such ditnhes are also bnt little less
than open sewers receiving filth of all deHcriptiou~, lLHilnul as well a8 vegetable, mal statistics warrant the
statement that infections and contagions diseases 11ot only linger in such districts, but presnmably prepare
the ~ystcm of susceptible individuals for the roception and mpid propagation of those germs of disease and
death.
"Typhohl fever, scarlatina, measles, diphtheritic affoctions, &c., are known to first preYnil along snch
water-courses and those using the water for dome~tie purposes in certain districts, and not a case appearingamong the inhabitants using the same water at it;; fountain source, but brought out by iron pipes iuswad of
the open ditch. The two communities breathe the same atmosphere, li vc upon the same soil, and in .'llwrt
the same environment is identical in all respects, save in the mode of bringing out aml storing their tlomestic
and irrigating waters. It i~, therefore, app:~rent JWinu~jirci.e that the water is the somce of contaminntion.
It mu:;t be observed, nlso, that in all warm climat,cs the growth of vegetation and decomposition is often
much more ntpid than in the more temperate latitudes, and if the hypotlwsis be accepted tlmt none but
decaying or dead organie matter is infcetions, the bOUrees of malarial poison at least will be more easily
traced."
[From CHESTlm UowELL, M.D., l<'resno Uity.J
"One of the fir~t questious nsked by a newcomer into an irrigated section of country is: vYlwt is
the eondi tion of the health of this community, and do malarial fevers pmmil hm·c? Speaking fot· the
irrigated portion oft.he San Jouqnin Valley, iu which I have had a eontinuous re~idenee of nearly ten years,
I have generally been al1lc to an~wer those questions favombly, though it cannot be said tlmt malarial fevers
Jo not sometimes prevail.
"The complete tmnsformatiou of a country that is absolutely dry, treeless, and often barren of
vegetatiou, into almost a marsh with rank weed~ growing wherever allowed, and vegcta,tion remainin(l'
green the entire year, cannot be otherwise than productive of some sickness and of a character new to th~
locality. This transformation has already taken place in many parts of the San .Toaqnin Valley. \Yhon
settlement with irrigation fin>t began here the surface was as dry as powder for sevcu months of tlw year.
The water level was fi·mu 30 to lOO feet from the surface. Popnhttion consisted of the owners awl he~·ders
of a few bands of sheep, and was supplied with none of the luxuries of living. SickiH.l8S was very rare.
A tmet of eonntry wa5 surveyed into twenty-acre lots; a large canal built to the border of the settlement,
where it W!ts divided into a large numher of small cauab and distrilmtiug ditehes. The lots were plotwhed
chccke(l, or levelled off into one to three-acre sections, and these sections plou~od10d and scraped dow~
to a water level. '\'hen water was turned into the canals and on to the htnd it soaked into the ground as
into aH eHormonH sponge, and the l)lli ire ;;urfaeo settle( I from four to fifteen indte5. \Vlwtc\'Pr of ~egetable
or animal mutter wns in the soil hegau to det·ompo,;c nnd gaseous poison~ wore liberated. Vegetation sprang
up as Ly magic. Houses were built on each twenty-acre lot, and almost from the ],cginning eYervthincr in
the shape of vcgetal_,]e or fmit wn;; raised ami coHsnmed without limit. As the wil became san;rated,.,the
water-level graclually ro,;e higl10r till, im;tead of thirty or a hundred, it became from two to ten feet from the
snrfaee. Surface irrigation, whidt was a Hccessity at first, Lecame unnect'ssary utter a few year~, a11d in all
low lamls the que~tion of drainage became qf more importance than irrigation. \Yells which were originally deep tilled up to the water-level, and the water in them which had been goo(l Lccnme ~:tlty or mm!ldv
as the soit through which it had percolated had been alkaline or vegetaLle mould. It would seem tlu;t
these conditions here, in thi,; climate of long-continued summer, would prodnce an appalling amount of sickness, but such has not been the case. Thoro has been ~omo sickness, but it lms not been malianant nor
intractable, nor, ns a rule, from climatic cause::;.
"'
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"After ten years of careful observation and active meuical practice, during which time the changes
described have taken place over a vast tract of territory, I have arrived at the~e genernl eonclusions: Irrigation, of itself, need not and does not make a sickly country. Irrigation on a large scale, where water is
used to such an extent as to saturate and fill up the soil, and continued during the summer montlJs, will
produce a general malarial influence. It will be mo~t active where the soil is hard ur clayey, and where the
locality is protected by trees, hills, or otherwise from the summer winds which sweep up the San Joaquin
Valley nenrly every afternoon. This malarial influence is but a small factor among the causes of disease.
Sickness is mo:;t prevalent during the first three year;; of settlement, aiHl decreases with a better knowledge
and observance of the rules of living applicable here. }lost of the causes of sickness in an irrigated country
are visible and can be overcome, and the tendency to sickness decreases as the settlements grow older.
Among causes are : Impure water, excessive and indiscreet drinking of water, careless use of fruits, and
malaria. The water under most of this valley before irrigation was practised was reasonably good, as a
rule containing more of the potash and soda salts than palatable, and bnt little lime, but not unwholesome.
As water f()r irrigation is brought upon the plains, the wells fill up and the water partakes of the character
of the soil tlu·ough which it has percolated. In some localities it becomes strongly alkaline, and in others
impregnated with vegetable matter, and where the roots of poplar and willow trees are abundant near the
well the water becomes bitter. In any case, it is unwholesome. The continued use ~f the alkaline water
deteriorates the blood, weakens digestion, and prepares the system for the development of disease. "When
strongly impregnated with vegetable matter, as is the case in the black loam and clayey lands, there is no
question but its use is one of the most prolific causes of fevers. There are few localities in the valley
where good water cannot be obtained by boring down to the original good water levels and casing the wells
with imporvions iron cases, which should be firmly landed in one of the stratas of clay which underlie the
valley. In this way the surface water is cut off and a possible cause of sickness obviated.
"The excessive drinking of water aml the indiscriminate use of fruit are matters wholly within the
control of people themselves, and while, next to impure water, the cause!! of a great deal of sickness, no
remedy can be here suggested.
"As has been stated, where irrigation is practised extensively, a general malarial influence will be
developed, but experience seems to demonstrate that ex!lept under very unfavorable conditions the malarinl
influence will not be active, and has a tendency to decrease rather than increase with time. Where the soil
ie loose and porous, whiteash or sandy, with a rapid under-drainage, as is the case on the plains west and
south of Fresno, with moderate care it is doubtful whether malaria will ever be seriously felt. The summer
northerly winds exert a purifying influence, amllocalities receiving the full benefit of them are less affected
than localities cut off from them by the contour of mountain ranges or by timber. The effect of treeplanting can scarcely be estimated as yet, though it is certain that the growth of willows and cottonwoods
already allowed on some of our farms, by shutting out the winds, haR already brought a hanest of fevers.
The prophylactic properties of the Australian gum tree in malarious sections remains to be demonstrated,
few here having planted these trees in sufficient numbers to have any appreciable influence. In one case
on a large ranch that has been irrigated for nearly ten years, the buildings are situated immediately adjoinino- a large enenlyptus grove, and malarial fevers have never prevailed there. As they have prevailed on
adjoining ranches, it would seem that the gum trees have served as protectors. The tree is clean, free from
insect pests, purifying and health giving, ~I:d its cultivation ought to be encoumged. Satisfied of its beneficial inflnence, as well as of its value as timber, 1 have urged its planting in every part of the county, and
believe it will yet prove one of the most valuable adjuncts to the health and the wealth of our community.
It is a remarkable fact that diphtheria has never prevailed to any considerable extent upon the irrigated lands
of this part of the state, though it has prevailed in a most malignant form on the dry lands of the plains
and in the foothills and mountains. I can give no satisfactory explanation of the fact, and have heard nono
given. Likewise pneumonia is rarely ever seen in our colony settlements, and typhoid fever is rarely met
with in these localities. As almost the entire state of California must eventually be irrigated, the health
changes likely to occur become a matter of great interest, and I woulJ. urge that it receive the attention of
physicians in every part of the state."

APPENDIX K.
IMPORTS

of Bottled, Dried, and Preserved Fruit, Jams, &c., in Australasian Colonies 1883,
exclusive of Intercolonial Imports.
Colony.

Articles.
i

Victoria.

Fruit, bottled
dried-Currants
"
Raisins ...
" other
,."
Jams and" Preserves ...
Almonds
Nuts
Walnuts

...

£
2,730
40,519
36,297
11,208
9,051
3,540
2,750
125

...

106,220

...
...

...
...
...

Total

...
...

I New Sout.h
Wt!.les.

£
2,516

i

93,650
39,015

}

8,197

, Queensland

•

£
1,920
l8,0ll
5,700
4,962
9,594
915
393
53

{

South
l 'Vcstern
Australia. i Australia.

£

£
523*
I
22,015}
l,950t 5,265! 14,9'16
!
7,865
8,330
...
944ti
...
433
3,005
...
1,109
260

£

£
2,248
14,682
7,049
10,958
2,270

}

Total.

377

9

New
Zealand.

Tasrnanfo.~

... i ...

l
{

...

i

}

.£

9,93'1
285,107
69,204
21,166

•

143,378

* Including preserved fruit..
Office of the Government Statist,
Melbourne, 27th May, 1885.

31,548

37,593

2,894

5,958

57,823

385,414

Exclutling

H. H. HAYTER,
Government Statist.
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APPENDIX L.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

Washington, D. C., April 7, 1885.
The lion. Alfred Deakin, "NI.P.,
Solicitor-General and Minister of l'nblic Works,
President of the Royal Commission on W a tor Supply,
from Victoria, Australia.

SIR,
In response to your verbal inquiry as to the facts and conditions surrounded and connected with the
question of irrigation within the United States, the Department of Agriculture, which .for some ti_rne past
has been engaged in a partial inquiry into the subject, through one of its staff, "Nir. R10hard ,J. Hmton, a
gentleman specially well-informed and acquainted with the section of the Union more directly interested,
takes great pleasure and interest in forwarding to you the following summary of facts and resLilts so far
obtained.
The scope of the inquiry has been directed to what is known, and as to what ha1:1 been practically
accomplished, in the following directions : 1. As to the extent and character of the area within which, broadly stated, the humidity and
precipitation is insufficient for full industrial uses, and wherein the same is often so
iiTcgular in charact.er as to make the insufficient average rainfall still more unreliable.
2. As to the extent of the rain and snow-fall within the area to be indicated; also the evidences
obtained as to increase or decrease of precipitation, in connexion with agricultural
settlement, the increase of travel, pastoral occupation, the destruction of the timber
mainly by its use for settlement purposes, the effect of the destruction of the native
graHscs and the sllbstitution of other and cultivated varieties.
3. The sources of water supply, their character, uses, conservation, and the means employed,
natural and artificial, for their distribution.
4. "'hat has been and is being accomplished in the way of artificial methods of water distrilmtion ami economy, and the laws and customs pertaining thereto, as well as to the
progress of tree-planting, and the eficcts that are known to have resulted.
As to the extent and prevalence of aridity within the United States, inquiry develops grounds for the
statement that there ~H, comparatively speaking, but a moderate proportion of this country which can
properly be termed au m-id region; there is, however, a very large area, embracing at least one-third of our
total hmd surface, wherein the water i'llll)Ply, whether surface or subterranean, and in the form of precipi·
tation, is both inadequate and irregular in character. This great area may be defined as to its eastern
boundary by the ()8th meridian of wc,;t lougitutle. The western boundary may be in pare placed at the
Pacific Ocean, though more accurately the coast range of California would be the line. The northern
boundary is the British territorial line we:;t from the ()8th degree to the summit of the Sierras, or the 120th
meridian. Following the summits of the main range, the north-west line would deflect to the central
portion of Oregon, following the south-westerly bend of the mountains down to the northern boundary of
California.
The southern limit of this dry area would be the northern line of :1\Iexico, and thence south by east,
along the valley of the Rio Gramle, down to the Gulf of l\Iexico. The area then, east and west, through
its central and larger portion, runs from the 98th to the 124th meridians of west longitude, and in its
greatest prolongation from the 43rd to the 27th degree of latitude north and south.
In it:; more northern }lOrtion it nms cast and west from the 98th to the 120th degree of west longitude. The larger portion from north to south is embraced by the 32nd and ·13rd degrees. These lines
cover one-half or the States of Kansa~ and Nchmska, the whole of the States of Colorado ami N cvada, with
three-fifth~ of that of California, one-third of Texas, and about the same of Oregon, also the whole of
the territories of Dakota, Wyoming, New ::\Iexico, Utah, Montana, Idaho, and Arizona, with at least one·
third (ca~t of the mountains) of Wa;;hington territory. Thi~ makes an area of about one-third of onr
whole territorial surface, incltndve of Al:tska. How mnch of the latter-named territory may be wholly or
pnrtially arill and desert in character cannot yet he estimated, a:-; but little beside,; the com;t section ha.i
been explored.
The east and west, lhws of the dry region are, in its wiLl est ccetiou, over 1,fiOO miles apart, a!lll in
its greatest length north an(\ sonth about 1,000 miles. If the whole region was compactly arranged, it
would make a block of n.bout 1,001) miles square. The area thu,; indicated may be subdi viLled ngain into
three broad divisions, as follow:o;:1. The plains region, running north and south from the British American line to the lower
portion of the Rio Gramle valley in Texas, ami east and west from the 98th to the 105th
degree of west longitude. This division m!ty be broadly declared to have a general rise
and altitude of from 1,500 to 5,000 feet, though it will fall below that at either end of
the area. It i~ but Hparingly supplied with streams, which are mainly fed from
mountain sonrees; the annual precipitation iH nearly everywhere below what is considered
to he a reliable amount for economic uses. In the central portion this will not exceed,
under favomble eondi tions, as to the central or main portion, 18 inches per ammm in the
eastern purt, diminishing aa ir, moves westward to an average of about 14 or 15 inches per
annum. In the ,;onthern or Tcxai' portiou of this area the rainfall will somewlmt exceed
20 inches on the Oitst, decrca><iug until, on the north-western cxtrernitie:;, it. will reach
only fl or 10 inches in the most favorablc seasons. In the uorthern, or Dakota portion,
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the average is more evenly maintained. Thi~ division will include the western half of
Kansas and Nebmska, one-third or the eastern foothills and plains region of Colorado,
the major portion of Dakota, the eastern half of Wyoming territory, and one-third or more
of the Indian tenilory and Texal', with about onc-fonrth or the eastern part of New
Mexico. It is drained by n number of stream;;;, some of them of importance, and it is
bmmded on the east and north by the Missouri Hivcr and its affincnts, nnd by the Peeos
and Cimmaron Rivers ou the west and south-west. Its soil i:; almost uniformly fertile.
Natural grasses of most nntritiom; qunlity are fonnd throughout its area. It is now one
of the most important grazing sections of the west, and large farming settlements are
moving steadily and compactly westward fi·om the eastern line, while at various points
in its western limits there are important fanning communities, created mainly by the nso
of watm·, as applied t.hrou~h irrigation ditches and other means of storage and
distribution. The valley of the Upper Hio Gran de region, from its sources in the San
.Juan range, or the west limit of the Ran Luis Pare, in Southern Colomdo, to where the
Rio Granrle Dravo del Norte debonches from New Mexico into Texas, and becomes the
boundary-line between this and the republic of Mexico, has for many generations been
the seat of extensive, if local and unsystcmatized, modes nf irrigation. The Pueblo, or
town-dwelling Indians, have for centuries practised it. Since the Spani~h conquest in
the 16th century, the mixed 1Iexirnn people who have inhabited it have always been
obliged to irrigrtte in onler to cultivate. In these latter c.htys onr own more enterprising
people are inaugurating aud carrying on larger enterprises and projects, whose advantages
are already perceivable.
2. The sccol!(l great division can be mo~t distinctly chnraetcrized, if any portion may, as the arid
section of the Unitell State~. It lies between the l05th and the 120th meridians, ea.st
and west, and from the British American line as far west ns the I 20th meridian, going
southward by the summits of the continental ran~e to the northern line of California.
The southern boundary will be the northern line of Mexico, and a portion of north-west
'I'exas. This will take in the whole of our intra-monntain
from the foothills of
the Hockies to the lower slopes and foothills of the Sierra X cvada in California. To the
nortl1, therefore, it is limited by the cnst flank of the Sierras. Within this area, except
on the higher and arid heights of the ranges, principnl or secondary, there is almost
generally good pasturage for cattle to be fonll(l. The natural grasses arc sun-cured, and
with the comparatively mild winter climate which characterizes this intra-mountain
region, in its westwardly flow, afford mnple food and rnnge for many million head of
cattle.
The only limit seems to be the water supply. Thi~ problem is now becoming· one for serious
consideration. There arc desert tracts and arens within tlds great region which are undoubtedly arid and
desolate to the extent of ,irreclaimability; lnn, taken in connexion with the whole extent, the space they
occupy is but small.
The defined outlines of this second tlivision coYer the great Dasiu r;oction, of which Utah nnd its
water reservoir-the grtlat Salt I~ake-are the dominating physical and geologic features ; the Colorado
plateau region, which occupies the larger portion of Southern Nc.-adaaml Northern Arizona; the beautiful
pares of tllc Rocky :Mountains, or the enstern flank aud rmlges of the Northern American Cordillera
system; the table lnml~ of Southern Arizona; and of the g-reat valley,; and basin made on the north by the
Colnmbin. River and its important affiuents in Eastern Oregon, Idaho, and Montana. Arid and desert as
such a stupendous mountain system muf't seem to be, it will be fonnrl, on examination, to have large sections
capable of agricultural uses, and also to lwhl within its borders ;;uch sources anr:l llnpplies of water as,
properly conserved, protected, and distributed, by proper eugineering and competent skill, under the wise
and conservative direction of national and State Governments, will be found of ample 11tility for the
purpo::!cs-lst, of larger pn;,;toral uses; 2ntl, of more limited and localized, but still extensive, agricultural
purposes; and 3rd, as storage and reservoir source;,, from which, M. no (listant day, tho life-gi>·ing watm·s
may be conveyed ro ami distributed over ,·ast area:::, which our
though limited, experiences already
prove can be converted into fertile farms.
A glance at a good topogrnphiealmap will ilulicate to the ob~ernmt 0yc the areas under reference.
For example, the central section of ibe Hocldes (in Colorado, 'Vyoming, and a portion of Xew
Mexico) contain the sonrces of importnnt river~. This hydrological area i,; extensive, as there are a number
of lnkes, some of consi.lerable size, while the snow precipitation is also quire he;wy. There is snfficicut
achieved already in Colorauo, under the stimulation of priyatc need aml profit, to indicate what may be
accomplished under larger direction.
The entire foothills region, a eonsideral>lc portion of the plains rolling eastward to the 98th meridian
and beyond the important valleys of the Hio GralH1e, Plate, and Arkansns, with many small vaJiey areas
related thereto, might aJl be reclaimed from the water snpplies and precipitation to be found in the frontal
range of the Rocky Mountnins. Taking the extreme west, and even brief inquiry and examination will
satisfy the inquirer that tho higher .Sierras, under proper engineering eonservation and wise plans of distribution, to be ('arried out for the interest of the eommon weal rather than of corporate profit, contain n.
supply of water, from the snow precipitation alone, sufficient to supply the whole of the great valley aml
foothills regions of Central and Southern Califomin, now llcing so ntstly developed as a wheat and fruitgrowing region.
In the northern portion of om intra-mountain area, the hydrological system, covered by the
Columbia and Snake Uiver~ and their affincnt~, will give for pttsture and agriculture n sufficient water
supply.
Taking the somhern portion, where the Colorado l'latcau descends to the Yalleyl:l of the Gila and
Colorar:lo, and forms the me,.ca or talJle-lands of Southern Arizona and New Mexico, there has already been
utili7ed a water snpply snfficient for cattle, nnc.l in several exterHicd portions, as in the valleys of the Gib,
Hio Verr:li, Salt, Colorn.llo, Chiquito, Sau Pmlro, and Santa Crnz, enough almost for the present general
agricultural and horticnltural purposes. The inquiries of the CommissionerF, aR made in Arizona, will give
illustrations of this sufficient to prove the general statement.
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It may be estimated that, of our whole intra-mountain region below the timber line, as herein outlined, at least 60 per cent. affords fair pasturage, with sufficient watering places, though often at long
intervals apart, and subject to various limitations, which are rapidly being in a degree overcome, and will
hereafter largely disappear as more attention and skill is directed to the subject. The facts accessible in
Utah and Nevada will show these possibilities. There eau now be made no really accurate estimate of the
amount of this intra-mountain area that may be utilized for arable and horticultural purposes; but it is within
bounds to declare that one-fourth of its acreage (as already limited) as a whole may be so utilized when the
accessible water sources shall be brought into use. In a very large portion the per cent. will be quite
small ; in others it will greatly exceed the general estimate here made. It must be borne in mind that in
both estimates the higher mountain sections, embracing at least one-fifth of the whole region, is excluded.
However, on the summit of the highest plateau region in Northern Arizona, for instance, cattle are successfully wintered at an altitude of from 7,000 to 10,000 feet above the sea.
3. The third division embraces the Pacific coast region from the western slopes of the Sierras Nevada
(in California) to the ocean, and takes in the great transverse valley troughs or plains cradled between the
Sierras foothills and the coast range-the great wheat granary of the Golden State, and also the fruitgrowing section, yearly rising in importance. It is not necessary to amplify any reference to the physical
aspects of' this division, as they are already familiar to the President of the Australian Commission.
Attention should, however, be drawn briefly to the uses of water within its boundaries. The first division
then in order of interest will be that which has been placed third in physical sequence. This division
embraces the State of California, lying between the 120th meridian of west longitude aml the Paeific
ocean, east and west, and between the 40th and 31st degrees of north latitude. The extent, character,
and results of irrigation are similar questions of State polity. As the President of the Commission of the
Colony of Victoria has doubtless made inquiry into the details of California irrigation practice and means,
it is unnecessary herein to do more than point to some salient facts developed by the growth of irrigable
cultivation:1. In the San Joaquin Valley, at Frcsno, and at different points in Southern California, as Los
Angeles, San Gabriel, Riverside, Anaheim, San Diego, it is being rapidly developed that
water is obtainable at moderate depths, and, apparently, in all directions. This factor is
reducing, wherever it has been reached and utilized, the need of surface irrigation, and
that, too, in a striking degree. The fruit growers, viticulturists, and wheat farmers are
uniting in the testimony that the seepage or percolation of the soil by means of surface
irrigation has increased wherever it has been steadily praetised in California to so great
an extent the humidity thereof that there is a marked decrease in the use of surface
water by means of irrigating channels. It is no longer a speculation to assert that
cultivation, within the dry valleys and plains of Central and Southern California, is
having the effect of drawing upwards by capillary attraction the sub-terrene supplies or
water, and to a distinct and marked degree lessening the need of surface application.
How much, if any, effect this increased humidity of the surface soil may have on the
atmospheric humidity is not yet known. The increase of evaporation by means of
cultivation, both of trees and plants, must ultimately produce a beneficial change in this
regard.
2. The full industrial use of water in California must necessarily be governed by the larger
topographical and other physical conditions. Those of climate, as to winds, humidity, and
temperature, are somewhat uniform in character, and may easily be calculated upon.
The precipitation seldom exceeds 22 inches annually, and over a greater portion of the
State falls below that estimate. Hence, it is insufficient for full industrial uses. Broadly
stated, the physical features are divided into what may be termed(a.) The natural area of sources, supply, and reservoirs; that is, the higher portions of the
Sierras Nevada, upon the western flanks and summits of which the snow precipitation
is heavy where physical formation creates the great catchment basins, and whose
altitude is sufficient to break, deflect, and dessicate the great moisure-bearing eurrents
from the Pacific Oeean.
(b.) The foothills region, extending from l\fount Shasta to the San Bernardino Range. This
is the seat, also, of the important mining operations, hydraulic and lode, of this State, It
is, consequently, the area in which the water supply section has been drawn upon, and
made most extensively available by means of eatchment areas, dams, ditches, and flumes.
It has, also, especially in what is designated as the lower foothills, where the altitude is
below 2,500 feet, extensively utilized these supplies and distributing agencies, natural
and artificial, for agricultural and horticultural purposes. Experience has developed
that, in this subdivision of the State (which for all practieal purposes embraces nearly
all of Northern California), irrigation must, for such industrial purposes, be heavier and
more continuous than elsewhere.
(c.) This subdivision embraces the great valley region of the State-its most important
wheat and grain-growing section-and includes the extensive drainage basins of the
Sacramento, San Joaquin, Feather, Bear, Yuba, American, Cosumnes, Mokelumne,
Tuolumne, ~!creed, King::;, Fre:mo, Kern, and other streams, large and small. It covers
an area of over 34,000 square miles, is divilled into sixteen counties, and within this area
every problem connected with the industrial use of water and its conservation, legal and
practical, is in process of both application and discussion. The most extensive canal
system, with the combination of farming interest in control of supply, or the application
of capitalistic enterprise to induce land settlement primarily and water purchase subsequently, are to be found therein,
There are also well-developed artesian belts in the upper portions of the region. The lower portions
are subject to tidal overflow and river inundations, while the existence of water at a moderate depth is
being demonstrated in almost every portion of the great valley areas. This region embraces not only the
No. 19.
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major portion of the wheat-producing area, but is also the seat of large vitieultural and horticultural
activity. In wheat alone, for fifteen of the valley region counties, was, in 1884, as follows:Colusa
Contra Costa •••
Fresno
Kern
M creed
Placer
Sacramento
San J oaquin
Solano
Stanislaus
Sntter
Tehama
Tulare
Yolo
Yuba

Acres.

450,000
136,500
32,501
14,322
188,200
32;728
94,370
248,357
81,536
453,412
95,528
130,553
262,272
140,000
23,130
2,361,499

The entire area laid down in wheat within the State of California was, in 1884, 3,267,109 acres,
producing over 57,420,000 bushels, or for the valley region alone over 40,000,000 bushels. The importance of these figures, as connected with the supply of water, is perceived when it is remembered that much
of the area made so productive has been reclaimed by the use of water, and that in doing tlils there has
been developed some facts worthy the closest attention from those who have iu hand the problem of water
supply and conservation for the British Colonies of Australia. Perhaps the most gratifying, as well as
significant, fact developed by the irrigation experiences of California, especially in the valley region, is that
connected with the capillary quality of the s0ils, which are generally of great thickness and tenacity.
Underlying these surface soils there are found almost everywhere, at moderate depths, impervious strata,
by which the water drawn too rapidly from the over-drained surface has been happily preserved. Owing
to this almost generally established condition of things, water throughout the central portions of the State
is being obtained from ordinary wells. It is pumped to the surface and distributed by the agency of
peculiar windmills, which are now known in all parts of the world. The altitude of the Californian valleys
is nowhere great, and the lower portions are at but moderate heights above sea-leveL That of the foothills region is from 2,500 to 4,000 feet.
The rivers themselves carry water enough to irrigate either side of their channels, and, now the
debris created by the hydraulic mines is no longer poured into their channels, they may be more surely
depended upon for agricultural service. It is being established at all the centres of farming, where irrigation has been, and yet remains, the supreme need for the successful consummation of agricultural activities,
that the amount of surface water so required is yearly growing
Inquiries made by the Commission
will afford evidence sufficient for the careful consideration, at least, of the pregnant suggestion that Californian experience raises so strongly-as to whether the cultivation of the soil in surface-dry and winddessicatcd areas, such as the valleys and lower tablelands of that State were assumed to be but a few years
since, does not in the first place and of itself tend directly to an increase of surface humidity by capillary
attraction, or the drawing upon the sub-terrene water supplies that are unquestionably found in the under~
lying strata. In the second place, are there not seen reasonable gr01~nds for presuming that there are
bodies of such waters flowing below or underlying considerable areas of the valley plains and table-land
regions of Central anrl Southern California? The precipitation of raiu, and of suow with its annual melting,
would be in itself sufficient to feed such subterranean bodies. It is evident that these aqueous supplies do
not directly flow to the ocean within the hydrological channels anti ba~inll thrtt have been worn through the
surface and other stratum. The streams and rivers of California do not earry volume enough to account for
the amount of deposition that could be calculated upon, if it be possible to utilize the same, within the subdivision designated as the source and supply area of the Sierras. If such bodies of water exist, they
will be utilized (as in some instances has been the case) by borings that have reached, or may yet reach,
waters that will flow to the surface, or will have the more distinct characteristic;; of artesian streams. The
high altitudes at which waters disappear into the earth must give them, when arrested under the tablelands and plains below by impervious strata, a force ample to propel the same up and above the surface,
and to give them the V!tlue of living perennial streams or springs. In other words, there are two sources
of sub-terrene waters to be utilized in California for fullest industrial purposes. The first is the water
arrested in its flow from the surface, at moderate depths, and which it is being widely established can be
reached and drawn upward, by the loosening of the soil consequent upon eultivation, and by the hardy and
penetrative qualities of the plant roots, drawing from below the life-sustaining moisture denied them from
above by climatic conditions. The other source is to be found in the deeper bodies of waters, that are
presumably the lost and sunken floods of the Sierra;;. That such bodies exist there is more than conjectural data to indicate. Both these suggestions are worthy the attention of the Commissioner in considering
how far the physical aspect of California may prove of service in hints towards solving the problem of
water conservation in the colony of Victoria.
3. Passing from these points, the third division, or Southern California, embodies the features of
both the valley and foothills region. It is also affected in its western portion by the
trade winds and other coast influences; and its extreme southern and eastern section is
modified and moulded by the great Colorado plateau formation, of which the boundary
mountains and mesa, or table lands, are in fact a p:1rt. There are great stretches of arid
mesa, or secondary table-land, which must be counted as desert, though the major portion
has native grasseH sufficient to feed a large number of animals. There is also sufficient
development, espe~ially in I.os Angeles and San Bcrmtrdino counties, for example, to
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indicate the possible and profitable reclamation of considerable portions of these so-called
deserts, provided the waters now available, explored and utilized, can be distributed over
their surface. The Southern Californian division approaches, in many of its products, a
semi-tropical fertility and luxuriance. It is the chief seat of the orange culture. The
lemon, olive, date, fig, almond, pomegranate, nectarine, and other fruit-trees requiring
warm and fecund soils and skies, grow in abundance there. The upper or northerly
part of this subdivision forms a part of the great wheat-producing area of the State.
The area under wheat was, in 1884, as follows : Acres.

Los Angeles
San llernardino
San Diego

255,000
7,321
27,351

Total

289,672

That is nearly one-third of the Sta:c·,, production outside of the valley region. The
table land or mesa portions are extensively utilized for the pasturage of cattle and
sheep.
In the southern section of California, then, the absence of any considerable hydrological basins with
flowing waters in them makes the methods of conservation of great significance. The economic use of
water therein has almost approached perfection. The conservation of the Los Angeles River, and of other
similar but smaller streams, within the three great counties into which Southern California is legally divided,
is in proof of this. The important facts in relation to irrigation arc the existence, almost uniform, of an
artesian water-belt, with force enough, when reached by borings at a depth almost uniformly of about 300
feet, to flow to the surface; and the other one already alluded to, that irrigation itself seems to uniformly
lessen the need thereof by the loosening of the soil, as well as by the seepage from the canals and ditches,
&c., until the increased humidity of the earth has become so marked that many viticulturists and other
small fruit-growers are deciding against the use of surface waters at all, or in very limited quantities, in
their vineyards, gardens, and orchards.
4. The practical legal issues involved in the conservation and distribution of water for economic
uses within the State of California involve questions of the most serious character.
There arc distinct community methods of control, as seen in the laws and :tJOlicy found
operative within the State.
The first comes from the admixture of the Indian community, or pueblo life, with that of the Spanish
conqueror, both being affccte!l an!l shapml hy the needs and customs of people to whom irrigation has always
been a prime necessity. The lllllian, with his tribal clan or village organization, has regarded land and
water as common or commnnal:tJroperty, in the use of which all had a right. The Spaniard regarded the
land as his by conquest; but that the water, being necessary for its full utilization and profit, must be
controlled by the king, i.e., the State, and therefore should be for public use. The Eni[lish common-law
doctrine of riparian rights had no place in the economy of either people. The :tJUblic charge of the water
supply at Los Angeles aml elsewhere in Southern California illustrates to what perfection the community
may bring control and distribution.
The discovery of gold brought with it, in California, the rapid adoption of a miners' code, both as to
the occupation of mineral " claims" ~Lml of water-rights. This code has become the foundation of nearly
all our legislation, State and national, as to the disposition and use of the mineral lands, and, in a minor
degree, it has also dominated and shaped the water usages, so far a~ mining is concerned. The public use
of water is fairly established in that direction. But, as to the other and larger utilization in agriculture,
the drift of events in California seems to be away from the controlling customs and ideas briefly referred
to. This tendency began early in the construction of large works in the upper foot-hills aud Sierra regions,
for the purpose of obtaining a water supply large enough to carry on the great hydraulic enterprises which
for a quarter of a century past have been so marked a feature of California gold mining. The corporate
power came into existence at first to help the labour and energies of individuals, and later, as it would seem,
to dominate them by the creation of artificial persons, whose only aim could be that of making dividends,
umlcr more or less wise direction and policy. The water ways and supplies of the State have thus been
passing under the control, in forms more or less direct, of incorporated companies. Some of these are
composed of those by whom both land and water are to be used in conjunction. Others are controlled by
those who have obtained possession and ownership of great bodies of land, and, in order to either use or
dispose of them, have been obliged, at large outlays, to bring water ihereon. The tendency in all directions
is to put the farmer at the disposal of chartered collectors of water taxes, for such must be the form of
payment for the use of one of the great divisions or elements of natural property-water. This tax must
be equitable or otherwise, according to the character of the State or local control over those who vend the
same, and the needs thereof by those who pay. The different methods have ample illustration within the
State of Califomia, that of community control being seen in its best aspects at Los Angeles, while different
and varying methods of association and corporation, constrnction, and control of such inigation works, all
more or less by the indulging necessity of the community, will he found in large form at such points as
Riverside or Frc~no, in Tnlare and Kern counties, and elsewhere. The State has, by legislation and
administrative control, done much, these later years, to correct the equilibrium, and hns thus put the private
enterprise to ~omc extent, in this dealing with an elemental property and a natural source of wealth, under
the sovereignty ol' the body politic. California is divided into irrigation districts, as the Commissioner is
aware. A State engineer has heen placed in a supervisory position over these, and encouragement is given
to the landowners, occupants, and cultivators thereof to enter upon the work of irrigation-construction
by means of corporative endeavour, in the form of joint-stock associations. Under these laws, the extent
of' conservation and distribution i~ in a large degree placed under control, and local rules are allowed,
sanctioned by experience, to have the force of law. All1lds the Commissioner will have learned.
The refereuce made to those matters is for the purpose only of suggesting the lines upon which, in
California at least, tlw intcrcstiug problems that are there in process of solution have been started and carried
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on. The State Supreme Court has reccmtly complicated the question of water use by a decision affirming
and applying the common-law doctrine of riparian rights to the running waters of the State. The particular case that called this decision forth relates to a great irrigation enterprise carried out by large landowners, who have diverted a considerable portion of the waters of the Kern River, in Southern California,
over the lands they own and are preparing for colony sale and occupation. The landowners on the same
stream above the ones adversely affected by the decision have gained their point, but the questions involved
in the decision are so serious as to affect the rights and necessities of many thousands of farmers and horticulturists all over the State, and may indirectly, perhaps, do so in the long run over the entire area within
the United States, where the artificial conservation and distribution of water must become a prime necessity
of land occupation and cultivation. There are modifying influences at work on the agitation felt in Californ:a. It is already suggested by some intelligent irrigationists that it would be easy for a wealthy corporation of waterholders and landowners to cripple all the farmers above them in any stream, unless there
was some modifying legal right enforced, either by priority of ditch construction or water pro-emption, or
by the enforcement of the common-law doctrine of riparian rights, modified as to the amount to be used
by any such owners, and providing for the return of surplus of unused waters to the upper streams, so that
landowners below may have their equities preserved.
Within the limits of the second great or intra-mountain division lying between the 105th and l20th
degree of west longitude cast and west, and the Mexican and British-American frontiers north and south,
the Commissioners will have found irrigation works and experiments in progress, small in extent, perhaps,
in most cases, but extensive when aggregated. The larger portion of Colorado, New Mexico, Wyoming,
and all but a small portion of Eastern Montana, are within the limits assigned. The whole of Nevada,
Utah, Idaho, and Arizona, and the eastern half of Oregon and of Washington Territory, are also included.
The physical character of this vast region, comprising 15 degrees of longitude and nearly 17 of latitude,
makes a total area of 1,100 by 900 miles square. In its northern portion very little worth mentioning has
been attempted in the way of irrigation. In Utah, however, an extensive system is well under way, and
a large area has been reclaimed. The evidence of its character and value arc seen not only in the valleys
near to Salt Lake City, but in all the Mormon settlements within the territory.
The influence of the Mormon polity in directing industrial activity has often been commented upon.
In no one thing is it more apparent than in this great work of the conservation and distribution of
the water supply. It exhibits several noteworthy features. They are( a.) The treatment of natural water supplies, under legislation, as public property, to be used
for the common benefit.
(b.) The construction of all distributive agencies (artificial) at the cost necessarily of those to
be benefited.
(c.) The incorporation of the expected beneficiaries by neighbourhood companies, under general
law, and the assessing of such cost, co-operatively, by means of share purchasing and
holding, according to the number of acres to be served by the water so utilized.
(d) The distribution of water under stated regulations, which have the effect of law, under the
supervision of an officer specially chosen for the purpose.
(e) The payment for this authorized use by means of stated rates levied upon the volume of
vmter used.
The records taken at Fort Douglas, a short distance outside the city, for twelve years, and those made
by the Signal Service observers, in Salt Lake City itself, covering a period of eight years, show a mean temperature of nearly 52 degress, and an average precipitation of I 7 inches and 68-100th. The first half of
the period, that is from 1863 to 1872, the mean average is placed at 18·81 ; while from 1873 to 1882
inclusive, the mean precipitation is ~>tated at over 16·65. It is noticeable throughout the entire mountain
area that wherever the records have been kept long enough (this at some army posts has been the case) for
comparison, that the latest years will show a marked diminution of the precipitation, while equally as
marked is the increased humidity of the soil where settlement has, by irrigation, been enabled to cultivate
the same.
The decrease in atmospheric humidity is believed to proceed from the destruction of the timber on
the side of the ranges, and from the elevated foot-hills, valleys, and canyons thereof. '!'his observed increased
in terreue humidity is a factor of great importance. In dry areas like that portion of the United States
whose characteristics are heroin briefly outlined, and in similar regions, like those of Australia, South Africa,
et al., where cultivation under modern direction is just beginning, there is every opportunity offered for
systematic observations of so significant and valuable a series of facts-if such indeed they are, of which
little doubt can be felt.
The extent of irrigation in the settlements of Utah cannot be accurately stated, as there have been
no general official statistics published since 1875, a period of nine years. At that date there were in the
twenty organized counties 2,095:! miles of principal canals, costing $1,918,174; 4,888f miles of tributary
canals, cmlting $503,320. This was a total construction of 6,984 miles of canals and ditches at a cost of
$2,527,678. The total cultivated area within the district "under water" was 302,766 acres, of which
106,184 did not require the application of water at all.
The honorable delegate in Congress from Utah, 1\:Ir. Caine, under date of December, 1884, estimated
that there were in the four most prosperous counties of that territory, in the way of irrigation (main) canals,
as follows : Miles of Main Ca.nala.

Counties.

Weber
Ut11h
Cache
Salt Lake
Total estimate

165

Estimated Cost.

190

$300,000
250,000
550,000
1,250,000

640

$2,350,000

HiO
175
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As compared with 1875, the increase in tributary canals and their cost will, for the counties named, be
2,132 miles, and $216,596. The cultivated area "under water," or within the irrigation districts of these
counties, in 1875, was over 102,000 acres, or one-third of the total. It has, unquestionably, doubled, as the
estimated increase of main canals in 1884 over 187 5 was 289 miles, or very nearly one-half more than the
main milea"'e of 1875. It would not be fair, Mr. Caine suggests, to consider the increase as great in other
counties or"the territory. But there has been no retrogression. An estimate which aJds one-fourth to the
system of irrigation and the acreage affected by it would, in 1884, be within moderate bound~ for the
remaining sixteen counties. That would give a total cultivated area of over 656,000 acres, a mam canal
construction of 2,810 miles, and one of tributary works aggregating 7,750 miles.
Turning southward, Arizona is found to be making considerable progress. The southern part of the
territory, and its smaller central valleys, ·offer a considerable area for the farmer when irrigation is applied.
The difficulties of the problem are found not only in the newness of the region, as to settlement, but in the
want of system, and the confusion of ideas as to the lawful use and control of water. The Mormon system
would bring admirable results in both Arizona and New Mexico. There is a great deal of waste in such
areas as the Salt River, the Gila, San Pedro, and Santa Cruz valleys. There has already been
the
over questions of priority, &c. Gradually order is being evolved, but at the expense, unnecessarily,
farmers present and to come, who now or will be obliged to use water. There is in the Salt River Valley
some 30,000 acres "under water.'' This is the oldest farming settlement in this territory, except the lands
which for several centuries have been cultivated by the Pima and Papago Indians. The valley of the Gila,
which contains not less than 1,000,000 acres easily irrigable, according to the analysis presented in the
United States Exploration Reports, conducted by Capt. George :M:. Wheeler, possesses soils richer in constituent elements of fertility than the valley of the Salt River. At the present time there is a considerable
number of irrigation enterprises under way. Some of them will reclaim large areas of secondary tablelands
as well as cover the more available valley.
This department is possessed of information showing over 200 miles of main canals completed, or
under rapid construction, during the years 1884 and at the present writing. With the tributary feeders
and laterals, Southern and Central Arizona has finished, or very nearly so at least, 600 miles of irrigation
works. As this territory has always been considered one of the most unpromising in the dry and mountain
regions of this country, the facts are of a cheering character. The most astonishing reports are made of the
fecundity and fertility of the areas " under water."
The annual precipitation of Arizona, as reported from five stations of the United States Signal
Service, over an average observation period of six years, ranges from 2·04 inches at Yuma, on the
Colorado, at an altitude of 200 feet above the sea level, to 15·76 at Fort Grant, an altitude of about 2,500
feet. The mean average for the territory during the six years ending June, 1883, will be only 9·34.
The physical configuration of Arizona shows it to be an over-drained region. This is in itself
sufficient to account for the unquestioned aridity of a large portion of the territory; but settlement and time
is providing there, as well as elsewhere within our mountain area, that the supplies of water, with proper
conservation and distribution, will be found more important and available than has generally been considered
probable. In the narrow and precipitous valleys of Central Arizona, there are natural reservoirs, of which,
with but comparatively little artificial outlay, valuable storage basins may be created, and force enough
obtained to raise the water high enough for reaching extensive portions of the mesa or tablelands adjoining
the river valleys. Several of the minor streams are known to sink, and their recovery and use for industrial
purposes will be found a task not difficult to engineering skilL In the south-eastern portion of this territory
there are extensive grassy plains or broad intervals, known as cienegas, on account of the nearness of water
to the service. The cattlemen have taken advantage of this fact. It would seem to argue the existence of
subterranean waters-the consequence of over-drainage with its rapid disappearance of the precipitation.
There are two rainy seasons-in our winter and summer months. In the latter they are often violent and
torrential in character, disappearing almost as suddenly as they come. In April and May there are often
neighbourhood showers, seeming to be limited in area, as if the currents in their passage from the Southern
Pacific, coming through the Gulf of California, were broken by the higher peaks, and whirled in circular
eddies over the sections visited. They are known by the Mexicans and Indians as "~hepherd rains." No
artesian wells have yet been sunk, but at several points the Southern Pacific Railroad has obtained water at
comparatively moderate depths.
It may be worth suggesting that such artesian water belts as have been found within the mountain
region herein outlined, are upon or below the cast and west (foothills) flanks of the Sierras Nevada and
Rocky Mountains. On the west flank of the first-named dorsal range, among the foothills of California,
and on the other and physically related eastern side of the eastern and continental range-the Roeky
Mountains-as at Laramie, Wyoming, Denver, Colorado; on the southem portion of the Staked Plains of
North-Western Texas, upon the western division of the Texas Pacific Railroad, artesian wells are being
successfully sank and utilized. The significance of this suggestion as to artesian water belts, and their
topographical relation to the mountain ranges, and the possibilities of a system of conservation and distribution of water for industrial purposes, can easily be seen by a reference to any topographical map of this
country.
The north-western part of the intra-mountain region or division embraces the State of Nevada
and eastern half of the State of Oregon, and of the Territory of Washington. The latter sections run as
far west ns the 1i0th meridian of west longitude.
The State of Nevada pt'esents the most forbidding aspect, so far as the water problem is concerned.
The area north thereof offers but little, at this writing, of distinct interest. The average precipitation will
range therein at about 14 inches per annum, falling a little below at points most exposed or distant from
the hydrological system of the Columbia, and rising to about 22 inches where under its direct influence.
The indigenous grasses afford nutriment to large herds of cattle. Some irrigation enterprises are
already underway, others are projected. The Columbia River and its affiuents make an extensive basin
wherein concurrent testimony establishes the existence of an available water supply, large as to extent
and volume. In illustration of this, there is a project now under way for utilizing the waters of the Snake
River, the la.rgest affiuent of the Columbia, and turning it by means of irrigation canals, &e., over the
Suake River Jllateau, a great area embracing 12,000,000 acres, now almost rainlcss, and thus reclaiming
the same. The project is a possibility, and indicates the attention that is being directed to these matters.
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There ia no doubt whatever of there being a sufficient and avail!tble body of water in their natural ways
and channels, with the average precipitation and the storage of the snowfall in the higher canons and
channels of the Sierras to provide for the reclamation of a considerable portion of Eastern Oregon and
"\Vashington Territory, while the· rapid increa;<e of pastoral use establishes the superior grazing value of the
indicated region. The timber area, according to the Federal Census of 1880, will not exceed four per cent.
of the whole, but that may be fairly set down as an under estimate, owing mainly to the insufficient data
upon which it is based. The opening of the Northern Pacific Railroad, since 1880, has shown that this
calculation falls short of the facts. The increase of land occupation and population which follows railroad
construction is already being felt.
The entire area of Nevada is within the Basin region, and its average altitude is about 5,000 feet.
The Carson and Humboldt Rivers form the only hydrological areas of any importance. The drainage
basins of the Sierras afford valuable opportunities for water storage, natural and artificial. Lakes Tahoe
and Pyramid are examples. The southern extremity of this portion is of an arid character. Yet there
are some evidences of agricultural reclamation. In the Carson Valley there is some systematic effort at
irrigation. The Surveyor-General of the State reported in J883 and 1884 that within the counties named
as the western half of the States there were twelve mining ditches in 1833, with a total length of 31
miles; in 1884 the length had increased to 3± miles. The irrigation ditches in 1883 were 518 in number,
in 1884 there were 570; their length in 1883 was I ,040 miles, and in 1884 it was 1,091 miles. The area
under water in 1883 was 77,910 acres, in 1884 it was 81,910 acres.
These figures do not cover the full consumption of water, industrially considered, within the area of
this State. There are small irrigation enterprises not fully reported, and in some localities wells and springs
are utilized. Water is also brought for mining purposes by flumes and ditches, sometimes for long distances,
which incidentally serve, for limited areas, agricultural uses also. It is also shown, especially in
Humboldt County, and elsewhere in the northern portion of the State, that water is obtained hy wells sunk
to but moderate depths. They Surveyor-General claims, also, that there are evidences seen of a climatic
change in the direction of increased humidity. The "shepherd" rains from across the Sierras are said, on
the eastern flanks, in the valleys and foothills thereof, to be more frequent, and the winters even are more
mild. These statements are not yet demonstrated as facts, however.
The records of the Smithsonian and of the U. S. Signal Service observers, as well as observations
taken by railroad employes, and at the military posts of the United States, irregularly though they are, run
back for an average of twelve years. They indicate the annual precipitation of Nevada to be, in the
northern portion, about 12 inches ; in the central, along the line of the railroad and below, not over nine,
under fctvorable circumstances ; and in the southern it will run down to 6 or 7 inches per annum.
Nevada is therefore to be regarded as the most unpromising portion, on the whole, of our dry area. Yet
even there is evidence that water can be conserved and made largely to aid the work of land reclamation,
Aa a grazing State, Nevada is slowly coming into prominence. The mildness of its winters, comparatively
speaking, invites occupation for cattle and sheep. It has always been found that pastoral occupation is
accompanied, after a short period, by a marked increase in agricultural utilization.
That portion of New :Mexico which lies west of the 105th meridian embraces two-thirds of the
territory and its most important agricultural region. The principal centres of irrigation enterprise are in
the Hio Gran de and Mimbras V alleys.
The former bisects the territory almost from north to south.
Irrigation has been practised therein, and in the smaller valleys, by the Indian town-dwellers, from
a period long ante-dating the Spanish occupation in the middle of the sixteenth century. Water has been
conveyed on to the same land for centuries by ditch and by hand, and the soil remains as fertile as when
first turned by the hand of man. No reliable statistics are available as to the extent and importance of the
irrigation works, within the territory, but as the population in J 880 numbered 119,565 souls, and at the
present writing is estimated to be at least 140,000, raising within the territory a considerable proportion of
the bread stuffs they use, besides fruit, cattle, sheep, &c., it follows that the means of water distribution
must be quite extensive.
The number of farms is not less than 5,500; the yield is large, and the products of a varied character.
The entire length of the irrigation canals and ditches will probably equal that of Utah.
The Indian aud :Mexican laws and customs as to community uses of water still continue. They were
preserved to those inhabitants by treaty when Mexico ceded to the United States a large portion of its
northern territory. The average annual precipitation ranges from J 2 to 16 inches, according to the altitude
and locality.
It will not be necessary to more than refer to the question of irrigation within that part of Colorado
which lies west of the 105th meridian. A large proportion of the irrigated districts lie along or east of that
imaginary line, but the southern portion of the State contains the oldest farming section. A portion of it
was formerly under Mexican rule, and has the same agricultural and
characteristics as other portions
of the Rio Gran de V alley region.
·
The water system of the State is regarded as the best yet devised in its supervision of outflow and
distribution, and its method of settling and adjudicating disputes.
The possession of water under law eau he obtained by companies or by neighbourhood organizations
for the purpose of distributing the same at certain rates, which are to be judicially decided upon, if disputed
by the users and purehasers. The ownership of distributing and construction works is in the hands generally
of large and wealthy joint-stock association. The older water compmliel:l were formed by and from .the
agricultural colonies, which begun over twenty-four ycnrs since the work of systematic land reclamatiOn.
The later constructions-those now operative and those iu
nsually owned by great land companies. These works are planned on a large scale. , The.
. are sn:p.risin~, and will he ~or.e so. in the
near future, as a larger area is placed under water. fho State IS now dtvuled mto 2G water d1stncts, m each
of which a water commbsioner has been appointed, to whom all questions of distribution arc referred, with
the right of 11ppeal to the State District Courts. A State cngincer'il office has also been created, to
which all engineering and other technical superYisiou belongs.
The discovery of an extensive belt of mtesiau water is likely to have sn important influenee on the
problems herein considered. Th.e heavy snow prccipation, c~ticfly seen ~n the eastern fln~ks and the
jiummits of the great ranges, whwh fact must be due to the mfluence of the Gulf of :Mexico and the
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Atlantic Oceans-from which the winds hear moisture over the interior of this continent-will sufficiently
account for the subterranean water supply developed at Denver, and partially found elsewhere, as at
Laramic Plains, Wyoming, and along the southern edge of the Staked Plains of North-West Texas. The
questions to be solved in Eastern and Centr:tl Colorado and Wyoming, so far as the water supply is concerned, will be found to be of great future importance for the plains division, already referred to as lying
between the 98th and 105th meridians of west longitude.
Passing then to this division, the first one in order of statement, the last in that of description, the
observer is met with another aspect of the problems under review. From the foothills, north and south of
the Rocky Mountains, the plains, generally treeless, of Texas, Kansas, Nebraska, and Dakota, roll eastward
and downward, like a great grassy sea, to the valley of the Missouri, and the hydrological basin of the
Mississippi.
It has already been suggested that within both the divisions named the imperfect meteorological
records indicate during such period of contemporaneous observation as they cover, a diminution rather than
an increase of atmospheric humidity and precipitation. This is not stated as a fact to be decisively accepted,
hut as indicative evidence only, and it seems to be accompanied also by other evidence to the effect that
such diminution runs co-terminously with forest denudation and destruction of the timber. On the other
hand is the striking statement, so suggestive of economic possibilities and utilities, that where settlement
and cultivation has progressed to any marked degree, and especially where the latter has been aided by
irrigation, there has been a decided increase of ten·ene humidity. Springs have inereased in volume. The
running water;; are more regular in flow and quantity. The increase in some places is a very noticeable
phenomenon, as that of Salt Lake, for instance. With all these and other details it is shown in California,
Utah, aml Colorado, that, wherever irrigation has been longest applied, the necessity for the use of water by
its nwm1~ has diminished, owing to seepage from the ditches, and that capillary atrraction which has heretofore heen referred to. Under cultivation, then, the soil everywhere shows an increase in humidity. But
this is offset by the destruction of the forests, which is a marked feature of settlement within all the intramountain and l'acific coast divisions. On the other hand the destruction of the native grasses, and the substitution of other and cultivated varieties, have a marked effect favorable to the terrene in<:rease of humidity.
The eastern, or plains, division shows, however, a phenomenon of another character, and that is the movement westward with the movement of population, of an increased rainfall. This precipitation is likened
by the State engineer of Colorado to a wall pressed wer;tward. At Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, on the
Missouri Hiver, for example, the record of observation cover a period long enough in continuity and
accuracy to be reliable for deduction. l'rof. Snow, of the State University, Kansas, a recognised authority
on these questions, states that the increase at Fort Leavcnworth <luring the last nineteen years over a
similar period just preceding, to he not leHs than five inches and twenty-one one-hundredths per annum.
Thh; mukes an increase of nearly 25 per cent. per annum. During the first nineteen-the period preceding
the white settlements, the average rainfall W!lS 30·96 inches; during the second period it has been 36·21 inches.
Fort Riley iil a United States army post, located in the State of Kansas, 110 miles directly west of Fort
Leavenworth. There arc twenty-three years of recorded observation at Riley, and twenty-four at the State
Agricultural College, 11 few miles north and east of the army post. At Fort Riley, the yearly increase has
amounted to :3·05 inches per annum. At Manhattan, the average annual increase is stated at 5·61 inches.
Going further west one degree and the !J8th meridian is reached-the limit set for the eastern boundary of
tho dry region.
\V hen settlement begun on this line and west thereof, the average annual precipitation did not exceed
14 inches. It now ranges as high as 18 inches in the eastern portion, of course far short of the full needs
of industrial life. And yet the column of settlement is moving west in both Kansas and Nebraska in a slow
but almost solid wall. In Dakota this western movement is now more rapid, hut has not continued long
enough for reliable deduction.
Within the western or "dry" half of Kansas no white population was in 1860 recorded by the
Federal Census enumerators. In 1870 the total population in the same region was given by the ninth
Federal (\msns ns 5,Hi9. In 1880 the tenth ce11sus records it at Hi5,000. The State Agricultural Report
for 18tH gives the following figures. Hctnrns from only 30 organized counties are given. The unorganized
ones arc also growing rapi1lly:Population ...
191,226
Acres under fence
2,840,H79
Acres under cultivation (grain and tame grasses)
2,233,723
Number of cattle, sheep, &c.
1,239,662
Pounds of wool clipped (1883) ...
1,726,443
Number of orchard trees
2,823,782
1,()60
Number of acres in small fruit ...
Numher of acre:; in forest trees (planted)
29,367
Value of all marketed meats, wool, and dairy products, also poultry,
eggs, &c.
$5,338,825
In the extreme south-western portion of Kansas, forming part of tha upper valley of the Arkansas
Hiver, and traversed by one of the great trunk railwap;-the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa
road-there
are a number of rapidly growing colonies :1nd farming centres. This growt.h is due to the inception and
con~trndion of the irrigation workt> on a large scale, supplied from the Arkansas, and serving a considerable
area of fertile and tillable land heretofore used only for grazing purposes. The first of those enterprises was
begun in lll80; the most extensive are not over two years old. The present canals and ditches have a length
of over 300 miles, and for water service cover au area of about 600,000 acres. The capital invested
aggregates over 500,000 dols.
The l:lnd thus irrigated now sell,; at from 4 dol~. to 10 dols. per acre. The population of this valley,
within the irrigable area not already includetl in the totals given, will be not less than 3,000 persons. The
total population in the unorganized counties, not given, can he estimated at 5,000 persons.
The total popnlation thereof in one State alone, of an !1rca wherein it is asserted that the rainfall is
insufficient for agricultuml settlement, is not less than 196,000, all of whom live on, and cultivate, the
land.
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Western Nebraska, to the north of Kansas, equally shows, and perhaps in even a more marked way•
the peculiar western movement of the rainfall to which attention has been called as characteristic of the
Plains division. Professors Aughey and Wilbur, of the State University, with ex-Governor Furnas, of that
State, recognised authorities, declare that Western Nebraska and Eastern Wyoming, therefore, will show a
steady. climatic change. Prof. Wilbur regards the rainfall as comparing favorably with European
countries.
A soil that is not cultivated, he says, is dead, or arid in character. He holds that there is no such
thing as a desert in any ofthe Plains region; that ordinary well water will be found in all directi9ns, and
that artesian water is also obtainable. The under soil, he declares, presents a saturated stratum of 8 feet
in thickness, upon which capillary attraction acts. There may be, and probably are, areas in the colony
of Victoria of which this description by Prof. Wilbur, of the State University of Nebraska, will prove true.
It is given for the Commissioner's use :
" When a settler on the frontier builds his sod house, or roofs his dug-out with sod, he is sheltered
from the rain. The thatch of sod throws off the rain which falls on it. Even so with the unbroken prairie.
It is thatched ground. The rain falls, but penetrates not. It may come in ample abundance, but, as regards
the land on which it falls, it is mostly wasted. It rushes off into the draws, through the draws into the
creeks and rivers, and from the rivers to the sea. lVhen the pi
h of the husbandman breaks the sod, the
thatch is taken from the earth. Thenceforward the rain that falls
gely stays. The absorbent soil of the
prairie drinks up the moisture, and, for five or seven years of cultivation this absorbing process may go on,
until the ground is thoroughly saturated, and has taken up its plenum of water for the uses of the farm. I
have talked with hundreds of farmers on the frontier, and I have found this to be their experience-a
gradual yet rapid development of the resources of the soil by the increase of moisture in its various forms,
which follows upon cultivation. As cultivation extends, the characteristic growths of the prairie change.
The stunted buffalo grass is displaced by grasses of a richer growth. Trees spread out from the river
bottoms, and the land which was known to the traveller before the farmer settled upon it would be known
by him no longer."
One of the most notable among the processes of reclamation is seen in the cultivation of timber. It
is stated that since the passage of the Timber Culture Act (a law undt.. which a settler receives 160 acresadditional to the homestead of the same extent--on condition of planting ten acres thereof in forest trees)
a great area has been set out. 'fhe extent of this arbor-culture can be seen by remembering the fact that
over 29,000 acres were reported, in 1884, as planted with growing timber in Western Kansas alone.
In Nebraska, in 1884, there were set out 4,435,000 trees, and over 2,000 bushels of trees 11eeds were
sown.
The area reclaimed under the Timber Culture Act, July 1st, 1884, within the States and Territories
herein named, was 16,961,742 acres.
If the law is obeyed, there is now growing 4,240,433 acres of forest trees. If this is reduced, for
fraudulent entries, by one-half, we shall still have an area of over two million acres.
The Commissioner for the Australian colony of Victoria is thus in possession of an extended
outline of the report on irrigation and land reclamation within the United States, now being prepared by
this department. It is respectfully transmitted to him in the hope that the facts and suggestions contained
w.a.y prove useful, and for the purpose of responding to the inquiries propounded.
Very respectfully,

E. A. CARMAN, • ··
Acting Commissioner of Agriculture.
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